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world once again for 
the EXCLUSIVE on this 
tasty little numbe: 
Flick ahead to those 
white hot preview 

pages immediately and 
all will be revealed. 
What? Are you sti 

here? Go on, be off 

with yo 

's right, Holly Would is 
set to hit the NES and Game 
Boy. Read on... 

All the gossip on Gamesmaster live: 
who was there, who was doing 
what, and what the NMS lads got 
up tol We also offer early glimpses 
of The Toxic Crusaders, 
Combatribes, and Swamp Thing - 
all of which are heading for a 
Nintendo system near you! 

Well, we're in here - are you? The 
so-called cream of Nintendo game 
players hove unveiled their best 
efforts for your delectation. If you 
think you could beat what's on dis- 
play, then drop us a line and a 
photo - if you dare. 

Nope, sorry to disappoint you, but 
you are not going to see Street 
Fighter Championship Edition for 
the Game Boy. These and other 
heovily-optimistic questions are 
answered by the ever-reliable Jaz 
this issue. 

Questions, questions...and only the 
S.E.A.L can answer them! Is it a 
bird? Is it a plano? Is it a rather 
useless seagoing mammal with 
ridiculously large flippers and com- 
ments more cutting than a bowl full 
of fishooks? Read on and find out, 
because there’s never been any- 
thing like him! 

The Doctor is in! This month the 
NHS once again comes to your res- 
cue with the continuing guide to 
Zelda Ill, a wealth of Parodius- 
related info, and a whole host of 
small - but perfectly-formed - snip- 
pets to aid any struggling patients. 

This month, fighting games come 
under the microscope. Although 
Street Fighter Il is widely regarded 
as THE definitive Super NES beat 
‘em up, are the others still worth 
bothering with? Steve Merrett 
emerges from scrap ofter scrap, 
punch drunk but with a full report. 

Where else would you find concise 
reviews of F-Zero, Popeye, 
Excitebike, R-Type and Lemmings? 
Nowhere other than the complete 
guide to Game Boy, NES and Super 
NES games - the NMS index 

As sultry and mysterious as ever, 
the Next Month page is once again 
here doing what it does best. Want 
to know what's in Issue Six of NMS? 
Turn to this page and all might just 
be revealed. 
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collowed to enter any compet 
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offer. 

AMAZING BUT TRUE... 
001:The flushing toilet wos 
invented by Thomos Crapper, 
who promptly gave his nome to 
the popular pastime, 
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Welcome aboard the Good Ship NMS 
for another voyage through the won- 
derful world of Nintendo! I'm keeping 
this short because this issue of NMS is 
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the greatest yet - and with so much 
crammed on these pages we've sim- 
ply run out of space. Just room to tell 
you that from what we've heard 1993 
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looks set to be the best year ever for 
games, and next month we'll be 
telling you why. SEE YOU THEN! 
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If you were at the fabulous 

Gamesmaster Live show, you’d 

know that THE article of 

clothing to be seen in was an 

NMS t-shirt. Available in glitzy 

grey or beautiful black, these 

wonderful pieces of fashion 

design sport a grinning Mario 

above which is the NMS logo - 

stunning stuff. 

With designers such as Vivienne 

Westwood and Geoff Banks 

gagging to know our secrets of 

fine taste, we are proud - nay, 

honoured - to offer you, our 

beloved readers, the chance to 

own one of these fine shirts. 

Yes, indeed, you too can dress 

with all the style and finesse 

associated with the NMS. team 

simply by donning one of these 

stunning t-shirts. They come in 

two sizes, young whippersnapper 

Medium and Tim “Ba”Boone 

sized XL - just the thing for 

covering that new gut you’ve 

developed since Christmas! 

» 
MAGALINISYS 

Please complete the coupon and 
NMS T-shirt Offer, Tower House, 
Place, Lathkill Street, Market Harbor 
Leicestershire, LE16 SEF. 
Please ensure your cheque/Postal Order/ 
International Money Order is made payable 
to Emap Images Ltd. 

UK ORDERS 
Please include a postage and packing 
charge of S0p per item within your 
payment. 
f you wish to pay by VISA, you can phone 
our order hotline on 0858 468 888. 

EUROPEAN & OVERSEAS ORDERS 
If your order is to be delivered within 
Europe, please include a postage and 
packing charge of £1.00 per item within 
your payment. 
If your order is to be delivered overseas 
(rest of world postal zones 1 & 2), please 
include a postage and packing charge of 
£2.50 per item within your payment. 
We suggest that overseas readers pay by 
International Money Order. 
Offer closes on June 20th 1993, 
Please allow 28 days from receipt of order 
for delivery. 
Order enquiries, please call 0858 468 811. 



Send to : NMS T-shirt Offer, Tower House, Sovereign Place, Lathkill 
Street, Market Harborough, Leics. LE16 9EF 

l enclose my cheque (address on back) made payable to EMAP Images 
Ltd. or please debit my Access/VISA account with the sum of 

£. .. My card number i 
Please use block capitals 
Card Expiry date ... 

Signature 

19... 

Postcode 

(Please enter quantities required in boxes) 

ITEM SIZE 

Grey NMS T-shirt M 

Grey NMS T-shirt XL 

Black NMS T-shirt M 

shi a) wa al Black NMS T-shirt XL 

Please add 50p per item, postage & packing 

PRICE 

£6.99 

£6.99 

£6.99 

£6.99 

TOTAL 

(Euro/overseas readers see ‘How To Order’) 

Please allow 28 days for delivery 

TOTAL £ 
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MEGAMAN V 

Returning for o fifth adventure 
‘against the forces of evil this 
summer is Megaman, In this 
forthcoming NES platformer, 
the robo-suited hero is up 
geinst the evil Protoman who 
is threatening the world from 
his four-storey castle - each of 
which is guarded by a series of 
massive robots. As in past 
games, Megaman picks up an 
assoriment of power-ups to 
assist his fight for good, and 
these include o nifty attack 
robot called Beat who effec- 
tively doubles our hero's pow- 
ers! Once again in the hands 
of Capcom, Megaman V 
should hit an NES near you 
some time in June. 

OVERLORD 

Ex-owners of the Commodore 
Amiga may have encountered 
@ rather good space strategy 
affair called Supremacy. Well, 
lucky NES owners will soon be 
able to experience its delights, 
- albeit under the new mon- 
icker of Overlord. Basically, 
Overlord is the nearest the 
NES is ever likely to come in 
recreating Frank Herbert's 
Dune series. The game sets 
the player the task of master- 
minding the colonisation of 
four previously inhospitable 
planets - using a graphically- 
stunning sequence similar to 
Stor Trek's Genesis device to 
depict it. Of course, organising 
such a mammoth task involves 
building up armies and putting 
together fleets of ships con- 
taining farming, building and 
factory implements. The 
Amiga game was instantly 
regarded as a classic of its 
type, and the NES version 
should be available within the 
next two months. 

CES SHOW 

As the hard-working NMS lads 
work late into the night getting 
this issue to you, Tim the Ed is 
currently taking it easy at the 
CES show in Las Vegas. We'll 
be bringing you a full show 
report next month, with news 
of every new Nintendo game 
set fo hit the machines in 
1993 - and beyond. 
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IT AIN'T EASY BEING CHEESEY 
Chester Cheetah, the star of those Cheeto crisp z i 
‘ads, is soon to make the transition to the Super F Af Je NEW GAME | 
NES. Developers Kaneko have dropped . “<a OF 7 
Chester in a large arcade/adventure 1 = é C 
which sees the cool cat trying to ; vie , BY: HANEHO 
escape from a well-protected x : 
200. To escape from a lifetime = 4 
of being gowked at by all 5 
manner of weirdoes, y 
Chester's mission involves y 
finding his motorbike and re- pS Miaka bastarlcletiniarsd 
enacting Steve McQueen's 5 exc be ae as 
performance in The Great sions are that good. ful review will 
Escape. Unfortunately, though, eppear ext month 
the z00 owners preempted his, 
plan and have scattered key parts of 
the bike around the zoo. Thus, avoiding the 
pursuing Reepers and dangerous animals, 
Chester's search brings him into contact with 
boxing Kangaroos and rollerblading tortoises. such as X-ray vision and super speed. You'll be 
Small caches of Cheetos are used to replenish _able to find out whether Chester Cheetah:Too Cool 
lost energy, and other objects are available to. To Fool is as tasty as the Chester's crisps when the 
temporarily endow Chester with special powers game is released in June. 

Formerly known as Bells ‘n’ 
Whistles, Twin Bee is another 
yertically-scrolling blaster set 
for Super NES stardom. The 
game first appeared in the 
arcades and was converted 
brilliantly fo the PC Engine a 
year or so ago. Basically, the 
player controls a small space 
craft which encounters 
numerous nasties on its way 
upscreen and the action 
becomes more fast and furi- 
‘ous as the game progresses 
= a familiar scenario, but ‘ 
Twin Bee is particularly well 3 crecuted The colsror’wes. singh ons of uly ond ope Ales omes Twin Be om 
‘one of the most under-rated es experts, Konami 
arcaders ever, featuring 
some of the smoothest shoot 

‘em up action ever seen, and 
we're looking forward fo the 
SNES version with bated 
breath! More news just os 
soon as we cant 

te 
s 

Yr os 

UPER NES ‘A. Pov gle sh econ sarong vp. 
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Although bashing each other with over-large cotton buds hos 
captured to the imagination of countless viewers, the UK version 
of Gladiators still can’t hold a candle to the US original. In an 
attempt to bring some of the overseas lunacy to our shores, 
Gametek are about to reveal an NES multi-event game based on 
the American series. Featuring all the events of the TV version - 
including the powerball, the wall, and the pugi sticks - one or 
two players are invited to smash the hell out of each other for 
cash. American Gladiators was programmed by UK development 
team, Imagitech, and it seems likely that an as-yet unnamed UK 
software house has their eye on releasing it over here using the 
ITV Gladiator logo. More news as it happens. 

FANTASTIC VOYAGE 
Ah, Columbus's epic journey. As he sailed 
the seven seas in search of the country 
which was destined to become America, lit- 
tle did we know of the battles he faced. Ah 
yes, in 1492, Columbus's heavily-armed 
ship had to do battle with wave after wave 
of enemy ships and large end-of-sea boss- 
es. Yes indeed, Misawa’s Christopher 
Columbus has certainly taken a few liberties 
with the epic tale, and has in turn metamor- 
phosed the tale into a horizontally-scrolling 
blast. Mammoths and power-ups also play a 
part in this weird blaster, although - pe 
haps thankfully - there's no news of a UK 
release date yet 

eo NEN GAME 

o BY: MISAWA 

eo SUPER NES 

FIGHT, FIGHT, 
YOU FOOL 

In an attempt to add a little variety to the 
boxing theme, ACS's Power Punch Il pits the 
player against a series of inter-galactic 
pugilists in a fight to the death. Soon to be 
available for the NES, a number of special 
punches are available, but the alien players 
feature even weirder ones, including the 
ability to detach their heads or move at 

ht-speed! A panel of impartial judges 
keep an eye out for dirty moves, but it's pos- 
sible fo distract them to use the odd foul 
move 

© BART'S BACK 

Springfield's finest resident, 
Bart Simpson, is once again 
returning to the NES - this 
time to fight against 
Radioactive Man. Donning his 
Bartman cloak and hat, this 
scrolling mixture of shoot ‘em 
up and adventure themes sees 
Bart somehow getting 
‘embroiled in a fight with 
Radioactive Man having fallen 
into a comic strip(!). Four 
chapters of action await the 
yellow-skinned one, and these 
in turn have been split into 
thirteen sub-levels. In addi- 
tion, Radioactive Man has 
three evil cronies - Swomp. 
Hog, Julius Crab, ond Lava 
‘Man - and these, too, should 
be defeated if Bart is ever to 
escope. Initially armed with his 
fists and feet, collecting 
power-ups allows Bartman to 
fire lasers from his eyes and 
throw ice crystals. Once again, 
Acclaim are responsible for 
this bout of Simpson-based 
lunacy, and expect a review 
very soon, 

© MAKE YOUR 

OWN CARTOON 

Bored of platform games and 
blasters? Well, all you NES 
‘owners will soon have salva- 
tion from those imaginative 
peeps at Konami. With their 
Tiny Toon platformers gracing 
virtually every Nintendo con- 
sole known to man, Konami 
‘are now inviting players to 
have o go at piecing together 
their own mini cartoons in 
their latest title, Tiny Toon 
Cartoon Workshop. 
Backdrops, sprites and anima- 
tion are all at the user's dis- 
posal, and assorted preset 
effects are also on offer. 
Finally, any finished work may 
then be saved on to a video 
tope for further viewing. More 
news soon. 

© NMS STARS 
Having seen Gary Harrod 
walk away with their Street 
Fighter Il golden joystick, stay 
tuned to Channel 4's 
Gamesmaster, because NMS. 
staffers will be there offering 
their definitive views on all the 
latest games - fame at last! 

13 NINTENDO 
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TECHNOS SLUGFEST 

eo BY: TECHNOS 

Starring three street-wise 
fighters, The Combatribes is 
onother Super NES addition 
to the Final Fight-style slug- 
gers. For the uninitiated, 
Combatribes is a conversion 
of a little-known Tecmos 
beat ‘em up and offers more 
scrollin' ‘n’ fumpin’ action os 
the player gets to grips with 
the evil Splatterhead gang 
Controlling one of three 
characters, the player has a 
number of punches, kicks 
and throws ot their disposal - 
including the ability to swing 
stunned opponents around 
to KO other fighters! And is 
this isn’t enough for you, 
there's also a Street Fighter 
Il-style option, where the 
players are pitted against 
each other in a one-on-one 
fight. There's no release date 
as of yet, but expect The 
Combatribes to appear on a 
Super NES near you late this 
year 

NINTENDO 14 

There hasn't been a decent Final Fight 
done for oges, buts Combalrbes better 
than the terminally doll Sonkc Blastman 
‘and Super Double Drogon? Let's hope so. 



‘A mighty Drakkhen has been struck down and the 
kingdom plunged into infernal darkness.You and 
‘your companions have been chosen for a perilous 
‘quest - fo seek-out the remaining dragons, 
combine your powers and save the world from it's 
dark ond deadly curse. 
So select your weapons, summon your courage 
‘and begin your journey through this mighty 

array of weaponry and a sprinkling of magic 
spells, you'll battle with more than 50 
ferocious monsters along your hellish path. 
Remember: you have the power 
‘own characters as you go...becouse in 
dark world you'll need all the help you can get. 
Drokkhen. You can almost smell the fear. 
GAMEZONE-excellently packaged and 
mind-numbingly addictive. 88% 
SUPER PRO-Gameplay 88%, 
Longevity 91%. Instontly exciting 
‘and absolutely loads to do. 
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IT'S CLEAN UP TIME! 

ULTRASEQUEL 
Although his first Super NES adventure was 
@ trifle disappointing, Ultraman fans should 
start preparing for his next game - the lo 
cally-titled Ultraman Vil! Once again using 
the one-on-one beat ‘em up theme, 
Ultranian VII pits the bullet-headed hero 
against a series of outlandish aliens. 
Apparently, several new moves have been 
added to give a little more variety to the oth- 
erwise limited action but, apart from that, 
news is scarce. A full review should follow 
soon. 

‘4 Ate the fist game, prhops its better that Bondo have 
skipped stroight to number seven inthe series. 

fe NeW GAME 
BY: BANDA 
SUPER ES 
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© THE HAT IS 

BACK! 

Before searching for the Lost 
Ark and invading the Temple 
Of Doom, Indiana Jones 
explored the world in an 
attempt to rescue o rare arti- 
fact from the elusive ‘Claw 
well, according to Jaleco, any- 
way. In their new NES 
arcade/adventure, The Young 
Indiana Jones Chronicles, Indy 
explores five zones in search of 
Claw and the missing valu- 
able. Starting in Mexico, Indy 
battles against all manner of 
baddies before moving on to 
France and eventually to 0 
dogfight above the German 
cities - ond then on to the 
Clow’s secret lair. All manner 
of extra weapons are at hand 
ond these include knives and 
grenades. There's no release 
date os of yet, but stay tuned 

© GROAN 

ALONE 

Oh good (heavy sarcasm) 
lucky NES owners are soon to 
share the not at all contrived 
adventures of Macauley Culkin 
in Home Alone Il as THQ pre- 
pare to unleash o tie-in some- 
fime in the next few months. 
For those of you who haven't 
seen the film, basically the 
events of the first Home Alone 
are magically transported to 
New York, as Kevin 
McCalister's parents once 
again lose him - | bet Esther 
Rantzen doesn't know about 
this. However, armed with five 
useful weapons, Kevin's NES 
alter ego is given a series of 
scrolling locations within which 
to defeat the pursuing Wet 
Bandits who he got locked up 
in he first film, We can't wait 

© GOT THE 

TIME ON YOU, 
CLOCK! 
What's the spookiest piece of 
Mario merchandise we've seen 
this Christmos? The lorge 
Mario olarm clock, that's what 
So ugly is this device, thot our 
very own Dave Kelsall has had 
endless nightmares since he 
sow one - or perhaps he just 
looked in the mirror 
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me manages to frelediicai 

‘Goes ey 

One of the weirdest beat ‘em ups we have seen, Ranma, has 
been crammed into a 12MEG cart for an impending release 
Selecting one of a number of fighters - including a vicious 
Panda(}) - Ranma is basically the weirdest one-on-one fighting 
game you are likely to see. Each of the game's twelve characters 
features a variety of attacking and defensive 
moves with the Panda relying on his enormous 
bulk , for instance, whilst others s 
headbutts and low kicks - one guy is even 
‘armed with o bow and arrow which fires light- 
ning bolts! There'll be a full review of this od 
ty next month with more details for your delec- 
tation. 

MORE TENNIS 
MARLARKEY 

Game Boy-owning John McEnroe wannabes 
have salvation at hand later this year as UBI 
Soft release Pro Tennis Tour for the liffle hand- 
held. Using massive sprites to depict the play- 
ers, Pro Tennis Tour invites the player to com- 
pete cround the world for cash prizes wl 
playing some of the toughest players around. 
Considering the two button limitation of the 
Game Boy, UBI Soft claim to have managed to 
cram in all the expected lobs, spins, and 
smashes Tennis fans have come to expect. In 
addition, the game also makes use of the 

Game Link cable to allow to players to compete 
against each other - although it’s not sure 
whether they can play together in a doubles 
match. A definite release date hasn't been 
decided for the game, but UBI Soft are hoping 
to have it in the shops towards the end of April. 

© WHAT THE 

DEVIL? 

Super NES-owning Golf fans 
have never had it so good, 
with PGA Tour and Irem Skins 
already gracing their machine. 
On their way from Japon, 
though, are no less than three 
versions of T&E Soft’s Devil's 
Course series. Boasting what 
T&E claim are the most 
detailed 3D graphics yet, 
Devil’s Course offers a full set 
of clubs and assorted weather 
and ground conditions. The 
four carts offer a series of 
international courses, ranging 
from beach-side ranges to 
particularly tricky tree-lined 
courses, A release date has yet 
to be set, but June seems like- 
ly. 

© SELF SER- 

VICE 

French developers Loriciel are 
set to take the likes of Super 
Tennis and Amazing Tennis 
head-on as they unleash 
International Tennis Tour. 
Based on their popular Amiga 
Tennis games, International 
Tennis Tour is a one or two- 
player game using a split- 
screen mode for the latter. All 
the usual varieties of court sur- 
face and ond shot styles are 
available, and the game hits o 
Super NES near you some time 
in May, 

© SON OFA 

BEACH 

Don these loud shorts and rub 
sunblock on your forehead, 
because o Super NES conver- 
sion of California Games Il is 
on its way. Featuring five 
events - including bady board- 
ing, snow boarding, hang- 
gliding and skateboerding - 
Cally Games Il has been pro- 
grammed to make use of 
Mode 7 during its 3D sections 
In its PC and Amiga forms, 
California Games Il came in 
for a bit of a kicking - mainly 
due to its slow running speed 
However, if the speed problem 
is solved it seems that Cally Il 
could be a winner. More news 
soon 
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is is their first mi sisted tee SUPER SPEED SURPRISES ble to fight for a justela 

ping for The first thing you should know 
about Bubsy is that he’s FAST. 
This cat knows a thing or two 
about top speed. Start him run- 
ning and he is soon belting along 
at a fair old lick, but point him 
down a hill and he shifts so fast 
he's just « blur! Not only thot, 
he's capable of some pretty nifty 
mid-air manoeuvres if you're 
quick on the joypad, and after « 
short time you'll become the 
speediest cat on the planet! 

The last thing Bubsy likes to do is stand around 
waiting for something to happen, and he makes 
his feelings known if you dawdle, waste time or 
do anything else which is even remotely sad. 
This is actually quite a good thing, because all 
the enemies you're likely to encounter ore a tad 
swift, 100, so it pays to keep your speed up! 
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4. Weter ough; thought Bubs ose leapt 
‘owords th endo th ere 

ITS A CATASTROPE! 
Bubsy has a wide variety of ene- 
mies to contend with, but they 
fall roughly into two groups: 

WOOLIES: These are either 
standard woolies; the rock- 
throwing type; the rolling log 
variety or the catapult-firing 
mega-hard men that are best 
ovoided wherever possible. 

CRATES: Yes, these seemingly 
harmless items have a mind all of 

their own, containing such nasties as bananas 
which cause Bubsy to slide out of control, anvils 
that fall on his head ond tacks - exploding pins 
which prove fethall 
Every enemy has its own characteristics, and 
you're going to need to be familiar with them all 
before you can get anywhere in a hurry! 

Bubsy’s world is HUGE, made up of loads of dif- 
ferent levels through which to battle. Each level, 
« world in itself, is split into thr s. 
Here's a quick look at the first 

WORLD 13 This is o grass, rock and water 
area with villages and perilous water slides scat- 
tered throughout. The three chapters of this 
world are the Cheese Wheels Of Doom, the 
Forbidden Plummet and a Bridge Too Fur. All are 
fairly distinctive, but they do have one thing in 
common - they're great for tuning up those joy- 
pad skills for the harder worlds to come. The 
bosses of this world are three giant flying saucers 
commanded by well ‘ard Woolies. 

WORLD 2: A giont fairground where roller- 
coasters and the like dominate the scenery. 
Bubsy is best off dodging the coasters, but he can 
ride in them for extra zip and jump on the boun- 
cy air-balloon things to gain extra height. If he’ 
lucky, Bubsy can even hitch a ride on a racket car 
through the skies above the fair, or find the warp 
doors fo shoot him post all the trouble ahead! 



PURRFECTLY ENORMOUS 

Bubsy is such a massive game, a huge develop- 
ment team hos been working away on the game 
for ages. As you can see from these sketches, 
they've put a lot of thought into the characters 
within the game, giving each one a distinctive 
personality. Most of these early ideas are sfill 
found lurking within the game, although they 
may have changed slightly to suit the worlds 
they live in! 
The designers have put a lot of time and effort 
info animation, particularly of the main Bubsy 
sprite, making him one of the most nifty little 
critters around and capable of some quite stag- 
gering feats. As you can see from these sketch- 
es, hedoes everything a hedgehog can, and a 
whole lot more besides! 
So could Bubsy be the boy to knock the spiky 
‘one into touch? Accolade certainly think so, and 
from what we've seen of the game already 
they're going to give him a serious run for his 
money when this game hits the Super NES in the 
Spring. Rest assured that NMS will have the first 
Review of the game, so stick around for the low- 
down on Bubsy real soon. 

PRICE: £45.00 © : eB aca! 
BY: ACCOLADE 19 
PLAYERS :1 _ 
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VERY SLOW INDEED 

COMPLETE 

Conversion of the fairly popular 
Irem arcade machine of the 
some name which is influenced 
by such classics os Midnight 
Resistance. 

Oo n2ie & mentioned time and ime 
again whenever soldiers of fortune are 

gathered - The Specky Commandos. These 
two rather vertically challenged and pudgy 
brothers wear foot-thick goggles Mr Magoo 
would be proud of. Surprisingly, they're 
amongst the most dangerous men in the 
world. 

Being short, fat and near-blind was a bit 
of a disadvantage when it came to the bros 
trying to pick up their first few jobs, losing out 
as they did to Clint Eastwood, Boba Fett and 
the A Team. But once word of their skills got 
around the offers came flooding in. 

Right now the Specky Commandos are 
being hired by their government, who are 
currently having a bit of a tiff with a mad sci- 
entist and his secret island nation. Instead of 
sending in the army and getting it all over 
with quickly, the military generals have 
decided to save a bit of dosh and send in two 
foot soldiers to do the job. Thus you now find 
yourself in control of one of the infamous 
pair, traversing the platform infested terrain 
hoping to put a stop to the mad scientist and 
his evil plans. So what else is new? 

Gunforce hopefuls ook the Krypon Factor type levels wih gusto 

Graphically, Gunforce is 
excellent, The sprites are 
well drawn and shaded 
and some of the back- 
grounds are also pretty 
good, although the anima- 
tion is a bit stiff. There's 
also loads to do, the screen 
is always packed with 
things to shoot and there's 
‘an enormous variety of 

things to shoot with - be it weapons or 
vehicles. Sadly though, Gunforce is very 
bad indeed. For starters, if Gunforce was 
‘any slower it would be running backwards. 
The sprites crawl lethargically around the 
screen as if it was siesta time on Gunforce 
Island, and the lack of pace soon becomes 
horribly frustrating. This isn’t the only 
problem either. With only five levels it’s not 
the longest game around, and it’s so easy 
that anyone who can’t complete it on their 
first go needs help badly. For example - the 
first end of level guardian doesn’t even get 
chance to shoot at you until just after you 
destroy it (unless you stand there waiting 
around for it to do something). If Gunforce 
were faster and harder, and posal 

° eat g I of | 

a) 
I LIKE DRIVING 
| IN MY TANK 



SAZ SPS, 
its laughably low ‘Sanco 
level and slow, laborious 
action. Okay, it might look 
good - the sprites and 
backdrops are very smart - 

eythi 3 

astonishing. It’s like play- 
ing the game in slow 
iretiony: or — baht 
trols are sluggi 
belief. But worse still is the 
super-low level of chal- 
lenge - | finished it on my 
first go with my first life 
without even trying hard. 
It’s so ridiculously easy — 
even a complete donut with 
the gaming abilities of a 
demented baboon could 
finish it within an hour. And 
then what? With no difficul- 
ty levels to fiddle with and 
« two-player mode that 
makes the gene even Scie 

GIANT ROBOTS 

Prompt the two chaps to run left and right by pressing those directions on the D- 
pad. The men can crouch if the D-pad is pressed DOWN. Climb ladders etc by 
pressing UP on the D-pad. 

Fire weopons 

P 
the joypad ond pre Fire weapons 

ly 
r, the Brothers Speck 4 = a 

50 able to perform this f = - 
hist in mid-oir! START: Now! 

them full rotational shoo [we fer SELECT: Pouse/unpause game. 

How To Play Use the joypad to guide your Specky Brother across five platform levels of blasting 
# of gunfire action, defeating the guardians at the end of each stage and taking care not to 

jremellsnelesend ser lose your three lives either by being shot or having the timer run down to zero. ricky targeting problems 
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ture with standard 
which are actually p 
pathetic and hove a vel 
fire rate. Luckily, by shooting 

found around each 
| the chaps able to get 

their hands on a variety of 
much more destructive hard. 

regular rifle, t the fire 
s much increased. Loads 

of ammo - 999 shots 
precise - is included 
icon picked up. 

The lose 
the rifle, plus it's far more 

verful and good 
indeed at blowing things up. 
Quite a few shots are granted 
the player with each icon 
picked up. 

3. FLAMETHROWER: 
A constant stream of high- 
power flame is jetted out from 
this piece of kit. Loads of fuel 
is provided, but just watch how 
quickly it runs d ou 
fire! 

4. BAZOOKA: 
Easily the best death-deoler of 
the lot. More powerful and 
quicker firing thon the rifle. 
And with shots which travel 
through the enemies, this 
the weapon the cool merce: 
nary abou 

much ammo with each 
box: 

Dore you foce the might of Fred Scuttle? 
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| whatsoever. If you want decent 

‘Bevin 
Disappointing int, the intermission: ere 

cllthe sme end there ae option. 

“Mll-drown spies and good us of out 
and shding. The beh: eent to bd 
ihe. 
The animations prey feb nd the 
seria is slow ond ok 

No tunes pley doting the game andthe 
‘lets oe quite dull and bod. 

LITY 
“P Pleay to shoot. 
=the problem i that the ection i esi 

stow and quichy gets very dll ond boring. 

ABILITY 
‘Only five short levels end no challenge swhotioever. What's mre, coc you're gone 

through i there's no compeluon to play it ever 
‘again - even with two players! 

VERALL 
Great graphics, but the rest of 
the game is a shambles, with no 
challenge and no lasting appeal 

and challenging platform blast- 
ing, check out Super Probotector 
instead. 
= 



TAINMENT 
STEM 

A multi-level shoot 'em up based on aspects of all three 
Movies. You can choose to be either one of the two high fire 
ach having his oe is and tweak a 

‘2 CASTLE STREET, CASTLEFIELD, —- TEL: 061 832 6633. FAX; 061 834 0650 



Greetings, and welcome to 
the Challenge System. Fresh from Christmas 

and a total rewiring, the ScoreMonitor Mk IV has 
decided to create a new arena for your gamesplay- 
ing skills (since you're always pestering us on the 
phone about how hot you are). Hence the arrival of 
the NMS Challenge. Each month we hope to abduct a 
highscoring, heroic reader and put him or her up 
against one of the grossly inflated egomaniacs on 
the NMS team in our noxious Challenge Chamber. To 
kick off, the ScoreMonitor assembled the so-called 
office ‘experts’ to battle it out for the title of ‘Mario 

‘As ScoreMonitor | took great trouble in devising the chal- 
lenge to give each player an adequate chance (to moke o 
fool of themselves). This meant coming up with three 
rounds of a knockout competition. In the first round, four 
pairs would take a match race on one of the easy 
‘Mushroom Cup races. The winners played the semis over 
‘one Flower Cup race, leading up to the finals, which 
were held over the best of three Star Cup races. And all 
at 150cc! At the draw the game was set: Steve Vs Rad, 
Rob Vs Andy, Gary Vs Jaz and Paul Vs Gus. The sad tale 
unfolds... 
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WALLENGE 
Kart Meister’. Surely an elementary task for some 
members of our bragging staff? But we hadn’t reck- 
oned on some truly shambolic play, which our 

metallic referee now has the displea- 
sure to relay to you... 



GETTING SEATED 
COMFORTABLY 
I knew that I could never let the would-be chal- 
lengers pick their own characters, since some of 
the snivelling spawn woul Pp us waiting al 
day, whingeing that they could only win with 
Toad or Princess. In the event the pick-a-charac- 
ter-out-of-a-hat bal provided a plethora of 
groans from the usual moaning minnies - the 
place sounded like an Arthritis Hospital on a 
very cold and wet day. This is what transpired: 

ANDY McVITTIE 
The man who is to Mario Kart what Moss Side is to English Tourism 
wos grateful enough to get the moustachioed plucky plumber. He 
cloimed he couldn't ploy with onyone. On past experience, | believed 
him. 

* JULIAN RIGNALL 
‘Anyone who thought the all-powerful one would completely fix the 
ballot (should that be Julian Rig-it-all) was reassured when Jaz just 
hoppened to pick the best all-round kart, Toad - purely by chance of 
course. He of the shaven temples and smugger-than-smug visage 
grinned all the way to the games room. 

STEVE MERRETT 
Dismay all round as Steve picked the next best, Koopa Trooper. 
Dismay for the crew who knew that Koopa’s hard suspension makes it 
the best handing kart of all, and dismay for Steve knowing that hard 
suspension means hard bumps, ond he wih his stil-so-tender chel- 
fonts 

ROB VS ANDY 
(DONUT PLAINS 1, 

cutting daisies with 

‘Meon | 
been, especially when Rob 
needed reminding of the con- 
trols as the race wos mes 
‘starting. In the event f 
there were no sur- 
prises. Rob set to 

the entire race as Andy sped to 
i ‘adding the hun 

of lapping Rob once on the 
woy. 

* ANGUS SWAN 
Trust the Caledonian Calamity to choose the Simion entrant, Donkey 
Kong. The white-vested knuckle scraper best illustrates Gus’ pos 
on the Mario Kart evolutionary ladder. 

RADION AUTOMATIC 
Despite his protests, Rad chose well in the spiky demogogue that is 
Bowser. Both have two great similarities - very sad haircuts and com- 
plete lack of success with women. 

* PAUL DAVIES 
The Northern Git grabbed the Princess, a character with whom he 
identifies due to split ends. However, this is one gol who needs the 
gentle touch - a technique Paul has yet to master (despite numerous 
foiled attempts). 

GARY HARROD 
Gor, the man who fancies himself so much he has to wear @ prophy- 
lactic if he looks in the mirror, demanded a character befitting his 
office prestige. He duly got Yoshi, the clapped-out Citroen 2CV of 
Mario Kerting. The big man cried, but he had asked for it. 

*ROB BRIGHT : 
And very finally, Rob. Rob had been around since Christmas Eve, 
when he arrived blue-lipped on our step, a student account loan 
statement of frighteningly overdrawn proportions in one hand and a 
wacky rag mag in the other. Taking pity we brought him in and he’s 
been loafing around ever since, living o typically student-type life - 
lying in until the pubs opened and going to bed when they closed. 
However, we needed a token sad case for the challenge, and since it 
was Tom from Megatech's day off, Rob volunteered. Fate delivered 
Luigi into his less-than-grateful palms. 

foad - a rather suitable: 
monicker considering the 
nature of the person at the 
controls - sped on to a rather 
merciless trouncing, lapping 
the red-hot-fayourite-tumed- 
shambling-damp-squib twice 
before finishing. It was a sod 
day for Paleozoic Art Editors. 

‘advantage ‘of zoom ‘ter, 
edging in front of Gary on the 

A thin-lipped grin emanated 
from the Pat Sharp imperson- 
ator, who doesn’t know the 
meaning of the word ‘fair’ as 
he sped away dropping 
bananas ond shells in his 
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PAUL VS GUS 
peices CASTLE 1) 

‘Heading info the nearest green 
shell: However the die was not 

shaggy mane were less eae 
ic Pe 

Pictish fool was him 
at his sudden lap: 
and reassured hims 

__ FLOWER POWER ROUND 
RAD VS JAZ 
(CHOCO ISLAND 1) 
Rod Was looking decidadiy it, Instead he reached for the 
peuky osthe.challengeimoved bag marked“homing shells’ 
intolils second phose, claiming | and Rad became ainder.otthe 
he'didn't know the Flower Cup chocolate speedway as he 

coursés, He needn't have ‘Was sect spinning, There 
ested) es His prentieke i 

shion, 
how mercy at 

Nota bit if into the 

ANDY VS GUS 
(GHOST VALLEY 2) 

Up, ‘of community tra- 
Bucking foren? trend, Paition makes hintistart throw- 
managed to give Mario a 1g himself off at every oppor- 
zoom start, but the lead wos tunity. Kong starts to make a 
brief as Kong closed fast.In___surprise comeback, but the. 
fact, Kong could have won - if _gap is too big to close before 
he hadn't lost. But lose is what Mario limps over the line, and 
he proceeded to do, in true Andy cannot believe that Lady 
Brits-at-Wimbledon fashion. Spawn has given him a place 
Bang! Kong's into o wall and in the Grande Finale. 
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m AWDY VS JAZ 
_ (KOOPA BEACH ine VANILLA LAKE 1) 

alled g whizzing olong the beath like « yobbo-packed 

grubby 
my battery rt ‘Morecombe, 

After sticking . 

Bam island. Andy 
Bd why he's 
Woz taking 
f thr 
J Jaz sneaky? 

1g aff pat and > a 7 downright 
stin. y beachcomber can even a 

ugh the 

greater. Toad is 
narks up one 

The second r 
so where better 

nilla Lake Haile os rake 
are of the dc ysed by b 

ince Wor- 
ge Brit ice-skater, 

dling ina 
J trouser suit. Of course, the slippery 

iis toad feel quite at home, 
ye luck guides him 

c 

Piacca Geolan seraierticr! 
J work out the subtle difference 
straight and a bend, and thus slides out o 

Jo jot accept ‘the title 

res over the 
Des had t 

sn ~-(YOUR CHALLENGE GAME) 
Pee rr 
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GAMEBOY 

= 

PRES START! 

TBA 

JOYPAD 

‘MEDIUM 

UNLIMITED 

33,000 

This is a Game Boy conversion 
‘of the arcade original with New 
Dig Dug, an enhanced game, 
also included. 
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WEIRD HANDLES CENTRAL Flo shi sne ingonp pion 

PUMP IT UP] 

for me: it was the 
first game | really 
went ape over. 
Now it seems as 
fresh and playable 

as the day | clapped eyes 
on it at Bournemouth pier. 
This is more than partly 
due to the excellent and 

faithful conversion Namco have created. 
The graphics, sound and ‘feel’ of Game Boy 
Dig Dug are spot on, even down to the 
mation and small touches such as the music 
stopping when you stop moving, and the 
flowers planted each round. For many of 
you the closeness of the conversion is irrel- 
evant. Surely this is an ancient arcade 

\e Dug has very 
special memories 

playability standards were high, and is just 
perfect for the Game Boy medium. It’s 
immediate, challenging, and absorbing. It’s 
the perfect Game Boy cart to have in your 
pocket for a dull half hour. Just plug it in 
and you're away. It’s also one you'll come 
back to again and again to push up that 
high score. The new version that Namco felt 
compelled to include is generosity to a 
fault! It’s really tough, with a style of its 
‘own, which really means two separate: 
games for the price of one. One of the best 
releases for the Game Boy in months, and 1 
for one love it. 



One further and horrifying ability of the Pookas and 
Fygars makes itself apparent rather quickly. When 
feeling particularly bloodthirsty, they turn into 
ghosts which gives them complete freedom to move 
round the screen os they wish. Normally they ore 
constrained to move in the corridors that Dig has 
dug. Dig is kept aware of their position by the spec- 
tral outline of their faces. 

Rocks away! All that's left is Pooka scrapings. 

ROCKS AWAY 
As any keen gardener knows, the average 
garden is full of stony bits which make turn- 

turn to your advantage in Dig Dug, 
though, as they are used to drop on a 
meanie’s head. This is effected in one 
of two ways. The first is to build a hori- 
zontal funnel underneath the rock, but 
et out of the way fast. The other method 

involves digging a long vertical tunnel up 
10.0 rock. It’s possible to stay below the rock until your prey is in the tun- 
nel, and then move aside. Try and catch more than one meanie ina ROUND CLEAR! 

Perhaps thinking Dig Dug was too simple a concept for the mighty Game Boy, Namco 
have included an expanded version of the game ~ the originally-titled New Dig Dug. In 
addition to killing the meanies, progress fo the next round is made by opening a portal. 
This is effected by collecting the keys which are littered around the ployfield. The play- 
field in the new version is expanded, but provides more problems because iron blocks 
begin to make an appearance. As the rounds progress, the number of blocks begins to 
form a maze which adds to the confusion. 
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reversing. They also flatten 
everything in their way. 

Cherry bombs are safe unti 
undermined. However, if they 
topple and hit the ground they 
explode, killing anything in the 
vicinity. 

x67 

Stands for 16 tons, int the rib- 

isinteg 
“when it hits the eae offen 
blocking Dig's path. 

“Hooray its the office pty - who cares about op! "Mare irrelevant opins under he influence of Pron. 

“+ Tellme, did Dig get card rom Achim ond a Ferrero? “+ Doyou think Dig wants bee? 
NINTENDO 36 

PRESENTATION 
Two seporate games inladed on the can. 

The recreation ofthe orcode’s presentation is 
fouls. . 
Mo options relating to dificaly, nd no high 
score lable, 

GRAPHICS 
2. hs dose othe orcode oss pssibe onthe 

SOUND 
The exiginal mei ond effects have been 
pated exact onto the Geme Boy. Great didly 
nes and PL. 
"The sound of 1982 isn't quite stot ofthe art 
ow. Appetit 

LASTABILITY 
A. The challenge of having o high oe osores 
{cctv place in your collection. 
"The gameplay won't suprise you alter @ 
while, 

PLAYABILITY 
A Dengeroul eddie, de tits simple 

toes ed cots. Esy a play he bgin- 
ig. Nota game fr lover of omplein. 

OVERALL 
A classic conversion of an old 
arcade classic. The perfect ‘pick 
vp and play’ cart, and Dig Dug 
lovers couldn't ask for more. 
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"A superlativ : ri ep eNei all the thrills, spills a 
? { A must buy !" 89% drama of ii a 

A LONG TIME AGO, IN A GALAXY FAR, FAR AWAY... 
A small, courageous group of Rebels are fighting to restore freedom to the galaxy. Be Luke Skywalker, striking your first dead! 
blow against the Evil Empire. Or Han Solo, veteran space pilot, sometimes smuggler, and unlikely hero. Or brave Princess Leia, wh 
risked her life to steal the secret plans for the Death Star. Enlist the aid of Obi-Wan Kenobi, and the droids C-3PO and R2-D: 
Explore all the incredible worlds of Star Wars - from the Tatooine desert, to Mos Eisley Cantina, to the treacherous trenches at th 
very heart of the Death Star. Only you can destroy the Death Star and save the Rebel Alliance... 

MAY THE FORCE BE WITH YOU! 

UBI SOFT UK Ltd. 
Now on GAMEBOY, Finchley House 707 High Road 

North Finchley London N12 OBT 
hw ‘Tol : 081 343 9055 Fax : 081 343 8544 

‘Star Wars i a registered trademark of Lucasfilm Ltd. All rights reserved. Used under authorization. Star Wars® game © 1992 LucasArts Entertainment Company. Lucasfilm Games™ isa trademark of Lucas Arts 
Entertainment Company. Licensed by UB! SOFT. 
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RELEASE 
TBA 
CONTROL 
1JOYPAD 
GAME DIFFICULTY 
MEDIUM 
CONTINUES 
5 
SKILL LEVELS 
3 
RESPONSIVENESS 
oop 
1ST DAY SCORE 

ORIGIN 
Lethal Weapon - The Game, is 
licensed from the three smash 
Lethal Weapon movies featuring 
Mel Gibson and Danny Glover. 

he floor of LA Police Headquarters is 
needing reinforcement - due to the 

weight of unsolved files stacking up! 
Criminal rackets are making a mockery 
of city justice, so it’s time to call the two 
best cops in the Department back from 
an enforced vacation. It’s a desperate 
measure, because these two are wild 
guns, unpredictable and prone to 
unorthodox methods, As it is, they are 
the only operatives capable of solving 

COMMENT 

I'm pleasantly sur- 
prised with Lethal 
Weapon. During its 
development, the tiny 
sprites and all-too 

§ familiar gameplay 
just didn't do anything 
for me. However, 
whilst Ocean have yet 
again avoided doing 

STEVE anything remotely 
new, the large plat- 

form-laden areas offer a real chal- 
lenge, and Lethal Weapon's difficulty 
has been set at a near perfect level. 
Although there's no real difference 
between either Riggs or Murtaugh 
(after all, all Danny Glover does is 
moan about how he's too old for all 
this stuff), the characters are respon- 
sive and have a number of moves at 
hand. In terms of shoot-outs and 
fights, there's more than enough to 
keep fans of the films happy, and the 
many baddies add to what is already 
a tricky game - especially since 
there's a special level waiting for 
when the others have been complet- 
ed. A little more variety would have 
been nice - and I'm surprised there's 
no driving section in here, as they 
playmlorgepartofithe films but 
Lethal Weapon is a playable, if little 
‘safe’ licence, 

the five major headaches at the front of the 
filing cabinet. 

The first four files are routine detective 
work, rescuing hostages, defusing bombs, 
that sort of stuff. You need to accomplish 
these to be given a slice of the heavy action 
~ a file contained behind the door marked 
‘access denied’! Dun-da-run-dun! Until then, 
it’s a matter of exhausting legwork, invest 
gating town locations and shooting lots of 
crooks. Yum! 

Sometimes it is necessary to enforce the law 
forcibly, ie their are tons of bad guys out for your 
blood. Both cops have two methods of aggression. 
The favoured one is the regulation hand-arm, 

Fired when standing, ducking or jumping. Most 
enemies take only a single shot to despatch, 
Shots are limited to six rounds per magazine. 

LEG 

Whi lal Goes rarige) unaimned combed con 
s own. The devastating effect of a leg to the face 

uld not be underestimated. 



THE 
LOCKERS 

Most people head for the 
lockers when they want to 
change. And the some goes 
for you, but you change liter- 
allyl You always stort as 
Riggs, so when you feel like 
handling Murtaugh head for 
here. Mysteriously, the two 

‘pardners’ are never seen in 
the some place at the same 

time. A buddy tiff, perchance? 

% 

tions is the local municipal 
cop shop. The game starts 
in the corridor here, with 
each separate mission 
selectable by walking into 
the relevent door. The corri 
dor is on two levels, linked [iy 
by a lift, If you have difficul- 
ty handling this contraption 4 
then you should just settle 
for a desk job 

THE SHIP 
The climax of the first mission takes 

place on board an old steamer. a 
Problems here include life-threaten- e 
ing life preservers, careless galley 
cooks, and old boilers (of the non- 
human variety). endure all that and 
you get to play bouncy on the life- 

Ey rafts, before returning the serious 
ea] matter of criminal investigation 

ccs a 

[as]
 

[es]
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CALM AND 
COLLECTED 

There ore three components to jj ERIN ° emma ‘seer - aa 
Lethal Weapon that need to be 
maintained at all cost. Happily, supplies of 
each are collectable, found in the most curious 
corners of sewers, malls etc. 

SHIELDS 

Shields represent your life-force or dam- 
age meter. Each agent has only one life, 
made up of five shields. Each enemy hi 
removes half a shield, but long falls, or 
being impaled on spikes remove a whole 
shield at a stroke. Life is replenished by 
collecting any bullet-proof vests you find. 
MAGAZINES 

GQ and NMS are their preferred reading. 
Actually, these are bullet. magazines, 
each containing six bullets. As levels pro- 
gresses, the amount of shooting increases, 
50 a good supply of these is vital. 

TIME 

The level time-limit is indicated top-right. 
Failure to complete the mission in five 
minutes result in a lost shield, Your cur- 
rent fime remaining may be increased by 
a minute for each clock dial you pick up. 

How To Control 

r ————- = 

Move Riggs and Murtaugh in standard platform fashion. Up/Down ladders, Left 
and Right across flat areas. Swimming in water is performed by joypad direction. 

COMMENT 

Well, Ocean, bottom of 
the class for originality. 
And Lethal Weapon 
isn’t going to win you 

<—=, any ‘Game Most Like Its 
h 3 D Licensed Film’ awards. 

For the most part this is 
strictly routine stuff, in 

i “.* terms of graphics, ani- 
Gus mation and gameplay. 

However, Lethal 
Weapon shouldn't be written off that 
easily. Although it has absolutely no 
wholly original features, it has been 
assembled to be good fun to play - 
challenging yet not frustrating. Each of 
the missions covers a large area, and 
the assortment of obstacles is well 
arranged to suit the level theme. There 
is also a wicked sense of humour that 
bubbles beneath the surface, especially 
in the sewer level. Being able to start 
any of the first four missions, but keep- 
ing the last in reserve is a clever way of 
structuring the game. When you look 
again, you realise there ARE some 
good graphic effects - the ship, the 
sewers, and there are also so nifty level 
sections, particularly the fan section in 
mission four. Thankfully, the three skill 
levels mean that cracking this huge 
game is going to take a while. So in the 
end, Lethal Weapon seems to lie some- 
hwere between the very good Addams 
Family, and the equally poor Robocop 

Moderately recommended. 

When one agent has lost all 
his shields, the game contin- 
ues with his partner, who is 
able to start from the point 
the unfortunate died. 

: 
Ss ‘START: STOP! (GO) 

‘SELECT: NE USE PAS! 
ie La! J 
How To Play Locate the level end to each mission, by ‘neutralising’ foes on the way, and jump- 

ing onto conveniently placed platforms. 
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A band of international Smugglers hes set up 
shop at the local docks, running a huge contra 
bond warehouse, Your first mission takes you 
there. On the quayside the main obstacles to 
negotiate are massive cranes, which must be 
scaled, with a view to avoiding the boat-hook 
wielding dockers. At the top of the cranes, a pre- 
carious aerial ballet is performed by jumping saone seeerse = GSS 
from girder to girder, and hook to hook, Watch 1 
out for the odd clumsy workman overhead a 
Below you sharks patrol constantly, waiting for 0 
Mel morsel 

‘4 Riggs: The Oldest Swinger In Town, 

MISSION 2 - 
SEWERS 

The second mission involves 
some subterranean sicky 
blues, os you plumb the 
depths of the sewer network, 
to catch some bomb-planting 
terrorists. Rather than just use 
rubbish bins like any normal 
bomber, they've planted them 
in the depths of the subway. 
This means a trip through alli- 
gator territory, ond a dip in 
fivid that has a dubious yel- 
low tinge to it. The only other 
way to cross is on top of the 
random piles of junk, or by 
climbing the slippery chains. 
When back on dry land the 
scene is hardly more salubri- 
ous, with the deadliest of 
spikes and strange brown 
projectiles falling out of holes 
- don’t think about them, just 
keep moving Yok, why is thot woter yellow? 

MISSION 4 - THE HOTEL 
The penultimate mission is personal, Your pal Leo 
Getz is being held ransom in a downtown hotel, for 
@ massive ransom. Your rescue mission starts by 
making covert entry into the hotel’s service quar- 
ters. In the drab wooden corridors you have to 
watch out for loose 
floorboards, and 
beware of the 
treacherous open 
lifts, that have no 
sides. Later, climb- 
ing across pulley 
wires, and riding 
‘on hoists is the only 
way to get closer to your objective. The most taxing 
section is found in the hotel's ventilation system 
which is maze of winding corridors and the odd 
giant fan which operates periodically, either blow- 
ing you away, or sucking you to a shredded doom. 

Uh Oh, someone's planted 
a bomb in Dorothy Perkins 
in fact, they've occupied the 
entire shopping mall, The 
mission is simple, eradicote 
all balaclava and fur-hood 
ed anorak wearers in sight 
Start off in the multi-story 
car park, ascending each 
level, trying to avoid the 
suction pipes which turn the 
level into a strange game 
of snakes and ladders. 
Once out of these drab sur: 
roundings, jump around the 
mall escalators, shooting 
everything in sight. Once 
the exterior is clear, you 
access the shop interior 
wiping out the gunmen in 
the Littlewoods produce 
section, and subduing the 
odd maniac carrying two 
fire-arms - it's like shopping 
in the Arndale centre! 

MISSION 5 - ? 
The last mission is only accessed after the other 
four are in the ‘solved file. The details must 
remain a secret here, but suffice to say the idea 
of bent coppers murdering people to hide their 
mis-doings is pretty close to the mark 

incr options. Lod of ther cut sree 
<The el vereen are rather griny in guolity. No 
‘wosplayer together option i 2 bit rough 

GRAPHICS 
The atention to detail, variety ond nice wie 
cf colori witnesed bere. 
“Poot enimation, ond some background ideas 
that don’t come of lets the side down 

“ach level hes its on rotk-oton pe 
soundtrack. 
The sound FX are not vey ditngvshod, ond 
the mote won't oppel to everyone. 

© PLAYABILITY 
A misture of pleasant fun fo begin wth, then 

125 popup later. 
(eopon isnt eton-pocked, mind- 

bending or willy playable 

LASTABILITY 
90 fst four missions may be tackled in ony 

nd they ae big 
On the easiest evel this may be to roloxed 
for some. Others moy get bored belre then 
wit he predictable ection 

(OVERALL 
A reasonably good platform 
adventure, that tries to keep the 
films in focus. Will appeal most 
to lovers of platform games. 
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| Although there is never any actual control of the SOYPAD | balls ora tala race era esac 
7 | - to make the ball jump out of trouble, or even 

speed the ball up to get around the moze faster. EASY | This especialy handy onthe lator lve 
THREE 

low To Remember that the ball doesn’t move, only when jumping. The ball is guided by 
ONE rotating the maze around it and this is done by either pressing the LEFT and 

RIGHT buttons or using the D-pad for the same job. 

‘SPOT ON 
R No Function. No Function. 

COMPLETE ALL FOUR SKILL 
LEVELS 

Jump and speed up the ball. No Function 
Originally released in Japan as } 7 . 
Comeltry, On The Ball is an 
original game for the Super 
NES created by Taito. 

Rotates the maze to the left/right Ss START: Starts and pauses the game. 
a ] SELECT: No Function. 

yy ny Simply control the course of the blue marble by rotating the maze around it and 
reach the Goal within a given time limit, Smash down blocks that get in the way, 

avoid hazardous blocks that detract from the time limit and keep on the ball for any shortcuts or 
bonus time opportunities. 
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@ trial is completed in record time, the remain- 
ing seconds are added to the next round os an 
odded bonus. The powers that 
Ball universe are more lenient stil if 
@ close thing. Ife trial is completed with only a 
split second to spare then the player is present- 
ed with a Lucky Chance fruit machine screen to 
make up on some lost time. Pressing the jump 
button stops each of the three tumblers in turn 
ond 6 maximum of thirty seconds can be 
obtained here if the player is careful 

On acing ea, ron 

‘The wooden banfiers ore eo:ily broken through. 

ing ri added forthe nes stoge 7 

Hidden time bonuses have been et dotted throughout he stages 

Ei «comment 
I first played On The Ball 
on import ages ago when it 
was called Cameltry, and 
although | was initially very 
impressed by the ideas and 
the amount of work that 
had gone onto the design 
and programming, | also 
felt it was far too easy, with 

RA only the special stage an 
ae Miaycaditobcingmerscriot 

challenge. Unsurprisingly, other than the 
name, On The Ball hasn't been changed in 
any way and so the same criticisms apply. 
The control method is well worked out and 
it’s a great idea for a game, it’s just that it’s 
nowhere near hard enough. With a few 
trickier puzzles and shorter time limits, On 
The Ball would indeed be a classic, but as it 
is you should be able to nip through all the 
courses on your first day, and after that 
there's little compulsion to do it all again. 
Perhaps an On The Ball 2 would be worth 
considering, but until that (unlikely) event 
V'd make sure you give this a good go 
before purchase. 



with o question mark contain 
be objec of some sort -3, 4, or 1000 

points, normally 

‘As the tme-imits get sti 
‘get more ond more tortuous: 
to collote as mony extra seconds} 
stoges os posible 

one of the 
main argu- 
ments in 
the Super 
NES’ 
favour is 
the wide 
selection of 
truly varied 

PAUL ii. 
rapidly becoming available 
for it. On The Ball is one of 
the most diverse. The con- 

simple and the 
gameplay is fun if not a bit 
too simple in the first three 
levels, it is possible to com- 
plete the first Plane of the 
game with very little effort. 
However, it is on the 
Second Plane that the trials 
become more challenging 
and more addictive as the 
levels progress and for this 
reason the cart must be 
regarded as one of the bet- 
ter titles available for this 
machine at the moment. If 
you are the only person 
likely to play On The Ball 
Then don’t hold out for 
much in the way of long- 
term interest. Comy 
against a friend, however, 
and On The Ball holds 
more than enough hours of 
reeling and a rocking for 
anyone. 

MIND THE...AND 
THE...DOH! 
The trials are a mixed bag of 

control with only one danger- 
ous ball on the loose, however 
these barriers turn green for go 
and red for stop. Simple but 
crozy. 

Bin ERE S sit adi he eee 

2 Ball a twtorial mode 

ne 



A There ore net intermission screens ado 
sytem. 

‘The ile screen is very band, even wists 
and Yrmsabost aot. 

‘Bis 
“is Mode 7 ahoy fom stort fssh. 
esl ker vd copie bch 
aly onder | "lg dor ange eh ey, 
‘mates ond more mazes. ie i nm a 

él), 

stealing boxes oll css 

BOSS! BOSS! 
THE PLANE! 
THE PLANE! Scene nd ety ed ces 

On The Ball i ted ‘asada 
succession of rotational mazes aaalenecaenate 
referred to as trials, the num- 
ber of which varies depending 
on the skill level. The whole VABILITY 
collection exists in a surreal 
plane. There are four ki is ot The control method is simple ond instinctive 

‘fo-wre. It's with two players that On The Ball 
teoces fl ptet, hgh. 
Poa robbing or eveyone. es fn 
one-ployer. 

VERALL 
Another weird and wonderful 
game for the Super NES that is 
great for two competitive point- 
grabbing puzzle-o-maniacs but 
not necessarily the business for a 
single player looking for bi mokes a second appearance | epg ict lecking for big 

here and is no use whatsoever! siliiiien 

ty gets increosingly harder the 
further you progress into the 
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BATMAN RE? 
Penguin. Well, 
something like that 

‘Sill, at least there 

trtiyersing the hortzontally- 
scrolling hostile environments both 
en foot and in his trusty Batmobile. 
For the most part, the game is your regular 
Double Dragon beat “em up clone, 
vehiculor sequences are much mere shaot 
vppy. Ler’s take'a look ot the gama... 

TBA 

J0YPAD 

EDIUNVHARD 

PASSWORD 

i 

Ok 

A conversion from the film of 
the same name and follow up to 
the scores of Bat-gomes already 
ovailable on the NES. 
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BAT SHARK REPELLANT 
Batme 

grapplir 
nd 

FHE BRE SASNBi«RKA7HEDONES 
TO GOTHAM CITY. 

@® © © ©'O@ @ © 

REVIEW 

Batman Returns has got to 
be one of the worst look- 
ing games to shuffle onto 
the NES in a long time, The 
graphics are absolutely 
abysmal. The sprites are 
badly drawn and indis- 
tinct, the use of colour is 
tasteless, clashing and 
gorish and the animation 
is horrible. Still, looking on 

the bright side Batman Returns is actually 
not bad, At first, the Double Dragon “infl 
enced” gameplay seems a bit old hat and 
dull - for it is. But once you get into the 
swing of things and reach some of the 
pretty rock later levels it’s quite good fun. 
There are loads of little things which mak 
the game much better, like the zillions of 
animated story pieces and conversation 
between characters, plus some interesting 
game ideas such as the rooftop level 
where Batters is constantly sliding off the 
wet slates. It’s a bit formula, with the stan- 
dard driving sequence, ice level and so on, 

Batman 
titles of this ilk on the NES, It isn’t exactly 
the greatest title on the machine, but cer- 
tainly worth a look. 

Use the joypad to move 
Batman around the screen. 

Buttons in conjunction with certain directions 
produce special moves, syuch as the xsliding 
kick and the block 

‘SELECT BUTTON: Select spe- 
cial iter 

START BUTTON: 
Pause/unpause the game. 

Use the joypad to move Batty 
through the many scrolling 

levels of Gotham Cily, sorting out the ene 
mies of justice on his way. He uses Batarangs, 
Bat Grappler and other gadgets to help him 
in his quest.Should Batman's energy bar be 
fully depleted, he dies and it’s game over 

QD ®D @ 47nNintenwo 



BAT RE-ATOMIZ 
Batman is a skilled pugilist( 
he’s good at hitting people), 
i facopresented os su 

game. As wall as his regu- 
lar face-punching attacks, 
Beery nuriver of 
‘opponent-maiming tricks up 
li Cue, ao’ Mr 

fayne (for it is he) also per- 
el ne feaping 

particularly 
hectic, the boy Batman i ls 
able to block one attack at o 

so 
has no talent when it 
comes to sprite definition 
‘and not a clue on colour 
combinatons. The upshot 
is that BR instantly puts 
you in a bad mood 
because it looks so naff, 
but once you start playing 
the game you realise it’s 
not actually that bad. The 
idea to present that game 
as a Double Dragon-style 
beater was hardly the 
most inspired brainwave 
in history, but by some 
strange quirk of fate the 
gameplay sort of fits into 
place and the game can 
actually prove a bit of a 
laugh because there are 
‘an awful lot of fairly neat 
little touches to lift this 
cart out of the doldrums. 
Batman Returns could 
easily have started life as 
a different game, with the 
sprites and graphics 
changed accordingly. 
That said, the original 
game must have been 
fairly good anyway 
because this license isn’t 
half as bad as it could 
have been. Batfans 
should take a look at this 
before deciding whether 
to dish eas te otha 
everyone else shou! 
the cart a good hard 
stare before deciding 
do the same. 
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” = | 
Thoy must have got this one from the Crystal Maze 

= 
Roll out the borrel...Oh dear! 

= ell 
=| 
fl 
| coma 
com 
omc ] 
Om ] 
LL 
BEE EH 

“A toads ol presentation srcens, animated 
sequences and in-game plotrlated ocitis. 
No options, ols. 

Bic 
Gnanh! A mcteyloohing vival nevesty, 

with malformed ond wobbly apres, bowie 
taloues,eseles animation and no postive oes 
thetic goalies whatever 

i 
a There's tones, tunes and mere tne than 
‘you can shake 0 ck the. 

‘Some of the effec do round «bit dodgy 

ABILITY 
4. Quite god fun once you get int it, ond 
there's elwoysloods to do. 

Hs al bit slow, thowgh. 

ABILITY 
‘6 Plenty af levels o take on, and things get 
prety rock later on 

That hooky possword ct makes the game 
lot easier to complet 

. OVERALL 
Areasonably enjoyable game 
which won't set the world on fire, 
‘but is still not bad at all. 

ENE 



What's more he's extraordinarily strong and 
His latest mission Is to gain access to the crazy world of 
Treasure Caves. Very straightforw: 

 BOCEG) 
Ocean Software Limited 2 Castle Street Castlefield Manchester M3 4LZ «sera rmaar sormwant OcLAM sorrwast unto 



CHIE macazine sy PEW 

greed to prove yourself bette: 
“gamers” present on these 

r If you think you can do better 
than the shower on display here, send 

ur alleged “high” scores in to me on 
e coupon provided below, unless of 

tourse you aren’t really as good as you 
reckon you are... 

> Score Monitor (Mk IV) 

‘AMI 6,275,580 Paul Davies, Manners Central 
eg Beaufoy, Coventry, Warwicks NMS 

SUPER MARI fORLD 
co. PIRITS: 9,999,990 Jaz Rignall, Ego Corner, NMS 
2,196,450 Peter Amor, Bristol, Avon 

SUPER R-TYPE: 
FINAL SMT: 4,057,100 Michael Barmby, Wakefield 
182,000 Rad Automatic, High Score Master, NMS 

SUPER SOCCEF 
F-ZER: 43-0 Gordon Brady, Dublin, N Ireland 
89,400 Gordon Brady, Dublin, N Ireland 

SUPER SMASH 
88, 192, 665 Scott White, Newbury Park 

’ Essex 
265,000 Daniel Nix, Audley, Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs Normally scc thi I h 

1,002,000 Jom, Hounslow, Middx Proving your claim i ; 

7 Christopher Bluck, TENNIS: jackpool, Lancs. SUPERS 
720 Dave Clay, Portsmouth, Hants 2 ADVE : ISLAND 

472,600 Jam, Hounslow, Middx UN SQUADRON: 
1,655,800 Graham Cook, Bootle, 

4 Merseyside 

= He 

11,200 Jeremy Holman, Bromyard Herefordshire 84 
628,400 Steven Newman, Gosport, Hants Cae 



CALIFORNIA GAMES (BMX): 
68,530 Jet the Labrador, York 
So where are the rest of the events scores? I want 
them NOW, and | won't permit delays After all, is 
there no-one out there better than o dog without 
the blessing of opposable thumbs? 

CASTLEVANIA: 
1,565,000 Robert Deacon, Plymouth, Devon 

DOUBLE DRAGON: 
113,785 Henry Forster, Normanton, W Yorks 

DUCK HUNT: 
254,100 Bobby Thompson, Nowhereton 

DUCK TALES: 
$11,650,000 Greg Blair, Dunfermline, Fife, 
Scotland 

GREMLINS 2: 
5246 Robert Wood, Seaforth, Liverpool 
HOOK 

2,170,400 Angus Swan, Scorelord extraor- 
dinoire, NMS. 

HYP. SOCCER: 
58-0 Andrew McQuaker, Darlington, Co 
Durhom 

MEGA-MAN: 
11,101,600 Steffen Sletvold, Nonwoy 

NINTENDO WORLD CUP: 
23-2 playing os Russia Andrew McQuoker, 
Darlington, Co Durham 

PROBOTECTOR: 
1,518,000 Steffen Slatvold, Norway 

SUPER MARIO BROS: 
679,950 PhilipCook, Childwall, Liverpool 

SUPER MARIO BROS 3: 
1,420,000 Daniel Sharood, Bridport, 
Dorset 

@e GAME BOY 
‘BART ESCAPES FROM CAMP 
DEADLY 
374,712 Danny Offield, Iifracombe, Devon 

BATTLETOADS 
36,270 Bob Pullen, Doncaster, S Yorks 

DOUBLE DRAGON 1: 
5900 Bobby Wong, Hebburn, Tyne & Wear 

CHOPLIFTER 2 
7250 Tim Johnson, Reading, Berks 

CONTRA 
364,700 Bob Pullen, Doncoster, S Yorks. 

NAVY SEALS: 
102,500 James Harding, Sturn 
Dorset 

nster Newton, 

eJIMMY CHIN 

NINTENDO WORLD CUP: 
60-0 lan Wilkes, Redditch, Worcs 

PITFIGHTER: 
$1,432,840 Anthony Druce, Henley on 
Thomes 

REVENGE OF THE “GATOR 
720,540 Tim Johnson, Reading, Berks 

R-TYPE 
89,950 Bob Pullen, Doncaster, S Yorks 

SUPER MARIO LAND: 
520,190 Gareth Jones, Stockport, Cheshire 

SUPER KICK OFF 
10-0 lan Lea, Wigan, Lancs 
From now on | want to see teams, not just 

TETRIS: 
470,935 Penny Teags, Southampton 

TURRICAN: 
873,930 James Harding, Sturminster 
Newton, Dorset 

1 WISH I COULD PLAY GAMES AS WELL AS THE NMS 1 
BOYS, BUT THESE SCORES WILL HAVE TO DO 

ID of sender - so get sending those pics, no 
matter how sad ut first, peruse 

e ‘Jimmy Chin’ 
1d the Scum of 

SCORE/LEVEL: 
GAME TITLE: 
SCORE/LEVEL: 
GAME TITLE: 
SCORE/LEVEL: 
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Megadr 

Street Fighter | would be very 
Sonar epee woud answer my" 
queries games: 
1. ls WWF a button basher as 
with my Megadrive version, 
because that naffed my joypad up 
after a while? 
2. Which is best: F-Zero or F1 
Exhaust Heat? 
3. Is Super Probotector the same 
as Contra Spirits? 
4. Is UN Squadron as good as it 

‘will Sensible Soccer and 
‘Axelay finally be released for the 
Super NES? 
‘Thanks you very much, 
Michael Price, 
‘Southampton 

Al 

_THE DTS 
# Dear Jaz, Fa 

To cut a long story short, please answer these 
questions: 
1. Is the Super NES version of Joe And Mac 
Caveman Ninja any good? 
2, When will Sensible Soccer be out? I've played 
it on my Amiga and it's ace, but will it be made 
better for the Super NES? 
3. When will Terminator be out as it looks brilliant? 
4, What is Black Belt Street Fighter II? 
Paul Smith, Swindon 

JAZ:1. It's very slick and the graphics 
are great, but the problem is that the game- 
play's not very exciting and it's very easy to 
complete. 2. Probably by Summer next year. | 
spoke to my good ol’ mate Jops at Sensible 
Software (the game's programmers) and he 
reckons it'll be even better than the Amiga ver- 
sion! Wowzer. 3. Early in the New Year - wait 
for the review as looks can be deceptive. 4. A 
faster version of the normal game. 

Dear Jaz, 
Please print my letter as | think a few other people 
would like to know the answers to my questions. 
Here we go... 
1. Gould you please tell me when Super Star Wars, 
Mickey Mouse, and The Lost Vikings will be officially 
released for the Super NES? 
2. 1s the Pro Action Replay really worth the money? 
3. | think Utopia is brill on the PC, when will it be: 

|. Is Final Fight Guy any good, and which import 
company should | buy it from? 
5. When will the 32-Bit cart be available? 
Thanks, 
Martyn Boyle, Port Talbot 
PS: | think your mag is great, and so was 
the Street Fighter II video. 

DINK EI 

—— Dearvaz, | 
Eagpes coukd youanowlibe folesaaisuesians foe 

1s Jimmy White's Whirlwind Snooker coming out 
for the Super NES? 
2. When Mario Paint and the mouse come out, will it 
be possible to tse the mouse with games like 

3: Do you think that the Megadrive version of Street 
Fighter I! will be better than the Super NES one? 
4, How many levels ean you do on Lemmings? 
David Beech, Chalgrov Al 
eed 

Dear Jaz, 
Please answer my questions: 
4. Is EA Hockey any good on the Super NES? 
Raia co you think is the best game-or the Super 

3. Are either of the Sonic The Hedgehog games 
‘coming out for the Super NES? 
Thats ttornow, keep up all the good work and {wit 

Dear Jaz, 
Please will you answer the following questions 
about my trendy Game Boy? 
1. Is it possible to get my Game Boy to run 
through a TV like they do in the GamesMaster 
Zone at Comet? 
2. What is your all-time favourite Game Boy title? 
3, Have you got any news on any future Game 
Boy titles? 
4, What is your opinion of WWF Superstars 2? 
5. Are there any extra life cheats for Tiny Toons? 
Tan Lea, Wigan 



LEARN FROM THE MASTER a. 
Yo NMS, the totaly ip hop, h \I-co0}, radical bates? pelea ‘© NMS, the totally hip hop, happening, well-cool, radical magazine lowing questions on, 
for Nintendo, f fa rh 
| would be totally thankful if you could answer my questions. 
1. [Is there any way of getting back issues of MEAN MACHINES eg 
nos 1-5? 

2. With my pocket money I'l only be able to get SNES games every 
couple of months, so could you tell me some games that would last 
that time? 

. What rating did Super Ghouls 'n’ Ghosts get? 
4. Will any more Neo Geo games come out on the Nintendo? 
5. What's Streetfighter 3 like? 
6. Is Nintendo working on Super Mario 5? 

Which is the best type of monitor to get out of Sony, Philips and 
Mitsubishi? 
Eoin, Ireland 

Read the reviews and then check the 
game out. Super Mario Kart and, when it's available, Super Star 
Wars should do the trick. 3. Check out the index at the back of 
the mag. 4. Yeah, there'll be more information next month. 5. r 1 
Not telling. 6. Yes. 7. Whichever one is the cheapest. ! 

| FIVE-HIT FIST FRENZY! 

ras cat | Please could you answer these questions for me. 
1. Are Contra Spirits, Contra 3 and Super Probotector all the same 
game? 
2. What is the release date for the Super CD? 
3. Is F Zero any good because my mate says it's crap? 
Stuart Sharp, Stoke-on-Trent, Stats 

_ JAZ: 1, They are indeed. 2. It hasn't been announced 
as yet. 3, Your mate’ ing out of his behind - it's great. 

for period 

CHI PIT 

_ Of the following Super 
come out for the 

Worlds. any 
}, Super Matio 

0 Bros 4, 
Zelda 3? 
console as. @ 

going to 



| have just this moment finished reading the letter 
to you in the October edition of NMS regarding the 

“ym blowing of the Super NES’ fuse when used with a 
iethelbesar of the adaptor. My questions are as follows: 

1, Is this the case with all sorts of adaptors - ie 

es for British to American and Japanese, etc? 3. Which is better: Super Aleste or Axelay? Plead 2. Are there adaptors which use one game rather 4, What are your five favourite Faiap tay . 
ij 3. Will the fuse definitely blow? 

4, If it does, where can | get the machine repaired 
and how much will it cost? 
James Bowskill, Kildwick 

“Arthur's World is the best. 3. Axelay. 4. MSAZA' Nase When! Yourini airy. sortt 

fh R P adaptor that uses two cartridges, extended use 
puts your machine's fuse at risk. 2. No. 3. As! 
said, extended use DOES put your fuse at risk. 
4. A computer repair specialist, and he can 
charge anything up to £30.00! 

Please answer the following for me: 
1. When does Stee! Cage Challenge come out for 
the Super NES? 
2. When will the personal organiser come out for 
the Game Boy, and how much will it cost? 
3, Is Super Mario Land Il for the Game Boy similar 
to Mario World on the Super NES? 
Darren Rode, Cockfosters 

JAZ:1. Not for ages yet - program: 
ming is still only just underway. 2. If it ever 
gets released | should think it'd be at the nor- 
mal £24.99 price - but it's doubtful that it'll ever 
appear in this country. 3. Similar-ish - it has 
some of Super Mario World IV's features, but 

NES games from? All my local many more of its own, 
shops only sell crap like 

moet bet Donkey Kong and Grackout z 
3. Where the hell can | commit suicide? | 

—J = jumping in a vat of glue and from a high buil 
PF = tono avail. PI 



" @5/ProPad 
IT’S SO HOT. . a 

Bae 
— me NO ae 

rs GOOL...! 
AVAILABLE FOR BOTH NINTENDO SNES AND SEGA MEGADRIVE 

© 8 Direction thumb control © © Multiple fire buttons 

e Autofire © See-thru casing 

© Slow motion © Rapid fire mode 
SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE £16.99 INC. VAT. nA 

ein 
Another winning product from 

Available from 

BEATTIES e BOOTS e CURRY'S e DIXONS e FUTURE ZONE e GAME @ 
HMV e W.H.SMITH e TANDY e VIRGIN e and all the Best Computer Shops 



INTER ACTION 
papas | LES Age 

Dear SEAL 
Jam writing to o 

Mwith ace reviews Hono no, | am writing 

issue OfNMS was £119) 
third was £3.95. | know Waite a 
transfer and video were 
price. | filled in the quéstig 
Said that | would pave» 
main problem is that | Gal 

because they hadlall ¢ 
cash together!" m 
Paul Forster, Rackham, Kent 
SEAL: That's the problem! The St fer I 
video was so massively Successful that we sold 
out very quickly. We're boptag to be offering a 
back issue service verfigoon Tdeed =stay tuned. 

HALIBUT SAUCE 

But before | ‘ou get the 

MACKEREL PATE 

Dear SEAL 
{recently bought issue three to get the 
Street Fighter video, as |am a keen SFil 
fan. The.reason | bought it was because it 
said on the front cover “Every move, kick 
and punch explained before your eyes’ 
which, | presumed told you what con- 
trols to press to activate to activate the 
special moves. | paid all my pocket 
money to view two retarded men play 
a full game and 

held no interest fonme whatsoever 

Come on NMS, surely you've 
camned a jot of people into think- 
ing they could finish the game 
with any character no problem! 
Also may | ask for a full refund 
or a SFil special moves book 
Chris Milbourne. Newcastle- 

Upon-Tyne 
SEAL:If you had any intel- 
ligence and perused your 
Streetfighter I! instruction 
manual, you'd soon tind 
out how to do all the spe- 
cial moves. The rest of 
the moves are quickly 
learned by playing the game, and to 
be honest you'd have to be a bit of a rock 
salmon to have to have those explained to 

you. The video was all about which combination 
moves worked best and how to use them to their 
best advantage and become a master. If that's 
too much for you | suggest you take up some- DOVER 
thing more suited to your abilities, like harpoon 
spotting in the Arctic Circle. SOLE 

SURPRISE 

_ Dear SEAL 
"DearSehie g'Uk sifer,NES | would buy a de a shock- 
First T woblekjike'to say that | c and a Japanese copy ing discovery. While 
Couldnitbelieve my.eyes when! It tat picture and it's not flicking through some 
“awit British Yersion of SFil. It fas prehistoric back 

‘appalling red t0 its "Thomas Eliot, St George, Bristol 2s of CVG | dis- 
Japanese counterpart. The pic SEAb:Ah, you are forgetting d that the 

“ijyre only fillgihalf the screen something rather important! Street Fighter that 
whereasithe Japanese version When you play Japanese we all know and 
doesn't lea space. Another games on a British machine, love is in fact not 
thing = eae a lot of they are just as slow as their ‘SFIl but SFIll! How 
people waited for the official ver- official counterparts. The only dol 
sion to become available believ: way you can play games at 
ing Tkwould be'priced at around Japanese speed is by playing 

B65 it's"a disgrace. If | own machine. 
J only to find out it was actual- them on a Japanese SCART luc rar ‘) 



explain this you may be wondering. Well, do you 
remember a game called 'Human Killing Machine! 
subtitled Street Fighter II? This ancient relic never 
actually made it to the arcades but was released on 

the 8-Bits of the time by US Gold. What a discovery 
eh! By the way, on your video you showed Guile's 
four-hit combo. How the heck do you do the Sonic 
Boom so quickly after the mid-punch? Apart from 
that your mag is brill, a lot better than the rest. 
Daryl Roughley, Old Colwyn, Clwyd 
SEAL:Ah! Human Killing Machine was never real- 
lya Streetfighter game - it was just based around 
the same principles, so doesn't really count. 
Regarding your combo question, Jazza’s rather 

unhelpful answer was “What you've just wit- 
= nessed is the power of the master.” 

COD AND CHIPS 

Dear SEAL 
You had a letter in NMS issue twojabout * 
having female reviewing staff, Well, |am 
not female, but | would like to know how to} 
become an NMS reviewer, What can | G02 
What qualifications do|need?™ ae 
Stuart Brett, Lowestoft, Sutfolk _ 
SEAL:First and foremost, good writing 
skills are required. Take subjects like 
English and history which encourage writing 
and read plenty of books. Once you 
you're proficient, write a sample revi 

it off to a variety of magazines and. 
pestering them until you get a break. | 
work, but if you're dedicated and have tf 
you'll get a job in the end. — 

TUNA SAN DWICH 

Dear SEAL 2 
Congratul je'ratyer chatty video, although 
someot ‘gbviously squeezing you ina rather 
nasty, plage at t dO,Jaz and Gaz always 

spbak Re that?), 
do’any moves = ile'ginstant Sonic Boom 
~and isn't £2 a bit much for fwenty minutes of tape? 
Moving on, do you know why Nintendo are 
selling SupemiGhouls ‘n' Ghosts themselves? All 
other Capcomigames (relegSed by Capcom) 'aré'£50 
but Super Ghouls n Ghosts is only 240. Have 
Capcom one bust in Bfitain and, if so, will their previ- 
‘ous games now become Sipe? Aisolf, as you 
claim, you aré not attected by Bandaiean you 
explain the suddemilack of mail order adver-s? | think 
not! Finally if, or indeed when, you print this letter, 
make sure you print my fabulously Polish name this 
timesaé"Woone believed | had appeared in 
of this sane ‘Parchment when you left if i ubteataimne. 
Doht™ 
Steven Dalbex Ruislip ' 
SEAL:We only had a limited amaunt of tit . 
Wwas.30 minutes, and not20) andJaz and Gaz 
tried to’ squeeze in everything they could, so 
obviously things were missed out. Still, | thinks” 
they covered plenty, and all the moves cambe 
done with practice - just study, usinga 
freezetrame. Regarding mailorder = 
because we're such a quality mag, ertis- 
ing rates are too high for them, sathey go tow 

Sarit 

Olydidn't explain how toll 

good other side, and both 
ware Ig £4. Come on! I'm 
stig that many readers are going 

“Yor your time anyway and | hope 

_ make the video - that’s why we 

Dear SEAL 
Flown a little silverfish with a 
lovely singing voice. In your 
mind, you picture my silver- 
fish, but you don't know him 
at all, oh no! And you never 
will either. 
PS Is Super Snail Hatch com- 
ing out for the Super CD? 
Mr Rusty, Warmington-on-Sea 
SEAL:And to think, trees were 
felled, human resources were 
used, energy was expended 
and money was paid to bother 
‘me with this drivel. 

CRAB 
ROLL 

Dear SEAL 
| read your magazine every month 
and wait with baited breath for 

every issue to arrive on the 
shelves, however | must saythat 
things are getting a bit and, 
with the cover mounted gifis. Not 
that | object to a video of t 

Fighter Il or, indeed, anything else 
that is of interest to video gamers 
like myself, but a free gift should 
be exactly that: a free gift. ! mean, 
what comes next? The full set of 

volumes of thelencyclopaedia 
ica free with NMS for only 
‘As both of my machines 

s Super Mario Bros 3 in glorious 
technicolour from a talented but 

nameless person. Who are you? 

PLAICE SUPREME 

jar SEAL 
People seem to think that sonic is better than Mario 
but I think Mario 1 is better than sonic I! because | 
just bought Mario 1 and sonic Il and sonic I is com- 

4 pletely @fap: the spit screen part is completely crap 
lintendo, a Gameboy and an ang buflfiffiink Mario 1 is better than sonic Il. There | 
I didn't object to the maga- have fi and you can now insult me. 

Zine spliting but, since then, |'ve David MeDowel. Manchester. 
fad to faffeout twice as much for SEAL: There's no point. No matter what I said, it 

would be way beyond your intellectual capabili- 
ties. 

OYSTER DESSERT 
WITH LOBSTER 

or the other if not both in favour of 
buying some other mags. | don't PATE 
want to but then I can't go on justi: - 
fying paying for something that, in Deag SA 

athe end, | might not want. Thanks My ft were wondering if you were really 
iny good at games. b you seemed to know 

on that video and 
we were wondering if my friends and | could come in 
and challenge you to some Ss. If we win we 
‘couldihave your job andithen everyone would be 
happy and we'd all berich. What do you think then? 
Alan Williams. Birmingham 

SEAL:Watch out for the NMS Challenge - where 
we'll be giving the chance for readers to come in 
and test their mettle against the team. Until then, 
you'll just have to stay left out... 

bothimags, | still buy Mean 
Machines Sega to see what's 

to belt off if this carries on and 
will probably give up buying one 

Karl Hanvey, Castleton... 
\L:We don’t advertise that 

are free -they are a 
at comes part and parcel 

ithe magazine. Do you realise 
that it cost us over £250,000 to 

can't give it away. £4 for a video 
is as high as we'll ever go, and 
from now on you'll see far less 
expensive gifts.on the front of 
each magazine - the videos 

cheap ‘n’ nasty magazines that offer them were really a special thing! 
‘n’ nasty deals. 
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DOAGH=DOH! PRICING PROBLEMS 

Yo SEAL! 
Instead of slagging off Wrexham 
(fora change) you should slag off 
Doagh. It would be nice to see 
Doagh mentioned in a maga- 
Zins is why you should 
char slagging Doagh 

rt it is small and cack like 
@ Gamemate. It only has eight 
‘shopseand three of those sell gro- 

es. Basically, i's as much fun 
£ bei ‘locked in a room and 

in \d to play Road Fighter 
le ning to NKOTB. 

albums.Please take the mick out 

of Doagh on a regular basis or | 
will hire wee Jock Poo Pong 
McPlop the Aberdeen toilet clean- 
er fo come round to your house 
and fart in your pet goldfish’s face, 
you flatulent git. 
‘David Hall, Doagh, NI 
SEAL:You know, it’s sad that 
you want us to slag off your 
home town when you lend your- 
self so perfectly to being the 
son of that bloke who present- 
ed It's A Knock-Out all those 
years back... 

SF2 FOR THE 
EMBRYONIC 

ear SEAL 
alll| would very much like to thank you lot at NMS for the mega- 

funky 

how to get 
the special 

the Cyclone 

re 

: 

romeiaaclan igh. For a game to get trying'Todind any hidden levels me o i i 7 gagames it 
00 2emissOUld be perfect in that pV muskadmity Street Fighter 2 is would be a lot easi- 

t yOU play Offityfrom dawn until ay, 1 it%,hard to do the of 

use you forget the Nick 

nilip 
Wardikingsthorpe | 

\L:Here's an easy 
to perfect all 

those tricky moves: 
buy the game, open t 

the box and caref 
read the accom 

"instruction book, Sit 

really. * 

e gifts. Secondly, as you are all brilliant at Street Fighter 2 
(especially Gary Harrod), | would 

‘A Jersey's Simon Thomson is the 
man behind this excellent Super 
mario Kart pic 

NOBODYS PERFECT 
Dear SEAL * 
| am writing to criticise your review 
percentages because | think they 

fi2, the Fest of your life or 
ut screen explodes or you 

| go bling, 
\" 

7 
{You may say 190% means the 
“maximum capability of the 

Sy machine? But every game has a 
flaws You! iven a game 
100% bi games have got 
98%. | haV@all these games. | find 
thabMario 3 and Mario 4 can be 
(enyiifustrating When you can't do 

al,and get killed at the same 
intevery time. | completed 

. NINTENDO 58 

“Mario 4 on my second evening of 
playing, and after a few weeks | 
couldn't belbothered playing it or 

“combinations of buttons and you 
stick to the same basic moves. | 
would give Mario 391%, Mario 4 
83% and Street Fighter 292%. A 
game you give 85% to should get 
around 70% and the whole scale 
should be moved 
downwards.There are so many 
megagames you say deserve a 
place in your collection that it is 
impossible to buy them all unless. 
you get £100 a month, which is 

Dear SEAL 
| know many people feel annoyed 
at the general high price of con- 
sole software in this country, but | 
feel Nintendo deserve an award 
for the level of cynicism sown in 
their pricing policy for the first offi- 
cial releases on the British Super 
Nintendo. 
Even though the price of Sega 
games are unnecessarily high as 
well, with most releases you know 
roughly how much you are.going 
to pay (normally £35 - £40), 
However, Nintendo seem 
supremely unconcerned about 
price stability and more concerned 
with deceptive price strategies. | 
know it's too much to expect a 
company like Nintendo to actually 
care about their customers, espe- 
cially when they're easily 
exploitable teenagers, but how 
can they justify pricing their first 
releases (F-Zero, Super Tennis) 
at £40, the next batch (WWF. 
Castlevania) at £45 and now I've 
just discovered that Final Fight will 
cost me £50. I'm sorry, but | didn't 
realise that inflation rates were 
running quite that high. For good- 
ness sake, £50 for a game which 
is several years old and can be 
picked up for a bargain price from 
most grey importers! yet people 
will pay it because of the quaran- 
tees which accompany official 
products 
‘he problem is that the control 

Nintendo exerts over its licensees 

means that there is no competitive 
pricing for software on a single 
machine. I'm sure Nintendo would 
claim that this is to ensure quality 

contfol, although judging from 
some of their past releases it 
seems more like a chance to. 
charge ludicrously high prices. | 
read recently that parents in the 
U.S have begun civil action 
against Nintendo to prevent'them 
monopolising the market and 
charging high prices. It's unlikely 
that anyone over here would have 

the resources to take on such a 

powerful company, but | hope that 
fipples such legal action will cause 
will prompt them to think about 

theinpricing policy and stop rip- 
ping off the public. 
David Read, Southampton 
SEAL:Here at NMS we are also 
concerned about the unusual 
price of gaming - and recently. 
the Office Of Fair Trading 
stepped in to see what's what. 
Obviously cartridges are dearer 
to buy as more development 
time and cost goes into their 
manufacture, but why they vary 
so much is beyond us. 
Obviously, something like 
Street Fighter ll costs more 
because of the larger memory 
size, but hopefully 1993 will see 
the stability and lowering of 
game prices. 

SAY CHEESE 
Dear SEAL 

of your Dairylea. 
Ben Wilson,|pswich 

I've got a Game Boy and 42 billion games, and I'll swap it for a slice 

SEAL:OK, 1! just Scrape some up for you now. 

'¥ Unfortunately, the person 
responsible for this gaudy Mario. 
effort didn't include pretty unlikely. If all 

games which got 
95% were 

Newton, Wintersiow 
SEAL: You've contra- 
dicted yourself there. 
You say you want a 
game that will last for 
ages, and then moan 
because you could 
stuck in Mario - surely 
that's the lasting appeal 
you're after! In addition, 
perseverance with Street 
Fighter Il reap massive rewards 
and the special moves soon 

their nan 

become instinctive - again 
another vote for its lasting 
appeal. 



A DINLO WRITES MORE SAD 
(WELL, TRIES TO) RANTINGS 

SEAL Dear SEAL 
Yellow. | own a ZX81, but people think my 

Bendy ZX81 is crap compared to the 
Long Super NES pleez corect them. 

Thin, Simon Hilton, Isle of Man. 
Slippery. PS. 2X81 rules OK. 

SEAL:Oh yes, Simon, of course 
BANANA!!! it is, now get back to chewing 
Look out, it's behind you! those buttons on your walls. 

SEAL:Give'me an ‘S’, give mean ‘A’, give me 
a'D’. What have you got... 

PLAYABILITY VS 
PROGRESS 

“A A. Nonymous sent in this Dear SEAL to do such games, and that's fair, 
Snake, Rattle and Roll effort - it 1In reply to Rob Robinson and but I don't think that there's any 
makes a change from Mario pics! _ other nerds withthe same views, ! console or computer game in the 

agree that playability 1S thellfiest world that matches the Playability 
important factor to think about (Qf those of the more powerful con- 

GET A LIFE when purchasing a console or soles, such as Sonic, Stree 
game th the payer of coR™ — Fighter’2 and Mario World, With 
solesi™id games improvingall the — about 99.9% of computer fans 
time, wORhibhe playability still be looking eagerly forward to the Dear SEAL 

Before | start my latter | would just like toy jent you on your lush) there? I'm sick of hearing about fBlure, m afraid you'l be lett 
sense of humour. Now, on to the real rei ritten to your cool how the Atari andiothegpld games behind playing on your sad early 
magazine. For a while now I've beaiflyanti less my views on systems are vastly lor in Eighties consoles. 
consoles. The thing that really ann of pathetic, whin- terms of playabil Biajoadot -pavil smith Canerton, 
ing, crying game addicts out there. | amitalkingabout the type of people C17) OK’ so theflliere somo Notonarn 

no have nothing better todo @Wery minute ofthe day than to sit and decantigames (iWfipersonah SEAL:O1 course it’s not fair to 
vegetate in a chaitinroiiot aellypaying their favougye games for fayourte being Bayce Leey ith Roch ine ciandatarht machine 
ORLGEPON ond Be Hs - could you imagine an AtariMCS ——_to.handle Street Fighter i! - 
Hees PP cccaitrcad 4 coping with the speed andi@@pura- there's over fifteen years 

Row anti-social and stupigith Mather 91 Smash TV or Contral ? between the two! In fact, your 
Be vitteion ithe: tor aatia gifif@mnd or 25 it-got through to you lo? argument is about as fair as 
(ell, Why'don'tithey govout a ok; OF OK. then what about Street, putting a World War II bomber 
own a Super NES. | ong@Used WEN” Fighter 2 onthe crappy old up against a MiG29 in an aerial 
t By off. | also hate théWay vate opie af Grandstand console? Do you dogfight. Of course the VCS or 
computer is best» Don't wa a think it could cope with all the the Intellivision can't compete 

come out. Please”pAin! thist@i@h 2S moves and players involved in with the Super NES - what did 
ssary that peoplé sit up and realise what ‘gy 99 making the Super NES version so you expect? However, whereas 

to themset : * good? the older consoles are dated, 
S. Evans,Redbridge, Essek " You will write w s probably write innow and — th »s still 
SEAL:Yes, but to theother extreme, the Super NES was built for cry.on about the how the older playatie (day ai Te ice, 
two-player games.and offers a brilliant way of passing an evening a had lek < 
with mates. It's Obvious\you subscribe to the ‘games player = rapt wee eae pate Bd ae 
anorak wearitig sadd0" beliefs which is about as true as saying ms Pcie today, and with 
‘nelly is a pink elephant, therefore all elephants are pink.’ And it ome speliipn 
someone does want to spend theirtime in tront of their Super NES ieiprogramimers 
all days what? They're not hurting a iigke them as playable 
used to.it takes all sorts, dear boy.” . I bet you that 

less disgruntled 
“HO-HUM : wners who felt they 

had wasted money on a ; = | 
Dear Seat ‘“\saia that Domingéinond isnot game than someone who 
| couldn't help noticing that a Mr_"Qgod at presgntingiGamesmaster, bought the graphically- 
Christopher Adam had Written to. Weifiligkagiffere,Mir Cadbury's cab : stunning but completely 
you Saying that computers aren't_sul he's doing’a betterjob 2 . dire Blazing Skies or 
everything.Well, Mr Adam, | think ou edbild, What's the point ao Paperboy Il. 
you are jealous as you probably senting’ video games pro- - 
‘own an Atari VCS. Yes,lowna — J@famme ifthe presenteridoesn't, Ee 
Super NES and am quite proud of «ike vidlaga™mes? ‘A This must have come 
it. | also don’t think that you are Kevin Latt eston ( from Gary's mum. 
grateful that humans are making SEAL:Foel | Ww. Gosh; 
such great machines. you also isn’t jife full agers 2 
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or Try | | WELCOME! 
y ? Greetings, and welcome to the NHS. We may 

ot have many beds, but by crikey have we 

ot fips for you ~ and you do not have to wait 
Years for them, either! So, peel yourself a 

grape and help yourself to some Milk Tray as 

we cure all your problems 

SUPER NINTENDO 
THE LEGEND OF ZELDA PART 2 
In the second part of our massive Zelda guide, we 
reveal the many objects Link may encounter on 
his travels. In addition to this, we also present a 
QBA section where the most commonly-asked 
qustions are solved once and for all. I's the best 
guide going for one of the best Super NES gomes ©1991,1992 Nintendo 
- and it’s continued next month 

TIPS AND TACTICS 
With so many games available for the Super NES, 
NES and Game Boy, we've introduced a proper 
small tips section which offers help and advice on 

@s many of the latest games as possible. This 
month, we unveil useful cheats for Spindizzy 
Worlds, Super Stor Wars and that old fave, 
Contra (AKA Super Probotector) - just to keep 

owners of older games happy, too! Are we kind 
or what! 

SUPER NINTENDO 
Konami's weird shoot ‘em up features more than — EDS BEVIN — 
its fair share of surprises. As well as end-of-level 
ballet dancers and fire-spewing parrots, there are 

countless weapons to collect and goodies to be 
had. We reveal what's what in the wacky world of 

Parodius, and give you everything you need to 
complete the game. 

PLAY SELECT 
> «PLAYER @pLavers 
option OMAKE? 



©1991.1992 Nintendo 

This month we take afiother rummage through the vaults 

‘of Hyrule to uncover more helpful hints in.your quest for 

the Tri-Force. Following last month's guide to\some of the 

Light World’sandmarks, we now delve into some of the 

less attractive aspects of the Kingdom - the evil forces 

lurking at the heart of the Old Fortresses. On a happier 

Note; there’s an old inventory of objects andour own ques- 

tion and answer session dealing with the trickiest puzzles 

GENERAL INVENTORY 
A list of all important objects in 
general use around Hyrule, and 
their locations: 

LAMP 
Found in Link’s house, the lamp 
allows access to dark places. 
Whole rooms may be lit by using 
the lamp near torch holders. 

SHIELD 
There are three shields for 

Link to carry for protection. 
Two are found in the Light 
World: 
1. Link is given a shield by 
his uncle. It protects him from 
frontal attack if he isn’t lung- 
ing. 

The Red Shield is a step 
up in protection. It can be 
bought from a merchant for 
500 rupees. The third shield 
lies deep in the Dark World. 

SWORD 
There are four types of Sword used in our hero's 
quest. Three are found in the Light World: 
1. The Fighter's Sword is given to Link by his 
uncle. The special spin attack increases its power. 
2. The Master Sword lies in a stone in the far 
north of the Dark Woods. Recovering it requires 
the three pendants. The Master Sword is needed 
to fight the foes of the Dark World 
3. The Tempered Sword is gained by Link from 
the Blacksmith. He does the job as a favour for 
recovering his pal from the Dark World. Locate 
him in the southern end of the Village of 
Outcosts. The secret of the final sword lies in the 
Pyramid of Power in the Dark World 

BOW 
Found in the big chest of the 
Eastern Palace. Arrows for it may 
be bought, found in pots, or 
taken from defeated enemies. 

BOTTLES 
Put faeries, potions and bees 
into gloss bottles, There are 
four to be found: 
1. From the merchant in the 
village. 
2. From the chest in the Inn at 
the village. 

BOOMERANG 
Found in the big chest of the 
Eastern Palace. Arrows for it 
may be bought, found in pots, 
or taken from defeated ene- 
mies. 

3. From the Lazy Guy, who 
lies dozing under the bridge. 
Find him by swimming up 
river. The fourth bottle is 
found is the Dark World. 

THE BUG NET 
Found at the Sick Kid’s house. 
Use to catch faeries and bees. 
Caught faeries should be put in 
bottles. 



PEGASUS 
SHOES 
Take these as a gift from 
Sahasrahla for getting the pen- 
dant of courage. By holding 
down the A button Link now has 
@ new attack. The charge attack 
is also used to knock objects off 
shelves. 

MAGIC: 
POWDER 
The Witch’s gift hos many 
secret uses, which are up to 
the player to discover. It's 
main purpose is to awaken 
the spirit which lives in the 
well near the Blacksmith’s 
House. On discovering how fo 
get down there, sprinkle the 
dust on the altar. As a reward 
Link's magic bar will deplete 
at half the normal rate in 
future. 

MOON PEARL 
Found in the big chest of the 
Mountain Tower. The pearl is 
essential for moving in the Dark 
World as it stops our hero from 

turning into a fluffy bunny (which 
is a slight disadvantage) 

THE BOOK OF MUDORA 
The library at the southern edge Kakariko village is the home of this 
ancient book. Its runes allow you to translate ancient inscriptions in 
several places: the door to the Desert Palace, the plinth of the 
Master Sword, and the Stone tablet of the Ether Medallion. 

MAGIC 
MUSHROOM 
A strange fungus, not to be 
eaten, but given to the Witch 
who lives on the way to the 
Waterfall of Zora. In return for 
this ingredient she will tell you 
to come back later for 

POWER 
GLOVE 
This mitt confers powers of 
lifting far in excess of the 
average human, It’s found in 
the Desert Palace. Whilst 
wearing it grey rocks of any 
size may be lifted. 

ZORA'S FLIPPERS 
Zora is the water spirit and finding him involves quite a trek. Follow 
the path North along the river bank, heading past the Witch’s house 
until you reach the waterfall. Walk through, and follow the shallow 
water path to the second waterfall. Zora emerges and demands a 
hefty fee for his flippers. So have plenty of Rupees. With your pur- 
chase you are able to swim in the deep water areas of Lake Hylic and 
Use the whirlpool warps. 

ICE ROD 
The first magic rod is hidden 
in a cave on the East side of 
Lake Hylia. Possessing it 
means being able to freeze 
many creatures in their tracks 
There is an opposite rod, 
using fire magic which lies in 
the Dark World 

MAGIC 
MIRROR 
The man lost in the Death 
Mountain tunnels gives our 
hero this; the most important 
‘object of the game. The mirror 
is your path from Dark to Light 
worlds. Travelling the opposite 
direction is trickier, and is only 
possible via the warp tiles. The 
other use of the mirror is to 
return to the entrance of a 
dungeon if you get stuck or 
want to escape quickly 

FLUTE 

near where the boy pipes. 

whole Light World. 

BOMBS 
Bombs are found everywhere 
across the Light World, but the 
village is the easiest place to 
buy them. Placed next to weak 
walls (shown as cracks) they 
uncover entrances to hidden 
chambers. 

MEDALLION 
The power of this medallion is 
embedded within the tablet on 
top of Death Mountain. Find it by 
taking the bridge to the ledge 
outside the Tower. Link needs 
the Master Sword and the Book 
fo read the incantation. Once 
granted he may invoke the 
medallion’s power to freeze all 
the enemies in a chamber. The 
cost in magic energy is high 

Getting this object requires a bit of work in the Dark World. However 
it is to be found in the Light World, hidden i 

The flute serves its purpose at the weath- 
er vane, when it releases a huge bird. Whenever the flute is used 
‘again, the bird is summoned to carry Link to locations dotted over the 

the Haunted Grove, 



‘Herein lies tales of monsters of the 
Light World, and their weaknesses per- 
ceived by adventurers of Hyrule. Mark 
well these ¢ ary tales.” 

THE PALACE - THE 
BALL AND CHAIN 
TROOPER 
The Gaoler is assigned to guard the most impor- 
tant prisoners. This he does with his ball and chain. 
The weapon is swung in a circle and extends 
beyond Link’s sword reach. The best way to deol 
with The Gaoler is to stun him with boomerangs, 
before using a fully-powered spin attack imme 
ately afterwards. 

eset See f 

Se | Pd | 

THE EASTERN PALACE 
= ARMOS KNIGHTS 
A complement of Six Amos Knights guard the first 
pendant. They move in drill formation, so learning 
their attack patterns is easy. First, they spread out 
and circle, so stay near the screen edge. Then they 
attack in a straight line. Concentrate Link's arrow 
fire on one as they approach. Take them out one 
by one as they repeat the pattern, To deal with the 
last knight, keep moving and be ready to use o 
spin attack. 
| gee 

i 

THE DESERT 
PALACE 
- LANMOLAS 

The soft sand of the Western 
Desert affords perfect hiding 
places for the worm-like 
Lanmolas. Three of these lie in 
wait to ambush Link as he reach- 
es for the pendant. Only the 
Lanmolas heads are vulnerable 
to your arrows and sword, the 
Spin attack being the best 
method of attack. As they burst 
through the ground they throw rocks in diagonal directions. The best advice is to 
stand clear in one of the four compass directions, and only attack os they are in mid- 
air. It may take longer to kill them, but patience reaps rewards. 

THE MOUNTAIN PALACE - 
MOLDRUM 
This vast maggot monstrosity has made his home on a vost plat- 
form at the top of the imposing tower on Death Mountain. His 

main ta to shove Link off 
=o = = the slippery floor onto the 

= level below. This slowly 

weak spot) bearing in mind 
Link travels backwards with 
the force. Also, follow him as 
much as possible, behind him 
is the safest position to be. 

| depletes our hero's energy. 
The best tactics are to use the 

rr 

Spin Attack on its tail (the only 

a 
| = | 

nie: 

HYRULE CASTLE - 
AGAHNIM 
Agahnim’s magic makes him invulnera- 
ble to all powers except the Master 
Sword, and even then mere strokes are 
useless. On encountering him, position 
Link on the opposite side of the cham- 
ber, facing him, He should release an 
energy ball which should be deflected 
with a sword stroke. His own power 
eventually destroys him. The only time 
not to use this method is when he is Here ends the Book of Monst 
stonding ot the top-middle of the cham- 
ber facing down. Then stand well clear, oe the — of thelr powers 
a5 he fires « huge Lightning Bolt down 
the centre of the room. 

Stuck in a Nintendo game? Call the official hints and tips Hotline on 0703 652222 



By now, Link should be making progress in leaps HOW DO | PASS THE 
‘and bounds, but everyone reaches a sticking point 
somewhere which requires a little advice. So that’s DEAD-END IN THE 
why we've taken our heads out of the books to 
present the commonest questions, and the most DESERT PALACE? 
relevant answers. So stop pulling your hair out 

now. 
HOW DO | GET THE The last chamber to the Desert Palace 

ends in a bare-wall with four unlit torches. This-is changed 
BOOK OF MUDORA? _ °Y lishting each torch with Link’s lamp, to activate a mov- 

ing wall switch, which reveals the final door! 

Double Deh! This is simple stuff WHAT DOES THE MAN IN 
First obtain the running boots 
from Sahasrahla after getting the THE DESERT DO? 

first pendant, Enter the library and take a run at 
the bookcase upon which the Book rests. The 
impact knocks it loose. This tactic works again in He doesn’t serve a purpose until the box 
the Desert Palace, where it dislodges a key. is retrieved from the Dark World. This is 

found in the location which corresponds 
to the Blacksmith’s house in the Light World. Bring it back 
to this man, and get him to wake up by lifting his sign. 
Present the box and his thieving skills enables him to open 
it and present our on-screen alter ego with a bottle! 

HOW DO | GET TO THE 
MOUNTAIN TOWER? 

The tower is so near - yet so far! 
Reaching it means a trip to the Dark y 
World. A warp tile is found on the top of Mw 

the mountain, in the ring of stones. Now, os a rabbit walk 
to the left (don’t worry, there's nothing to hurt you). Link 
should come to a rock formation that looks like a pair of 
spectacles in the Light World. In this dimension you may 
go slightly further north. If the mirror is used here, Link 

1 CAN'T FIND THE should find himself on top of the Spectacle Rock. Jump off 
SECOND PENDANT! te 2c end get to the tower! 

The second pendant, inthe WHY AM I A RABBIT IN 
Desert Palace, is found in the secu pat okie compled Te THE DARK WORLD? 

enter that part, find the Power Glove - which is 
located in the top-left chamber of the first floor of 
the palace. For that Link needs the big key found 
in the long chamber on the right-hand wing of the 
same floor. After getting the Glove, leave the 
palace by the exit in the bottom-left chamber of 
the palace, and walk upwards to the claw 
entrance, blocked by rocks. With the glove its pos- 
sible to move these obstructions 

You need the Moon Pearl! This is found 
on the fourth floor of the Mountain 

Tower, in the chest that appears inaccessible. To reach 
that, the big key is required (found in the bottom level of 
the tower), and Link should also drop in on the chest from 
the level above. To produce a hole above the chest, use 
the Stor Tile on level five. Link should now be able to 
retrieve the Moon Pearl - and any bunny-related angst is 

WHERE DOES AGAHNIM GO 
AFTER HE ZAPS ZELDA? 

Not far at all, is the answer! He has in 
fact retired to a secret chamber located 
behind his magic lab. Rip down the 

drapes at the back of the lab with the sword to reveal the 
secret door 
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LIPS AND TREILCS 
The NHS is here again, bringing comfort to the lame gamester. What will be in 

Doctor Davies' miracle sack this month? Read on sick reade 

SUPER NES 
ACTION REPLAY CODES 
TURTLES IN TIME 
Josh Beck, for it is he, has sent in this code for infinite livess SHORTCUT EXTRAVAGANZA 
7E1AA002. Does this mon ever get any sleep? 

After ‘ve read ond learned thes he lead! 
STREET FIGHTER Il shortcuts we're sure that you'll al be Kogpo Booch 1: Just before the first 
PLAYER-ONE: 7EOE 2010, PLAYER-TWO: 7EOC 2010. These eternally grateful fo Mark Hannah ond break in the track turn right and hed 

nati i jid for sending them through the water. There is a bonus codes give the characters new moves, combinations and the een Lae cal gh the 
agility to hit the other player at any time, even if they are fallimg | [20 Uv suid ree pemerer ca sree Bee We ac ciisout Het othe 
to the ground after being hitl Dhalsim, for example, can hit BBG=9) Donut Pioins 1: After the second cor- Bowser Costle 3: Chosse the inside 
ple when they are on fire. ner from the START/FINISH line there route after coming out of the wid cor 
PLAYER ONE: 7EOC 6010. This speeds the game up about three: iso gop in the wall on the grass. Get ner with all the coins. Hop over the 
times (Black Belt Edition ahoy!) ‘@ mushroom then use it fo speed over jump just before you got to it and hit 
PLAYER-ONE: 7EOC DIO", PLAYER-TWO: 7EQE DIO*. Choose the | the grass and through the gop. the “Zipper” to spoed away. It's far 
players’s character where * is the number of the characler: O= Ghost Volley 1: Get a feather ond easier than using the “Zipper” on the 
Ryu, 1= E.Honda, 2= Blanka, 3= Guile, 4= Ken, 5= Chun Li, carry straight on after the gop in the ‘outside of the track! 
6= Zangief, 7= Dhalsim, 8= M Bison, 9= Sagat, A= Balrog, B= J tack. The feather helps your cart to fly Mario Circuit 4: This is basically the 
Vege ‘ever onto a secret narrow strip of same shorteut as for the mario Circuit 

9 F + | frock that cuts off « huge comer! iexcept there is no “Zipper” this time PEO Ads Ban Gore the country to fight in where: Mario Circuit 2: Ifyou have a mush- ground. 
is the number of that country. room then wait until you come to the Koopa Beach 2: Veer to the left as you 
PLAYER-ONE: 7EOC 5600, PLAYER-TWO: 7EQE 5600. Superfast | jump. Use itust as you are about 10 come to the large stretch of water ond 
moves. jump and then steer to the left. Ifdone use a feather to clear the deep water. 
PLAYER-ONE: 7£04 8300. Bloody characters! correctly you can bypass the whole This enables you to race along the 
PLAYER-ONE: 704 9BFO. Electric Ryu and Ken. Se ae Sec ofthe nr fall sietch of beach in the cove 

nks ver . 10st Valley 2: At the end of the first instead of babooning it through the Thanks very much to Andy Davidson for those. eo ae terion hey 
@We had « phone call from Daniel Boutros who was ranting straight there is on unfenced corner. Vanilla Lake 2: There are tons of 
about these codes for Street Fighter II. He said that 7EOC 3210 Use a feather here to cut out the wide shortcuts in this Ses yrctreipiee 
gives Ken or Ryu a super fast dragon punch and that 7E0G 6001 | comer. Jumping over:smoll siretches of water ’ ‘fi ie it Bowser Castle 2: When you come to but the best, and most difficult, is enables choracters to escape) lanl face biting antics leaving [calor vaateieeeaaid [seed peste ea le 
im vulnerable toes STOF printed jump over the gop. If the two walls. Steer heavily to the left 

you tum left quickly enough you ‘and hop onto the ice in the lake. Keep SUPER CONTRA ACTION Should poss over a "Zipper". This cuts going straight on, hopping over the 
off a large part of the track! ‘small stretches of water, to make a 

REPLAY CODE ‘Mario Circuit 3: Just before the massive shortcut over par! of the lake. 
START/FINISH straight there is a wall The best place to do this is between 
‘with @ gap in it. Select the mushroom the Ist straight and second corner of 
‘and use it to speed through the sand the finish straight using a mushroom 
fendithen the gop. Justasyou clear boost, Be carefull 
the gop you hit o “Zipper” ond gain o 

BATTLE BLAZE 
Any one remember Paul Hulcup 
and his tip invasion not so long 
‘ago? Well he’s at it again, first of 
all with this cheat for unlimited 
credits on Battle Blaze. First of all 
access the hidden options screen 
by pressing start and select at the 
same time, Next hold down L 
then press UP and X at the same 
fime then LEFT and Y together 
then DOWN, B, RIGHT and A. 

It's that Josh Beck again! This time with a code for infinite lives 
on this incredible game:7£1F8A07. Words fail us: 

SPINDIZZY WORLDS 
Our very own Jaz Rignall spun his Br7JaEOa: The Grass Maze 
Way to finding this list of useful ImSUJ92W: Buxton Cat 
codes for each of the Spindizzy  ImQUKNIT: Sandy Island 
Worlds, What o man! What a ‘Cn2AUAe?P: Roller-ama 
star] What are we woiting for? KoBAK32o: Water works. 

ImAQC9eZ: Misdirection 
Bg6AICFz: Castle Quest 
IkAABNdW: Pyramidea 

Dv?16Hfx: Ball race 
HydaC3eR: Frigia 
Bv@JaBm3: Gross Hopper NgACUKiH: Radima 
EvSLQV3Q: The Obelisk Ruin IkAAAolc: Torture 



F1 EXHAUST HEAT 
Nc-n-n-ol Not him again?! This really is the last time! 
Paul H...Pau! H.....that lad reckons that extra money is 
obtained by inserting SETAUSA as your name so that 
£10,000 is then in your possession! Now go, Hulcup! 
Be gonel! 

JOE & MAC 
Tony McLaughlin and his good old Unc from 
Renfrewshire (try saying that with a fruit pastel in 
your mouth) sent us this tip to stack up with extra 
lives in this prehistoric caper. Leave a level that 
contains 1-ups by pressing START to pause the 
game and then SELECt to leave that level after 
you've collected the 1-up. Restart that level and 
collect it again. Simple! 

SPANKY’S QUEST 
The level codes for this game, courtesy of that 
Hulcup chap again, are: 000, 732, 354, 116, 988, 
470. 

EE BEPUBo 
& 
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SUPER STAR WARS 
So you'd like ninety-nine lives on Super Star 
Wars, would you? Well, on the second set of 
stepping stones in the Land of the Sand People 
just fall of the edge of the cliff and push to the 
left, This has luke landing in a cave. Get him to 
shoot the roof and extra lives a-plenty are his for 
the taking! Lee Axon sent this tip in twice - it’s 
nice to see people so keen! 

PRINCE OF PERSIA 
If can just wade my way through this pile of 
entrants for this cheat | can tell you that the 
sound test for the game is accessed by holding 
down START and SELECT then o menu doth 
‘appear. In case you were wondering, Paul 
Hulcup was the thousandth person to send that 
‘one int 

OUT OF THIS WORLD 
John Fowler wants a Level five: BRTD 
prize for these poss- —_Level six: TFBB 
words. Heh, heh! Level seven:TXHF 
Level one: FXLC Level eight:CKJL 
Level two: KLFB Level nine:LFCK 
Level three: DDRX Oh, John! About that 
Level four: HRTB prize? Heh, heh, heh! 

GAME BOY 
TERMINATOR II 
Mark Walsh hos this useful cheat to slow down 
the circuit round clocks. It gives you more time to 

AAAAGH! To get five extra 
lives hold A, B and DOWN 
then press START. Paul 
Hulcup sent that in and I'm 
not saying another word 
obout it 

This beezer tip has been 
sent to us from Frank 
Turner II in Staffs. It 
enables you to gain tons 
of lives and see a whole 
new secret boss as a 
result. To do this go 
through level one col- 
lecting as many carrots 
possible until you 
reach Elmyra. Let her 
touch you and return 

Where better to get o truck load of tips from 
than the chaps who produced the game 
themselves! Ocean have sent us these pass- 
words for the TAXING and MAYHEM levels 
‘of the game your brain was made for. 
Toxing: VSDGSJ: ROMAN IN THE RUINS 
HGSFDY: MIND YOUR STEP 
WMGQDF: UP THE WOODEN HILL 
PRITMR: THESE LEMMINGS NEED HELP 
RYVCTD: THE PRISON 
ZWKRBD: A SPOT OF BOTHER 
FRRWNB: FLY LEMMING AIRLINES 
WYPRHD: A SLICE OF LEMMING PIE 
PDKDJJ: STRANGE LAND 
YPPSLQ: JUST LIKE MARY POPPINS 
HWRWXQ: ABAOMBNABLE LEMMINGS 
BHYWKL: ON THE SPIDER’S WEB 
YWYRTN: CAN YOU STAND THE HEAT? 
XYHGXK: COME ON OVER TO MY PLACE 
PLWJHL: POOR WEE CREATURES 
GKIXCZ: CAUTION LEMMINGS ON ROAD 
DDBNDL: JUST DROP IN 
JFGSIK: ARCTIC LEMMING 
NSDFSY: WHERE ARE THE CRATES? 
BDRMLN: COME TO LEMMING COUNTRY 
JSDHSV: CLOUD BASE ONE 
QWRTLR: SEEN IT ALL BEFORE 
GQHQUS: HELP MY LEMMINGS ON FIRE 
MRGHFW: LEMMING SQUASH 

you to the start of the 
level. Repeat this until you 
have ninety-nine carrots. 
Exit the level via Elmyra. 
There then follows a par- 
ody of Star Wars as a 
great star destroyer flies 
‘over the map and beams 
you aboard. Here you 
face Darth Vader and two 
Storm Troopers. To defeat 
Darth, dodge his laser 

think about what you're doing. 
All you need to do is hold 
down the SELECT button. 

and bounce on the 
Storm Troopers’ heads 
to jump on Darth’s 
head when he flies 
down low. Darth pops 
his collosal clogs after 
three hits, whereupon 
you receive three lives. 
This trick can be 
repeated on any level 
over and over again. 
Brilliant! 

WHGXZL: A LEMMING JUST ATE MY DIN. 
NER 
Mayhem:SJFHGD: AT THE STEEL WORKS 
HDFTGS: IN THE BOILER ROOM 
XCSFSD: WHO WANTS TO BE A HERO 
SHDYWR: THERE MUST BE MORE TO LIFE 
KRWGQHI: LIBERATE A LEMMING TODAY 
PDHIDN: CALLING INTERNATIONAL RES: 
CUE 
HPBFXX: TWO FOR TEA PLEASE 
BZCSDT: HOUSTON WE GOT A PROBLEM 
MLYZTF: PASS ME THAT LEMMING 
FFDYSF: TWO STEPS ON THE WATER 
YYKSGS: IDEAL LEMMING EXHIBITION 
GLSHSL; THE LEMMINGS CANNA TAKE IT 
VKLSDH: REVENGE OF THE LEMMING 
GTNGQQ: OPEN SEASON FOR LEMMINGS 
JDFSDY: THIS LEMMINGS FAULTY 
WRDFVH: HELLO JOHN GOT A NEW LEM. 
MING 
KDHGFT: MY WORD WHAT A LEMMING. 
WQDTGD: A FREE LEMMING IN EVERY 
PACK 
THRRSH: LEMMINGS HATE RADIO EON FM. 
LUJDJJ: THEY ARE CLEAN AND GREEN 
KBCVXM: SOME HEADS ARE GOING TO 
ROLL 
SSHSJS: IS HTHAT LEMMING LICENSED 
LZTRYD: KEEP QUIET AT THE BACK 
VGXNFM: OD YOU ACCEPT LEMMINGS 
ZQQPLM: THE ULTIMATE LEMMING 



> apLaven 
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(AND CHOOSE 
There are four ships to choose 
from and we reckon that the 
‘Twin Bee is the best of the 
bunch. Whereas Vic Viper and 
Octopus have shields, the Twin 
Bee posesses a far more effec- 
tive force field. Although the 
Pentarou boasts a similar barri- 
er in the form of a bubble, its 
spread weapon cannot com- 

YELLOW 
Strictly for point hungry 
‘maniacs. They offer no 
destructive power but 
continuous collection of 
yellow bells amasses 
enough points to waste 

fighest of scores! 

GREEN 
The green bells inflate 
the ship like a piece of 
bubble-gum, during 
which time it’s invulnera- 
ble and able to crash into 
anything, causing no end 

of misery for the enemy. 

If the way ahead looks 
grim, you can always rely 
‘on the powers of a red 
bell for comfort. They 
provide you with three 
barriers which transform 

into a miniature version of your current 
ship with a protective shield above and 

Ay, 

‘| SAW THREE SHIPS 

» guide begi 
ARE ae 

ANOTHER)! 
pore withthe Twin Bee's 3-way shot 

1e Octopus’ Ripple gun may excel 
with its wide 
range but 
the Rocket 
Punch avail- 
able to Twin 
Bee more 
than makes 
up for this. Enough said. Trust us! 

19 to pass this barri- 
cd! 

rt 
he blue bell col- 
ected, a smart-bomb is 
‘added to the ship's arse- 
nabwith a moximum of 
three stored at any one 
fime. The enemy don’t 

stand a chance as a massive quake of 
destruction shakes the screen! 

m5 

The most obscure of all 
super weapons, the grey 
bell provides your ship 
with a megaphone which 
‘omplifies a succession of 
Japanese phrases you're 

better off not knowing. However, 
Einstein’s theory of relativity is in there 
somewher 

Twin Bee triple sting tactics ahoy. 

LEVEL THREE - THE 
CASTLE OF SWEETS 
The boss on this level is easy when com- 
pared fo the hardship presented by the frus- 
trating brickwork. In between the pillars and 
pots overflowing gold coins are walls of 
multi-coloured beads to be blasted for safe 
possage. Keep a cool head, don’t make any 
rash decisions and your ship should be safe 
from harm. If possible, resist the temptation 
to speed the ship up because this usually 
results in plenty of unnecessary wall bashing! 

Lip-Lickin’-Teeth- 
Splittin’-Boss 
Blast those cheeky smiles into next week, 

concentrating on the right side row of 
mouths first. If you're successful in destroy- 
ing them, the remaining row of teeth begin 
to rush your ship - leaving sets of teeth 
behind as they go. Easy peasy! 

> - 
- = 

- 2 

Stuck in a Nintendo game? Call the official hints and tips Hotline on 0703 652222 
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WRESTLE WITH 

Parodius gets crazier as it goes 
along, with rampant sumo 
wrestlers defying the lows of gravi- 
ty and walking across the top of 
the screen, whipping your ship 
with their loin cloths, After battling 
over angry-faced volcanoes erupt- 
ing spicy peppers, the ship is sub- 
jected to some Channel Four-style 
‘sumo action against the end-of- 
level sumo boss. 

SHADES time to nip in and blow them 

= 
ljé HELP 545 

THIS! 

sign, Marlon. 
Lard feo- 
tures is not 

quite the 
heavy- 
weight 
after all. 
His vulner- 
able spot is 
his stomach, something he treasures 
much, so your ship's efforts at popping 
with missiles and the like mokes him mise 
able in the extreme. He stomps around 
shaking all kinds of junk loose from the top! 
of the screen, develops a nasty case of ind 
gestion, turns red then explodes. The 
Konami sign then falls from its perch to 

itch out the unwary - just make sure it 
isn’t you! 

ished, your ship's presence is screen. Do not panic! There is 

Stage five is one huge 
“mother of a space-ship, but | & Head Aches: 
with a difference. Ignoring Now the mother ship gives 
“the fact that it's wearing. up and leaves your ship to 
shades and smoking a pipe, battle it out with a female 
let’s concentrate on sending Easter Island-head look-o- 

it packing, First of all, the like! She blows green statues 
head of the ship is head from her mouth as she moves 

vhich sneezes and coughs up and down the screen, and 
in its influenzad frenzy! much duckin’ and divin’ is 
Smack it in the nose first required to win her over. He 
then take care of the mouth. eyes are vulnerable to attack, 
The ship now forces you to so try to trick her into firing 
fly over the top to face a the statues to the far left or 
pipe-smoking laser-firing far right of the screen. This 
turret, and the odd way your ship can easily 
unfriendly gun turret. These -* manoeuvre around them, 
study their surroundings as 2 ee and you'll only find problems 
they rotate and the best Getting a head in the business of destroyng the mother ship. if your ship is too slow. 

PINBALL WITHERED 
Stage six is one of the toughest to 
{get through. Not just because of 
the amount of penguins out for 
your ship's parts, but also 

away is when they're looking required below and Shades tries _a little nook to squeeze into 
straight up. After this area is fin- to crush it at the bottom of the ‘and you can't miss it. If you 

- do, you die. So don’t. 
S100 ME 426300 ] - 

because it’s so easy to get confused 
with all the action on screen. 
Concentrate on scouring either the 
top or bottom of the screen, 
because bobbing about oe blast 
ing everything in sight only makes 
matters worse. Thankfully the end- 
level boss is a breeze to beat! 

Pin-Boss: 
What a reliefl Dodge the losers 
‘and aim for the heart of the 
machine. The pinballs are destruc- 
tible and no trouble to shoot. 

Stuck in a Nintendo game? Call the official hints and tips Hotline on 0703 652222 - 
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BUNNY GIRLS, 
BUBBLES AND A PIG? 
The entire Stage Seven is set in a dream-like 
sequence with flufy pink clouds and pretty bub- 
bles to make you say ahh, Don't be fooled, 
because this is where the action gets that little bit 
trickier. The safe areas are at the far reaches of 
the screen and any evasive action should be 
token along those lines. Keep in mind that the 
movement of the bubbles is painfully slow and o 
skillful pilot should be able to dodge and weave 
with ease between them. 

PICK OFF THE 
PENGUINS 
Here is where the Twin Bee 
comes into its own, its three- 
way and rear shots both com- 
ing in handy against the 
begoggled penguins in the 
frozen waters. 

. eS 

BATHROOM BRAWL 

Tho whole of stage ten is without incident until you meet up with 
the platform sections patrolled by fan-waving pigs and their 
skeletal buddies. The skeletons are indestructable, so position the 
ship slightly below or above one of the ledges to avoid crashing 

Rub-a-dub-blubber: 
Brace yourself for this oversized octopus which hos taken to 
washing its head with soap. It has three methods of attack. The 
first comes from the random bubbles floating about its head, 

before the octopus 
shakes away, causing 
hundreds of tiny bubbles 
to fly everywhere. Lastly, 
the giant pink one spits 
bubbles from its mouth, 
Keep firing at the bub- 
bles and take pot shots 
at the octopus whenever 
possible. Once it starts 
spewing suds take shel- 
ter above the sucker's 
head. 

AYE BYE 
That s all. The good Doctor has left the surgery and is indulging in a spot of 

Golf All Further enquiries and miracle cures should be adressed to: DOCTOR 
COAVIES BIG BLACK TIPS BAG, NMS, 30-32 Farringdon lane, London ECIA 3A! 

IT’S THAT OCTOPUS 
AGAIN.... 
The final boss is so easy you'd have to go all 
out to deliberately crash the ship and fail, It 
doesn't move, because it’s so strung up, and 
it doesn’t fire! Just make sure that you guide 
your ship through the barriers before they 
close and hammer away for a while - then 
thot is it! Finished. The end. 

Damseling distress: 
Kiss this girl in the eyes with o 
few well aimed blasts and make 
her cry. It's a rotten job, but 
somebody's got to do it! She tries 
to put a stop to this ungentle- 
manly pursuit by blowing bubble 
‘encased imps that burst and sur- 
round your ship. 

Mind the Twin Bee's Double 
Whammy of Destruction, 
Marlon. 

MACABRE MARINE 
As your ship raises it brolly to shelter from the rain, watch out 
for skull- tossing skeletons which shatter into a spray of bones 
when shot, Also, look out for the stubborn fishbones which 
require many hits before breaking 

Parasol Parade: 
Upon the arrival of the manic umbrellas, position the ship 
near the bottom left-hand corner of the screen. The skulls 
‘are easier to dodge here and the umbrellas roll handily into 
Met 

= spy, = ay, 

| a 

- 

qe a 0D 

Ghost Lady: . 
Dodge the cloud and wait for it to 
get swallowed up by the skeletal 
‘opparition, then aim ot the lovely 
lady's belt whilst shooting down 
the blue flames for safely. Aftera 
while she spits out the cloud ‘ 
which transformed her at the start 
and the routine repeats itself once 
more. 

Oa 

Stuck in a Nintendo game? Call the official hints and tips Hotline on 0703 652222 



MEAN MACHINES 
IS REALLY GREAT 

Well, alright, maybe we are a teeny bit 

influenced, but let's face it, what other 

mag gives you such hot news, such 

stunning previews and as many fantastic 

in-depth reviews of the latest games as 

MEAN MACHINE SEGA does? 

SPPeTnt THE UK'S NUMBER ONE SEGA MAGAZINE 
@ 

BARWON fepere 
INS EFS‘oF Raced 

MEAN MACHINES really is that 

good and it's in all good 

newsagents now priced £2.50 



Skywa ust b two second-hand 
8 droids to help out on his ranch. Little does he 

know that this seemingly innocent event is the 
start of a fantastic adventure which will drag 
him into the centre of the war and eventually 
place the fate of the entire universe in,his PLT]| |= 

—— a) 
= 

TATOOINE 
DESERT 
THE SCENE:One of Luke’s new droids, an R5-D4, 
has a faulty motivator unit. C3PO, the other new 
robot, persuades Luke to go back to the Jawas who 
sold him the unit and swap it for an R2-D2 unit, 
which just hoppens to be his companion. 
LEVEL TYPE: Sideways scrolling platform. 
OBJECTIVE: Reach the Landspeeder at the end of 
the level. 
ENEMIES: Assorted hostile desert creatures and a 
giant Sarlac Pit monster on the final screen. 

| 

JAWA SAND- 
Se AA WAY HE 
THE SCENE:Hoving reached the Sandcrawler, Luke 
Seales Upithe side of the giant vehicle and atlempls 

EXCELLENT Jo cin ent 
LEVEL TYPE:|Mullisdirection scrolling platform. 

ecu OBJECTIVE: Jump from plotform to platform ond 
Get tothe Death Stor blow the-eniry hatch right atthe top of the 

Sandcrowler, "| 
Super Star Wars closely follows ENEMIES: Red hot exhaust ports; gun emplace- Golden sands for miles oround...and the beoches meet EC standards 
the plot of the world-famous, 
blockbusting sci-fi movie using a 
variety of scrolling arcade-style 
platform levels and Ist and 3rd 
person perspective 3D screens. 

ments and a few flying 

: LAWUDSPEEDER 
Ups UT 

is } A as ved 
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| 4 somewhere in Mos Eisley 
LEVEL TYPE: Sideways scrolling 

COUNTRY pletion OBJECTIVE: Locate Chewbacca, 
THE SCENE:R2 reveals that he is the property of Ben ‘Obi Wan Han Solo’s companion and find 
Kenobi and should be taken to him, out where Han)Solo:himsel 
LEVEL TYPE: Multi-directionally scrolling platform. located 
OBJECTIVE: Traverse the vast and hazard-packed desert, defeat the ENEMIES: Battalions of 
Tusken raiders and find Obi Wan Stormtroopers toting guns, lean- 
ENEMIES: Hordes of Tusken Raiders, giant Banthas, desert creatures, _ing out of windows and lurking 
terminal drops, crumbling rocks and platforms and a giantWamp Rat jin, gun emplacements. 
at the end of the level. 

THE BELLY OF 
THE SAND- 
CRAWLER 
THE SCENE:Inside the Sandcrawler, Luke explores 
its labyrinthine depths in an attempt to find R2-D2 
LEVEL TYPE: Sideways-scrolling platform. 
OBJECTIVE: Dodge the hazards, locate and rescue 
R2 
ENEMIES: Lorge pieces of machinery, laser-toting 
Jawas, bombs, gun emplacements, pits of red-hot 
lava, spikes and a giant lava beast at the very bot- 
tom of the Sandcrawler. 

RACE TO Tieushouted 

MOS EISLEY fae 
THE SCENE:Obi Wan explains that he has to leave co in the 
Tatooine and join the Rebel cause. ~ 
LEVEL TYPE: Third-person 3D, viewed from behind § sores 
the Landspeeder, q room when 
OBJECTIVE: Shoot down a Specific number of : raat Star 
Speeder Bike-riding Jawas and fly to Mos Eisley eres 
Spaceport. 

4 2 unveiled to eNnues Desert esiunes Fandscope hazards GaGifuu moons agai Aa the 

time | wondered whether 
this was all just bells and 
whistles, but no - Super 
Star Wars really is as good 
4s it looks and very nearly 
as good as it sounds! The 
graphics are nothing short 
‘of excellent, and the look of 
the film is very well cap- 
tured. Sound, though, is 
where Super Star Wars will 
blow your head off! Hook 
this sucker up the stereo 
and you'll think there’s an 
orchestra in the bedroom! 
The game itself is wickedly 
tough - the sand crawler 

SerHNG SELECT BUTTON: NOTHING sequence just bordering on 
START BUTTON: PAUSE annoyingly difficult - and 

there’s an awful lot of play 
HowTo Play Guide Luke ond his band of heroes through a variety of arcade-style platform ond pi spats Moar 

3D levels. Lives are represented by an energy bar which diminishes every time the 
characteris hit. When the bar reaches zero a life is lost. BA etnowe 

During the platform-based sections, the pad oversees Luke's assorted jumps, 
ducks, and running. However, during the 3D scenes, the pad adopts control of 
whatever the player is currently piloting, raising altitude and so forth. 

WEAPON SELECT SPECIAL 
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THE SCENE:Han Solo is languishing inside the Mos Eisley Spaceport 
cantina, which is also packed out with all sorts of space pirates and 

LEVEL TYPE: Short scrolling platform 
OBJECTIVE: Bect off attacks from all-comers and reach Han Solo, 
who's sitting in the rear of the bar. 
ENEMIES: Bounty hunters, space pirates and a giant space creature 
who wants to make mincemeat of the heroes. 

THE DEATH 
STAR 
THI INE:Blosting off to the Rebel base at 
Aldi mn, the heroes on to find that the entire 
planet hos been destroyed by the 
Things take a turn for the worse when 
pulled inside the Death Star by its powerful t 
beam. 

LEVEL TYPE: Sideways scrolling platform. 
OBJECTIVE: Find Princess Leia, who's being held 
captive somewhere inside the Death Star. 

IEMIES: Hazardous machinery, Stormtroopers 
oW-flying Tie-Fighters, enemy droids, automatic 

defence systems and, at the end of the level, the 
Detention Guard boss. 

LUKE SKYWALKER:The main 
hero. He corries two weapor 
laser pistol and a Light Sabre, 
which is extremely useful in 
close-quarter combat. 
HAN SOLO:Athletic space pirate 
who carries @ powerful laser pis- 
tol which is ideal for taking out 
hordes of enemies. 
CHEWBACCA:Han Solo’s sec- 
ond-in-command. Carries a 
highly effective laser crossbolt 
which is great for general com- 
bot. 

NINTENDO 76 

Solo lives onthe edge -he even ges 0 
fable before he's bought « burger! 

w¢ 

ut in the cantina, Hon 

MOS EISLEY SPACEPOE 
THE SCENE:The band of heroes assembled, it’s time to blast off info space. 
LEVEL TYPE: Multi-direction scrolling platform. 
OBJECTIVE: Fight through the Stormtrooper-patrolled spaceport and reach the 
Millennium. ‘olcon, Han Solo’s spaceship. 
ENEMIES: All manner of highly dangerous machinery, automatic defence droids, 
Stormtroops with o wide voriety of offensive weaponry and o large Hover Combat ga 
Carrier which guards the hanger daor to the Millennium Falcon 

DEACTI- 
VATE THE 
TRACTOR 
BEAM 
THE SCENE:Princess Leia is res- 

cued, but the heroes cannot 
escape 'the Death Starl 
LEVEL TYPE: Multi-direction 
scrolling platform. 
OBJECTIVE: Deactivate the 
Death Star's tractor beam. 
ENEMIES: More Stormtroopers, 
droids and machinery, plus the 
very dangerous tractor beam 

\ce system. 

SELECT HERO 

COMMENT 
Taking only minor liberties 
with the plot of the film, 
Super Star Wars is a mile- 
stone in movie tie-ins which 
shows just how this type of 
game should be done. The 
best soundtracks and spot 
effects ever heard on Super 
NES combine with graphics 
and stunning cut sequences 

NO archi cleaity copies! 
scenes and characters from the film to cre- 
ate a real feeling of playing the movie! The 
different game styles adds variety and 
although the bulk of the game is rather 
unoriginal platform action, it’s done so bril- 
liantly that you get totally wrapped up in 
the action and just keep on playing. It’s a 
pretty tricky game to play, and even the 
finest players will have their work cut out 
beating the evil Empire, especially on the 
top difficulty setting. To be honest, when I 
first finished the game I didn’t think I'd go 
back to it again, but a couple of weeks 
later | found myself drawn back to it to play 
it all the way through - and believe me, 
there are very few games that have had 
that kind of effect on me. Super Star Wars 
ranks as one of my favourite Super NES 
games, and if | didn’t own it already I'd be 
hurtling down to the shops now to buy it. 



THE SCENE:Moking good their escape, Luke joins 
the Rebel force as an X-Wing pilot and joins the 
final assault on the Death Star. 

REVEL TYPE: Third-person.3D, viewed from behind 
-Wing 

WOBIEGTIVE: Shoot down enough Tie-Fighters and 
GUA towelsito initiote the trench run. 

4 ighters. 

rick is to cim forthe missiles, not the fighters 

SCENE:The final attack! 
LEVEL TYPE: First person 3D, 
viewed from inside the cockpit of 

fighter. 
OBJECTIVE: Drop two proton 
torpedoes into the exhaust port 
at the end of the trench to 
destroy the Death Star. 
ENEMIES: Tie Fighters, Darth 
Vader's personal Tie Fighter ond 
loser ack-ack fire. 

xcallentco-screem, conhgurejoyped mode 

POWER-UP THAT LASER Fleet ted. el bn wt 
side veledt Luke, Han and Chewie all have laser guns which are powered up every time a weapon 

icon is collected. Fortunate, really, since when they start out their guns are particularly 
feeble. A few icons are all that's required to reach decent blasting power, the next icon 
grants homing lasers (the best weapon of the lo!) and the one after gives top level 
laser power, a straight-line, but very wide highly destructive blast 

ured |) 
“+ Power upto the Sth degree 

MUSIC, MAESTRO 
The best music ever heard on Super NES, 

sith eattonding rendition fal the e's 
tunes ond superb ound feats a a SN tl 

(2 airosy Supser'Sior Wersfectoreroniunerystunira: = 
K soundtrack which is taken directly from the film. i 

Aiea mostionsities ore dis- On the title screen is an excellent rendition of the LASTABILITY 
Palcied) they leave behind an theme tune, and during the game you have all the 

barter Naam de incidental music plus the infamous cantina track SS | 
‘add a little energy to the hero's | iicatyweings make this ome you'll be pay 
life bor, while a big one gives it a = er huge boost. Timer icons odd ’ | 
extra time to the ever-decreasing os 
counter, while blaster power-ups ¢ 

Eze ower Tae ‘iz , eu 
Bioodieiiog he 

speeder sequences, extra = 
Landspeeder fuel. 

. oe 
= 2 =~ CICd F3 

- = | 

~ So Super Star Wars makes full — 
P a a potential of its licence and the 

| —— 3 | j tend result is the best-looking, 
Ol ‘most impressive sounding and 

_». Yim sorry, but the plans forthe Interstellar Ss playable movie tie-ins ever seen 
Aughwoy necessitate us bull-docing your plant ‘on the Super NES. 
Dens Pook ‘HOUR DAY — 
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JOYPAD 

MEDIUM 

SCORE DEPENDENT 

ONE 

SWINGING 
oT DD, COR 

MISSION FIVE COMPLETE 

Bionic Commandos is an aging 
two-player coin-op from 
Capcom. There is a conversion 
of the game available for the 
NES, but it’s quite different from 
the original game, which this 
conversion follows more closely. 
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©. Rad takes the lift ond is about to get caught unawores by that chap hid 
ing behind the borel. Lucky he's gota big gun eh? 

>w To Control Move Rad by pushing left 
cect HVO"’ and right on the D-pad. 

Either that or recite a 
touching story. If you'd like him to crouch 
then push the D-pad down. Pushing left or 
right also controls the way that he swings on 
his arm and pressing down releases his grip. . 

BB 9 Bionic arm orerATION | 

SELECT BUTTON: NO FUNC- 
TION 

START BUTTON: LIGHT A y 
B) FLARE 

ae 

Assist Rad Spencer, the Bionic 
Commands, in his mission to 

save Super Joe. Access platforms by swinging 
on his extendable bionic arm. 

How To Play 

Being a Bionic Commanderhas its advantages! 
‘The FF Corps are all equipped with an amazing 
extending arm that acts as o grappling hook and 
also enables the commando to punch the opposi- 
tions’ lights out from a distance. This is the means 
by which they gad about. They are, after all, too 
heavy to jump and so any obstacles or great 
divides are overcome by swinging around in this 
way. Extendable arms are also useful for clamber- 
ing over high up ledges. As the game progresses 
so the obstacles get tougher and much considera- 
tion is necessary to get from A to B. 

he’s lucky, Red be abl to surprise that guard! 



‘or at a secret submar 
likely of losing much 
tions! 
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THAT INTERFERING, 
BIONIC BUGGER 
Rad has access to many Video Receivers that are 
located in the many areas he visits. He uses them 
to communicate with other members of the spe- 
cial Bionic Commando corps, the FF, The Video 
Receivers are also useful for tapping info the 
Doraize organisation’ transmissions to their 
troops. The Doraize can sense when their orders 
are being intercepted, however, and later in the 
game such espionage is answered by hordes of 
marauding Doraize troops landing on Rod's 
enquiring head. The unfortunate truth is that tap- 
ping into the enemy transmissions is the only way 
fo glean the information needed to complete the 
gome. Also the use of the Video Receivers acts os 
the key to open locked doors later in the levels. 
All in all it's a necessary ill but, hey, it’s nothing 
Rad cannot handle. 

Se Se Se pe | 
_\ The Video Reciever Room! The Philips Wide-Screen’ hos nowt on this! 

— tes 

-\ Look how cool he is! That reoctor’s blowing up and he just stonds there! 

hee 
|S. AICPCD tthe rece if ony Rod ean : 

U U Uf 

LONG-TERM INTEREST 

Oo 

BHGRHOU BaGeH00 

RATINGS 

PRESENTATION 
“A great looking, animeted introduction 

sequence that ets the scene. Fresertction 
the game iso every high standard 

foo. There isa handy possword system viilar, 
‘the one sed inthe Mage Man series 

“A The main chorocer tocol os they come 
Smart eaimetion throughout se ogiest 2 
‘ade of detiled bockdrs. 
Sometimes the action gets to hot and the 
apes begin Hicker. 

oT 
9) 

w 
i 

tects! 
Nothing Yo go erry over becouse i's all 

been heard before 

LASTABILITY 
A Blonle Commend is sglah and elves 
worth Bast even once completed. 
Thoogh the level of cholenge i tough 

pose to complete i eltively short time 
‘dee tothe password stem. 

PLAYABILITY 
‘A The interection withthe Video Receivers 
‘end the well-groded difficulty mohes the gue 
‘ecompuisne Blast 
The contol ef Red con be ennoying ot ist 

‘ond fidly ot ines. 

OVERALL 
Asuccesstul revival of an old 
game and a significantly differ- 
ent variation of the platform 
theme fll of interesting features. 



WIN >> <Ww 
WIN Super Nintendo WIN Super Nintendo 

WIN Super Nintendo WIN Super Nintendo 

0839 36 39 19 

se 

GAMEBOY 
KICKOFF 0839 36 39 2: 

22 SPIDERMAN 0839 36 39 2¢ 
0839 36 39 23 : ROBOCOP 0839 36 39 2) 

BILL & TED'S 
EXCELLENT 
ADVENTURE 0839 36 39 2¢ 

ae 

O FORMULA 1 RACE 0839 36 39 2: 
HUNT FOR RED 

ACCESSORIES OCTOBER osse 36903 
TERMINATOR 2 0839 36 39 3° 
CHOPLIFTER2 0839 36 39 3: 
DR MARIO 0839 36 39 3 
WORLD CUP 0839 36 39 3 

EXCEL Nr wi 
N NES GAMES 
= 
(4 TERMINATOR 2 0839 36 39 35 

BATMAN 0839 36 39 36 
0 WORLD CUP. 0839 36 39 37 

STAR WARS. 0839 36 39 38 
7) SUPER MARIO 2 0839 36 39 39 
7) TOP GUN -THE 

2ND MISSION 0839 36 39 40 
Ww WWF WRESTLING 0839 36 39 41 
YU THE SIMPSONS 0839 36 39 42 
VU RY CASTLEVANIA 0839 36 39 43 
¢ 0839 36 39 24 KICK OFF 0839 36 39 44 

CALL CHARGES: Calls cost 36p/min cheap rate and 48p/min all other times. Make sure you ask your parents’ permission before you call. Maximum 
call length 5 mins, maximum call cost £2.40. Multiple Choice Competition, for further information and list of previous prize winners write to: 

Awesome PO Box 1650 B1 1AA. 

Nintendo Gameboy, Super Nintendo, Nintendo Entertainment System, Mario Bros are all registered trademarks. We are not related to or endorsed by these companies 



| SUPER = 

ONE 

RESPONSIVENESS 
“EXCELLENT 
1ST DAY SCORE 
COMPLETE THE FIRST SEVEN. 
LEVELS 

ORIGIN 
The Lost Vikings draws its influ- 
ences from all kinds of games. It 
is, however, the first of its kind 
that we've seen on the Super 
NES. It's rather like a three 
character Krusly's Super 
Funhouse if any direct compar- 
isons were made. = 

# us go back to the Odin days and to the 
time of the Vikings. Here we find our three 

Nordic heroes, Erik, Olaf and Baleog who 
have tong since forgone the life of pillage and 
plunder and are now devoting their time to 

life. 
ht, when all three families are 

asleep in their beds, a giant spacecraft 
descends upon their village and spirits the 
hapless trio away! This craft, a Crutonian ship 
no less, is captained by the dreaded Tomator 
who is exploring the galaxy in search of 
unique life forms to display in his gallery. The 
first sight to greet the heroes’ eyes is the 
cargo hold of the space ship and it is there 
that their long and ardous escape bid begins. 
With the help of one or two people, namely 
you and/or a friend , these lost Vikings hope 
to return te their homes. 

Quite often the Vi 
" buttons or even use keys for opening doors and _ 
geting my t machinery to work. In most cases 

manually but there are many occasions where a lit: 
tle ingenuity is needed and it is often old boy 
“Bolcog who provides the necessary expertise, 

How To Control 
directions on the D-pad also. 

Pushes buttons, pulls levers and makes 
conversation with certain characters. 

‘Makes Erik jump, Baleog swing his 
sword and Olaf position his shield. 

when working asa team. 

Viking can stand next to the device and do the job 

Each of the Vikings walks left and right in relation to the direction pressed on the 
D-pad. Ladders and drain pipes etc are climbed up and down in relation to those 

HowTo Play Help the lost Vikings to puzzle their way through numerous platform-based, gad- 
get-laden areas, taking advantage of their individual attributes that are best u! 

s need to flip switches, push 

is is nothing that a bit of nosing a1 
cure as there are shields for the findin 
The Vikings can select these shiel i 
" extra hit point 
can you. - 

Lets the individuol characters perform 
their unique action - run, jump, ete. 



‘A. Baleog The Beserker demonstrates his unique fighting skills - have you, 
you varlet! 

‘A Olof The Stout isnt exactly fomed for his intelligence, and the oversized dinlo reacts to 
‘virtually every problem by holding up his shield! 

'BLIMEY, THAT LOOKS GOOD 
At the end of each area the Vikings find themselves ot the 
entrance to a scary looking worp tunnel. Of course they 
always panic.and.don’t want to go in but it’s a good job 
they do in the end because it looks excellent! Besides, 
how else would they get back home? 

‘A. Between levels, the Vikings olways bicker amongst themselves 

WHAT TO DO WHEN THERE'S NO STAIRS 
Erik isthe only,member of the gang with the strength in his legs to jump - the others 
depend on other modes of transport to get around. Not that old Erik turns his nose up 
at such opportunities either! 
Falling.long distances is damaging to a Vikings’ health. Therefore it’s better to take the 

lift whether he's going up or down. 
Horse ond carts one century and futuristic transporters the next! The Vikings enter 
these'cnd magically reappear somewhere else. When was the last time you checked the 
fridge? 
Further into their adventure the Vikings encounter some extra-strong bubbles upon 
which to float up, up and away. Be careful; though, because they are prone to bursting 
at inopportune moments. 

‘A Eek The Swift does o Santa Claus by running ocrss the roots - but 
uehere ore the other two stragglers? 

There was |, about to give 
this a right slagging off 
when suddenly | became 
hopelessly addicted to the 
thing. Mind you it does 
take ages to find out how 
good the game is, with the 
first ten levels or so pre- 
sented as hopelessly 

17 tedious and more than a 
little obvious affairs. Also it 

is very annoying to have a level almost 
complete only to make one mistake with 
‘one Viking, after lumbering through with 
the other two, and then having to restart 
the whole level again from scratch! The 
two-player mode is often confusing too. 
Another down side is the repetitive nature 

the twentieth rendition 
it really begins to grind 

‘on your nerves I can tell you, in spite of 
how good it may sound at first! However, 
later on, the action is very compelling and 
the locations are always interesting as well, 
crawling with lots of amusing enemies to 
trash. The three Viking characters are also 
packed with many frames of great anima- 
tion and getting to know how much you can 
expect from each one as the problems get 
tougher is worth sticking it out for. 
Eventually the problems facing the Vikings 
become quite testing, if not trying, but the 
compulsion is always there to get these 
fellers back to their homes. The Lost 
Vikings is far from excellent, but it is origi- 
nal and irresistible good fun all the same. 
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‘A Inbetween eoth evel, the tio oe shown 
foling into the play oreo. 

‘A. Boleog scouts oheod to see of ony potential 
dangers 

game. The main problem is 
frustration. Having spent 
ages on a screen, you sud- 
denly discover that some- 
thing you did at the begin- 
ning means you can’t actu- 
ally complete the level, 
which is very annoying 
indeed, especially when it 
happens several times ina 
row. I don’t expect to have 
the puzzles solved for me, 

ations like these. The game 
also suffers from being 
very dull at the start. The 
idea of simple training lev- 

is is a nice one, but the 
first 12 screens are so bor- 
ing and simple that they 
almost put you off the 
game since you get the 
impression that it’s all very 
routine. Once you get past 
the initial stage, it’s pretty 
addictive - it’s just a shame 
the frustration factor takes 
the edge off the enjoyment. 
With its excellent looks and 
very impressive, if rather 
repetitive sound, fans of 
challenging platform/puz- 
zle games will certainly 
find their abilities - and 
wr patience - tested with 

"There's naidovbt thet 
Vinge ond thot ay, 
well as a team and 

— 
He runs like the wind (and 
there we were thinking that 
the wind blew and didn’t 
run at all) leoping about for 
all his worth. Erik has the 
ability to run so fost that he 
smashes down walls with 
his head getting big 
headaches for all his efforts. 

Olaf the Stout: 
Olaf is built like o brick toi- 
let and he even carries 
about a shield that resem- 
bles wooden door to com- 
plete the effect. What's 
more both Erik and Baleog 
would be up a certain creek 
without o paddle if it 
weren't for Olof and his ort- 
ful shield wielding. Of 
course his shield is good for 

‘against marauding foes, yet 
Olaf’s speciality is his use of 
his shield as a hang-glider. 

Baleog the Berserker: 
Baleog’s as ‘ard as ‘arrod 
himself and the best fighter 
that the Vikings have ever 
known by o long ship! 
Baleog possesses a mean 
sword but mostly relies on 
his bow and arrow for the 
safest results. If he’s lucky 
then the dashing Erik might 
seek out a magical flaming 
arrow to replace his current 
supplies. These arrows 
pierce the armour of any 

ifit’sina 

: PROGOEOO i BEUOOUOU 

(PRESENTATION 
0 The opening sequence atthe stato the 
game is great fo wach ond the warp sequences 
look prety amating te. The possword ster: 
isvery etl. age 

auras 

‘4 Excellent sprites and greet bechgrounds. The 
enimation of the Vikings sper ond rely 
‘brings the game folie. 

“SOUND | 

4 The trac mass biliont andthe in-game 
tne is great 00 the fist time you hear I. 

J tes sve te pos ft 
{a vry dist 0 put down once tered. 
The woxployer games at confuing and 

Irostratng String level agein becouse of 
‘ne miso i very ennoying, 

“LASTABILITY 
4 The gomeis huge ph 

* However most people would be satistied 
with completing he geme coe. 

“OVERALL 
An entertaining platform/puzzle 
game with a few novel features. 
Ithas a great sense of humour « 
but then again the player needs 
‘one too in some instances as it 
gets very frustrating. 

here are mony 
obvious. 

ws ba (ea (2 DSL CS 
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VEEMAGE MUTANT HERO ~ 
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The ever villainous Shredder has sent one of his evil androids to 
steal the Statue of Liberty. The turtles have to defeat Shredder 
and rescue Lady Liberty from his evil clutches in six huge levels of 
Arcade Action. As they attempt to put an end to Shredder he 
knocks everyone into an activated Matrix Translocation Beam 
sending everyone hurtling back through time. Can the turtles 
defeat the host of historic hooligans as they fight their way back to 
1992, to the final showdown with Shredder. 
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1ST DAY SCOR 

5-1 
OR 
Do us a favour! If you don't 
know what Football is, don’t 
bother to read any more. We 
don’t want the likes of you 
around here... 

NINTENDO 

CORNER-CHAMELEON.. 
Should the ball be booted out of play for a corer 
by a struggling defence, an options screen appears 
offering four choices of shot. Each of the joypad’s 
firebuttons represents the target for a long pass into 
the box and the attackers stand at predetermined 
points to receive the ball. Another press of the but- 
fon then sends the ball floating in for a corner, ready for the posi- 
tioned striker to do their best to slam it in the net. 

us pad is used in conjunction with the fire buttons to pass or punt the ball. The 
id moves the nearest player to the ball in the customary eight directions, whilst 

Realna depends on the proximity of your nearest on-screen colleague. 

How To Control 

KICK BALL 

KICK BALL KICK BALL 

START: STARTS/PAUSES GAME 

[uve Oo 

How To Play Okey, see if you can get your head around this. There are two teams of eleven 
players, right? They each have this thing called a ‘goa’. Still with me? Right, using 

a large inflated leather sphere called a ‘ball’ the object of Football is to kick this object into your 
‘opponent's ‘goal’. The player who does this the most wins. 



SCORING THE Controlling the lorger Goalie sprite, the am Gt : 
'T ployer is given a split-second chance to send their 1 

MERRE WAY. ‘keeper in whatever direction the ball is travelling. 
Depending on their speed, a save is made or the 
ball is palmed off for a corner. 

Te Aithough the action is ployed across o hori 
zontally-scrolling pitch, whenever a particularly Bo...riternatively - and more likely ot first - it hits 
tasty crack at goal is made, the action switches to the back of the net! All that remains then is a bit of 
© viewpoint directly behind the ‘keeper. aprés-goal snogging before play resumes. 

} TAILS HEADS SELECT TEAM 

| 
waz “| JRPAN 

Of course, Football wouldn't be 
Football without fouls, and Super = 
Goal has late tackle fun a-plenty! , si 
Although there is an option to we 

ignore any fouling, playing Super Goal with the 
option on makes for a slightly more skillful game. 
However, before sneaking up behind a rampag- 
ing striker and lopping his legs from under him, 
be warned that the invisible in-game Ref has eyes 
and ears everywhere - in fact, he’s so 
omnipresent he surely ranks as a deity! That said, 
though, although fouls are recognised and free 
kicks given to the crocked player, very few red or 
yellow cards are handed out, 

PICK A TEAM, 
ANY TEAM... 
No less than 24 international 
teams are available to control, 
ranging from mighty giants such 
@s Brazil and Germany to the 
not-so hot Canadian and 
Japanese elevens. When playing 
@ friendly match, the player is 
invited to select the team they 

wish to play as and their opponent. Each of the 
teams is given three main characteristics - 
defence, attack, and speed - and their ability in 
each of these fields is depicted by a coloured bar. 
Obviously, the lesser team have shorter bars, and 
this allows the player to select the difficulty of 
their opponent by gradually working their way up 
from the two aforementioned amateur teams to 
the slightly more adept players from, say, Sweden 
or Denmark. 



COMMENT 
I couldn't believe it the first 
time my on-screen striker 
kicked the ball - the explo- 
sive sound effect left me 
wondering if he had fired a 
cannon! Yessiree, Super 
Goal is certainly a lot of fun 
- but for all the wrong rea- 
sons. Once you have settled 
down after hearing the 
over-the-top sound effects, 

and have finished wondering why the 
music sounds like the tunes normally 
heard when meeting a ‘Boss’ creature ina 
shoot ‘em up, it’s time to get to grips with 
Super Goat's playability - which, sadly, 

SHOOT isn’t as long-lasting as the said mirth. At 
first, all seems fine and dandy; the players 

YOUR SHOT receive passes with some of the nicest ani- 
mation fo grace a Footy game, but the 
number of shots soon proves limiting, and 
stifles any further enjoyment. In addition, 
scoring goals often proves impossible 
thanks to the unbelievable reflexes of the 
goalies - whilst on other occasions it 
proves extremely easy. Such basic flaws 
and dull action eventually kills off any fun 
to be had from Super Goal, and once 
again leaves Super NES owners no closer 
to the ultimate Soccer game. 

It has to be said that Super 
Goal's computer-controlled 
Goalies are cat-like super- 
heroes who rarely drop or 
fumble the ball. As a result of 
their elasticity, it’s not 
unknown for a match to end 
in a 0-0 draw, If this happens, 
@ penalty shoot-out is used to 
decide the winner. Switching 
the view to that of behind the 
penalty taker, the player con- 
trols either the ‘keeper or the 
taker, using the stick to decide Pcs seme adherence othe clous ofthe itema- 
which direction to dive or = Tonal ips wouldve bee ne. 
shoot, and the pad’s button to : 
actually kick the ball or Ste 

loads of option, ronging om a ehiee of 
eae othe ability fo 04d or remove fouls om 
the ection, A seanaer i aio ercllable 1 keop 
tabs on you player. 

Aitoogh mpresive,he own tec ond 
COMMENT In-game music ove completely inoporoptat 

Ale al, know lon Wright box o hod shot, but 
Ui does let ol o 

Remember Jaleco’s Goal his fot! 
on the NES? Yep, it has 
been fully revised for the 
16-bit system in all its 
abhorrence. Actually, Super . ‘PLAYABILITY 

] Eesy enough to get into, ond the different 
chs end beoder or insincve f . 

Blaser 

badly, partly because it’s 
slower and more control- 
lable than the recent Super 

though there or numberof icrecsngy 
ard to beat eas, the econ 0 dul nd 
there orf few moves to seein erst. 

Ct (sap ba adi ty bhedeah 

“OVERALL @ 

from the action, and in-game strategy is 

mighty beng ot ee 

simple to control. However, when you see 
the pitch and players it’s a complete let- 
down. The visuals have a distinct 8-bit 
appearance and sound is strangely 
detached from the action, more in keeping 
with the like of Ramparts. An effort has 
been made to give the game some glam- 
our, with cut-in shots from behind the goal 
and the odd scene of jubilation, but the 
substance of the game is no better than 
average. One major flaw, common to 
many football games, is that it’s very hard 
to score because of the clairvoyant goalie 
system. Why not make the ‘keepers a little 
more fallible, and make the game a lot 
more exciting? Despite its tawdry appear- 
ance, Super Goal isn’t any worse than the 
football attempts on the Super NES - it 
merely joins them at the bottom of the 
Second Division. 

Anice enough Football game, 
but still far from an essential 
buy. Too many flaws relegate this 
to the lower divisions. 
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CVG 
BRITAIN S BEST SELLING 

MULTI-FORMAT MAG 

CVG is the biggest and brightest multi-format 

mag around, covering the hot games for the hot 

computers and consoles, each and every month. 

And when you buy CVG you don't just get one 

magazine - you also receive GO!, the definitive 

guide to hand-held video gaming - FREE! 
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VALKEN AC! 
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Cybernator, known in Japan as 
Volken, is an original product 
from the programmers of such 
dlassies as Hellfire, Prince of 
Persia and Gynoug. The 
imogery employed is reminis- 
cent of the classic Manga titles 
such as Gundam and Gunhed 
but is no relation. We've been 
waiting ages for this game, and 
here itis, at lost! 

as WM 

Cybernator comes 
with the most awe- 
some presentation 
ever seen this side 

of a CD game. But 
i does this make it 

Great? As Tim says, 
the overdose of text 

*g@™.and intermission 
screens may prove 
an annoyance when 
all you really want to 

do is play the game. However, 
Cybernator is a strange beast all 
round, the feel of the game is very 
different from the accepted blaster 
format in that every obstacle 
requires more thought than usual. 
This isn’t like the swarm swatting 
antics usually found but more of an 
excercise in cool and calculated pre- 
cision. In this context the idea of a 
story unfolding as the game pro- 
gresses works very well. Konami are 
obviously attempting something dif- 
ferent and, in my view, it’s a wel- 
come change. I love the Manga-style 
approach and it transforms the 
game into something more whole- 
some than expected. What’s more, 
the Assault SUIT itself is quite an 
intricate character to control but 
responds extremely well to the com- 
mands made from the joypad. 
Without wanting to spoil things too 
much for you, the plot of the game 
can also be affected depending on 
Jake’s performance - wl adds 
further to the game’s lasting appeal. 
It may not provide the pure adrena- 
lin rush that Contra Spirits gives but 
Cybernator still rates as one of THE 
top platform shoot ‘em ups available 
for the Super NES and I can’t think 

PAVE 





ia 0 0 

Tai 
: HEOGOO 1 EEGREHO 

VERSIS VERSUS... 

The SUIT is controlled on the ground by the usual left/right D-pad movements. 
The position of the gun is effected by the rotation of the D-pad also. When air- 
borne, the Assault suit’s movements correspond with those of the D-pad. 

How To Control 

> | A» past X JF) wearon setect 

| 

JUMP/ROCKET sHooT 

f | 
| HOLD POSITION/RAISE SHIELD | §& J) starts AND Pauses THE GAME 

How To Play Help Jake to accomplish his mission by navigating his Assault SUIT through a suc- 
cession of battle zones, collecting power-ups and other useful icons along the woy. 

Blast the opposition to smithereens in accordance with the orders from home base! bl 
Yet mor incredible Cyberotor ation! 



Surrounded, Joke looks for on open: 
ing and decides: "No problem! 

Kerrcch! Koshooom! Kshhh-ingt! 

COMMENT 
We've been slobbering 
in anticiaption of this 
latest Konami blaster for 
ages now, and when I 
finally got to play the 
game my initial reac- 
tions were so enthusias- 
tic they're unprintable 
here! Cybernator is, 

THAME quite simply, an AWE- 
SOME game in just about every respect. 
But for me it has one fairly major flaw: 
the flow of this hyper hard blaster is 
often interrupted by quite useless text 
which flashes up and freezes the game! 
Sadly, my reactions to this are unprint- 
able anywhere. There's nothing quite 
so annoying as finding yourself in the 
middle of some completely topper 
mega blast frenzy when some jerk pops 
up on the screen and tells you some- 
thing you knew already! Not only that, 
he takes a good three lines to say it, 
and by then you've completely lost the 
flow of the game. Having said that, a 
major reason why this is so annoying is 
that the game itself is just so amazing 
to play! Were the graphics, sound and 
gameplay anything less than the com- 
plete brilliance they actually are | might 
forgive the intrusion, but with 
Cybernator all you want to do is blast 
Blast BLAST! If Konami had thought to 
include an option allowing you to turn 
off the speech this game would have 
won my highest accolade. As it stands, 
its still a brilliant -if slightly flawed - 
blaster you can’t afford to miss! 

The best presentation o be found in sny 
game onthe Super NES to dete. 

‘wth funky grooves fined by great tects. 

B puavapiuiry 
| is pee tn dnt on Can 
of the Assault SUIT is very involved but simple fens ed nh ed soe tt theo dnge ood key henson | iehtese pe sig 

B yastaziuiry 

bi 
= 
- * 

i 
‘anges ond the sheer quality ofthe cat it is 
surely one to come both o 

“OVAL 
Ahigh quality blast with enough 
novel features to mark it a head 
above the rest. However some 
may find the excessive presenta 
tion a bit too much, 
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RELEASE 
TBA 

CONTROL 
JOYPAD 
GAME DIFFICULTY 
MEDIUM 
CONTINUES 
N/A 
SKILL LEVELS 
1 
RESPONSIVENESS 
GOOD 
1ST DAY SCORE 
$e0000 
ORIGIN 
Conversion of the Irem coin-op 
based around the American 
Skins golf tournaments - where 
each hole has an enormous cash 
prize! 

Along with the Skins Cone itself, there are a 
couple of other tournament games to enjoy 
packed into the cart. The first is o standard tour- 
nament option which pits up to four players 
against one another and a whole host of comput- 
er opponents ranging from the dismal to the daz- 
zling, the object being to complete the course in 
fewer strokes than anyone else. Match Play mode 
pits two players against each other over eighteen 
holes. The person who completes the course in 
the fewest strokes taketh the prize. Finally, Stroke 
Play Mode rears its head. It’s pretty much the 
same as Match Play but allows up to four players 
to participate 

How To Control 
last one). 

THE IREM ai 

TOTAL PRIZE 

Use the directional pad and the buttons to select clubs, change stance, alter the 
direction or angle of the shot and choose your silly jumpers (well, maybe not that 

Hit the ball. 

Moves the cursor/selects mode in 
options/skip screen presentation 

Go back one screen/Cancel 
names in input screen, 

Go back one screen/Cancel 
‘Names in input screen. 

1/R BUTTON: Move the cursor 
left/right in the game screen 

START: Open/close score window. 
SELECT: Nought-ola 

How To Play Use the joypad to select your clubs, choose your shot from straight, hook or slice, 
and hit the ball at a power of your choosing. Complete each hole in fewer shots 

than your opponents to win the cash, or in the least number of shots possible if playing a regular 
tournament. 



That was on 
incredible stinker of 
‘bod shot! 

Right! Well, | quess the drinks are on Rad then! Phew! Put it down, we can smell you from here! 

© Who's the odd one out, readers? That's right 
it's Burt Renolds. The others hide their boldness 
with hat, 

if 
Ht rear 

POHER 
“EER Acy 

HOOK 
SL Ice 
BACK SPIN Hehehe NNN 

DODWONDUAWNH Gee NWUIONOVOHNW. 90000090000: SERERER EEL 

Yes, he is going to hit that tre. dot! 

b emrctron — 

club. The game eee pt ee ; 
Presentation is excellent, with Irem’s typical 
vores Last on lasssald musical 
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The SNES 
isn’t really 
short on 

golf 
games, but 
the Skins 
Game isa 
bit differ- 
ent. I’sa 

lot less 
simulation 

esque than things like PGA 
Tour Golf for starters, which 
is hardly surprising seeing 
as it’s an arcade conver- 
sion, This means it moves a 
lot faster than most golf 
games and there’s less 
emphasis on the technical 
aspects of the game and 
less knowledge of golf 
required. However, it also 
means it’s not quite as 
absorbing or relaxing as 
most golf games. That said, 
The Skins Game isn’t quite 
as boring as you might 
think. Your golfer is still 
capable of plenty of inter- 
esting (if a little unfeasible) 
shots, and some of the 
holes do require a bit of 
thought to get through. 

Unfortunately though, once 
you've worked out how to 
beat each hole a lot of the 
challenge disappears as 
there’s only one course to 
play. Overall, The Irem 
Skins Game is an enjoyable 
cart for a quick round now 
and then, but lacks the 
depth and variety needed 
to satisfy golf fans or pro- 
vide real long-term appeal. 

f omnes ETS, 
(LUE TREC TIO (STANCE (BORER SICK TE) 

var lye don 

‘On the for right of the screen is the spin gauge. 
‘Once your club has been selected, the pointer in 
the gauge begins to move up and down. A 
halfway mark divides the gauge between low 
shots on the top half of the gauge and back spin 
(high) shots on the bottom half of the scale. 
There is also a red danger section at the very top 
and bottom of the gauge. If you hit the ball 
whilst the pointer is in one of those, your shot is 
hopelessly fluffed. The size of the gauge and 
danger zones and the speed of the pointer 
depend on the club used, the power with which 
the ball is hit (if it’s maximum overkill power) 
and whether the ball is in the rough or not. So 

gently tapping a ball on the fairway using a dri- 
ver yields a long gauge with a slow-moving 
pointer and virtually no red zones, wh 
fo smack o ball off the rough neor o wat 
ard hi y 
gauge almost complet pied by danger 

-fast pointer! 

al pelt, smor ca-creens ond intr- = nano 

ATG eed getter grophics ond smart scaling ond 

a es 
cond bones which bts re 

| Aseledion glint tes exompery 
| Pay alhough hey sop whi the shor Taken Out fee no dob. 
| © The etlects re « litle limited (whack, 

“A Thee’ the Skins and the Tournament 
options to bet, he later being prety ky. 

There's only oe course to challenge you, 
however. 

ABILITY 
2 Fest-movng (for «gol game) and enough 
«contact deere 

© ifs not ponalry realistic, which moy 
‘omnay some goles. 

| ‘Afun game which may not be 
| fealistic enough for some people 

‘and doesn’t hold enormous long- 
term lastability. Go for it if you're 
after a stress-free and relaxing = 





Our Celtish correspondent GUS SWAN searches his sporran and casts 
an eye over the Game Boy goodies he finds therein... 

TENGEN 
£24.99 
RELEASE:MARCH 

Ramparts seems fo be assaulting 
the console world at the 
moment, with versions available 
for just about every format. This, 
like most of the others, has 
stayed true to the game despite 
the Game Boy's limitations. 
Because the screen is so small, it 
scrolls to keep the saction central 
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The game itself plays in two 
parts: firing cannon-balls at 
invaders and repairing any dam- 
age to your castle in a Tetris-like 
race against the clock. The prob- 
lem is, these two stages are sep- 
arate. Apart from that, the 
graphics have had a complete 
make-over. The original's ships 
have been completely ignored 
and replaced bystrange salt cel- 
lar-like attackerspNoba major 
impro¥ément. Rempartsiwas 
lever mUchifun for one person, 
‘and unless the lin@option 
appeals to you, I'd steer clear. 

The doak option ren- b> 
dergour hero jem 
porary invisible, 

Bower is power i 
bxtcamely limited nd 
should the bar ot the 

top ofthe screen 
eapre then the ploy 

e's characteris 
PRESENTATION 78% restored to visibility, 
GRAPHICS 51% 
SOUND 50% 
PLAYABILITY 68% 
LASTABILITY, 57% 
OVERALL 58% 

MINDSCAPE 
£24.99 
RELEASE:TBA 

In 1986, Archer Maclean devised 
the greatest Defender clone for 
the C64 |tistoken its time, but 
nowiDWepzonelis here for the 
jame Boy - algut-busting blast if 

ever therewas one. The action in 
Dropzgifie fs designed to be 
speedy and simple. Each level 
takes place over a horizontally= 
rolling moonscape, with your 
spaceman out to\pfotect the 
-<cupants of a planehbase, Your 

men are in little capsules 
trundling over the surface) ready. 
to be picked up and drapped inte 
@ihondy bose - the titular 
Dropzone. However schigos 
comes in the formiefa large 

@lolicn invosioniforee out fo 
© destroy the base with their 

Wheparatialbaite 
sds, the player is 
given a limited time’ 

in which repair any 
domoge to their cas- 
Hes If they fail Yo 
plug al the gaps, they 
are rendered 
unormed forthe nest 
battle - effectively 
me over 

BPSceoeeePe Geseeseesseseeeovoececeeleseseeseveve0es 

SrA Lo 

androids. Thus, your other main 
task is to blow the living day- 
lights out of anything airborne. 
This is an amazingly accurate 
conversion, given the Game 
Boy's diminutive screen size. The 
graphics and game feel are 
excellent, andilearning to deal 
with the inertia fakes a while but 
becomagisecond|fiature when 
mastered, Otherwise, this is 
great fun = and the perfect sortiGt 
gameito stick on the Gamé Boy 
for tan minutes) or.a couple of 
hours 

RESENTATION 76% 
GRAPHICS 
SOUND 
PLAYABILITY 
LASTABILITY 
OVERALL 



PATRI I APN iD ERE ND) affair whilst picking up as many 
OCEAN the same name: quite clearly Golden Arches(TM) as possible, 
£24.99 manufactured, bearing noorigi- The action is the usual platform 
RELEASE:TBA ‘nal features, but so curiously fare of jumping on blocks, avoid- 

convenient and familiar you find jing water/baddies and making it 
This now platform romp from yourself going back every so through to the next forest level. 

in is in many ways Si 
the Burger Emporium bearing 

often ‘The scenario iso bland 
‘rescue Ronald's magia ag) 

The graphical style ig lear but 
slightly clumsy, witl on/emphasis 

‘on simplicity that leans to dull- 
ness. It's @ hard game, and you'll 
find yourself folling foul of mony 
tricky bits, and the game lacks a 
continue option. On belance, 
you are sure to get some solid, if 
Unsurprising enjoyment from 
McDonaldland. 

PRESENTATION 77% 
GRAPHICS 79% 
SOUND 64% 
PLAYABILITY 78% 
LASTABILITY 872% 

SOCHHSHSHSSSSOHSEOSSlOSTERSECEOOCES SOO FCCC COSOCESESEOEOe 

RELEASE:Out Now 

The Bros are in trouble - with the. 
law, and just about everyone 
else in town: The plon is to get a 
bond together and rock everyone 
back into harmony, sort of Live 
Aid style. The problemiis getting 
Jake and Elwood through some: 
really hostile territories like the 
local Mall, o warehouse and the 
town’s sewer system. This is the 
gist of Blues Brothers Game Boy, 
Titus’ third attempt at the game 
on a different system. The basis 
of the game is a series of 
scrolling platform levels, lifts and 
the odd bomb in a box. Police 
are ready to shoot on sight, 
against which you only hove 
packing cases fo throw as protec- 
tion. Little more need be said 
past the fact that the failings of 
the other two versions persist 
here. The graphics are poor, the 
gomeplay has nothing in com- 
mon with the film, and what 
slotform action there is tarnishes 

quickly. This version is 
slightly improved version of the 

a 
fie BLUE 

~ 
= SO THESES 

Jake and Elwood hit b> 
the Game Boy's 

monochromatic sreen 
vith oll the impact of 

the NES ond Super 

NES game, with the level layouts 
slightly changed and the most 
annoying aspects of the game 
ironed out. The challenge level 
is still high, and there is now an 
aim - collecting records - which 
has been transported from the 
Super NES game. However, silk 
purses have not come from 
sow's ears in this case, and the 
Game Boy masses, including 
fans of the film, are advised to 
give this a reasonably wide 
berth 

NES versions -basi- 
cally, none ot all 

PRESENTATION67% 
GRAPHICS: 
SOUND 
PLAYABILITY 
LASTABILITY 
OVERALL 



KEMCO 
£24.99 
RELEASE: 

Spy Vs Spy prompted a very suc- 
cessful series of games on the 
C64, each of which was based 
‘around the idea of setting traps 
for an unknowing second player. 
This new Game Boy title is a trip 
down memory lane for tricksters 
who remember planting bombs 
in boxes and dropping coconuts 
from trees, 
The object for both White and 
Black spies is to collect the 
attaché case and the five impor- 
tant documents from chests litter- 
ing the maze levels. Once all 
these items are collected, the 
winning spy makes his way to the 
exit and the next level. Both spies 
play to a strict time limit. Traps 
are a diversionary tactic. Plant 
one and any Spy who triggers it 
will be stunned for valuable sec- 
onds, and lose any items they 

are carrying. You have to wotch 
‘out you don't fall for yabr own’ 
trop, though! After each five 
stages you move fo another 
scene - like the Pyramids or 
Volcano level. The real feature of 
the game is the two-player 
mode, using the game-link 
cable. Both Spies work in a 
head-to-head, completely 
unaware of what their opponent 
is up to. Spy Vs Spy is a worthy 
conversion of the ideas in the 
original with competent graphics 
and sound, but is only really fun 
to play with a human adversary. 

PRESENTATION 83% 
GRAPHICS 
SOUND 
PLAYABILITY 83% 
LASTABILITY 78% 
OVERALL 82% 

pst bedii) 

FIHST SPERRYIONT 

OCEAN 
£24.99 
RELEASE:Out Now 

weapon. Once all the castles are 
token, the game is won. There is 
© range of options regarding 
enemy intelligence and world 
size, Game Boy Prince Valiant is 
more original than its NES coun- 
terpart, but just as simplistic in 
terms of graphics and gameplay. 

The hand-held version’ of Prince 
Valiant, Ocean's new roistering 
hero, is a real departure from 
the NES version. Instead of plot= 
form action, the gameiis'set over™ Absorbing for the first few turns, 
6 world map divided into a but its limitations ultimately let it 
matrix. The world is divided down. 
between light and dark squares, 
and you choose which side to 
Support. After commencing, the 
gome is split in two parts. The 
strotegy screen shows all the 
landscape features and where all 
the characters are located. From 
there you select a player and 
Zoom in on the square he com- 
mands. You move him across the 
map, turning each square he 
enters to your colour. The objec- 
tive is to surround enemy castles 
With squares of your colour, and 
thus conquer them. The second 
Phase of the game starts if two 
Players characters into the same 
Square. The victor is sorted out 
by a fire-fight, within which each 
character has their own special 

PRESENTATION 85% 
GRAPHICS 63% 
SOUND 45% 
PLAYABILITY == - 73% 
LASTABILITY 61% 
OVERALL os% 



PMreRTAUNWENT DFS 

The Battle is about to begin! 
The year is 2636 and Earth is faced with the threat of a 

massive invasion. The mad, mutant alien rebels are back 

with a vengeance, looking for their revenge - the anihilation 

of the human race. 

Earth's only hope is the PROBOTECTOR, the strongest 

fighting robots in history, but will they be enough? Can they 

destroy these miserable mutants in time to save the world... 

PATER TADRENE STEEE 
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There ore o number of ways to play Super NBA eS 
First off are the standard one-player and two: 
ployer options which allow full control over the MAZERE 
action for one or two players if simultaneous 
iopes ore your bog, Then there's the fine comput 
er v computer sit-back-and-wotch game for those 
of you who fancy watching o big league basket- 
ball game but don't have satellite TV. Finally, 
there's the computer ossisted option. Here, the 

computer takes full control of your team on-court, 
leaving you to simply handle all the manage 
ment/coaching options. A computer-assisted 
teom may be pitted against a computer team, @ 
human player or even another computer assisted 
team, leading to lots of pause-the-game-and- 
change-tacties fun: : 

No shoating ot scoring her. This isthe team selection screen 

To Control Us® your trusty joypad to move your players around the old bosketbell court 
oN “attempting to gain possession of the ball and score points. Each button has one 

or two different functions, depending on whether the player has the ball or not. 

ORIGIN: 
Another officially licensed NBA 
basketball game, this time from 
Tecmo. 

Play Use the joypad and buttons to perform combinations of moves on the basketball 
©" court. The idea is to take on the other NBA teams and win those play-offs to 

become the top basketball team of all time. 



The Select button certainly comes in very handy 
for more o strategic game. Pressing this marvel 
calls up a menu which allows you to look 

more tired, making them slower and less accu- 
rote, The solution is simple - call up the subs 
option and swap him for a fresher player who 
can gamba like a spring lamb. A selection of 
possible subs is available ot all times, and it's 

‘onds, so if your 
you've only got one second left to score in, call a 

of time left. However, only seven one-minute 
time outs ond two twenty second time outs ore 
allowed per team per game. Still, this means up 
to an extra fifteen minutes of play, which is quite 

SHOOTING THROUGH 
THE RING 
Although bosketball isn’t fis os tactically-bosed 

dimension to the game, where you are invited to 
flick through a fine playbook filled with those 
great little diograms with loads of squares ond 
squiggles on them which show what your players 
‘re supposed to do. This allows you to switch 
between fast running plays, long or short pass 
ploys or heavily defensive plays, so you can 
change your game to suit your situation. For 
ir you were o million points behind, o 
full attocking cio would be best, whereas the 
other player would be more inclined to stack all 
his or her team around their own basket to pro- 
tect it. 



if 
este 

aks "Hore SbF" ‘A Loads of options, cot scremy sets ond 
latermisions men presentation i of high 

threwghert. ‘ senderd 

‘A, "Shoot and score, shoot and sco cried the - GRAPHICS 
crowd 

A Big, well dicen and supebly-animoted 
sprites bound eroued 0 detaled cour xene 

Sey, the one background des get bit 
all here while. 

‘Sw 
(6 Goed selection of counrelated eee ond 
‘ot bad music which eccomponies the game. 
The effects love tei variety afer continu 

ons ple. 

ABILITY 

NBA isa 
pretty 
laudable 
effort ata 
Ba: 

f2N most strik- 
oer om. ing feature 

is its 
Gus speed. The 

game plays about twice as 
fast as Bulls v Lakers - and 
that’s on slow mode! The 
joypad functions are com- 
prehensive, if a bit awk- 
ward to use. The on-screen 
presentation is particularly 
impressive, with scorers 
well marked, and players 
well defined. NBA is not 
short of the stats and fea- 

tures that Bulls v Lakers 
was famous for. In fact, 
there must be even more 

on this - with strategies, 
player profiles and team 
standings. It all becomes a 
bit of a labyrinth. That's 
why it’s comforting to now 
that at the heart of it all 
there is a good on-court 
game. However, a couple 
of niggles remain, centred 
around the easiness of 
fouling accidentally and the 
tendency of some of your 
guys to play like spanners. 
Barring that, sports fans 
should go for this without 
hesitation. 

‘A. There's loods to keep the player ctopied, 
‘wth sores of ploy end leds of fest ond 
rexponsie acti. 

A First person perspedifishcoing thd staring 

Wot mach verity, what witht being @ 
sper gene and eveephing 

)VERALL 
As fine « basketball game as 
there is. Uses all the best ideas 

| tom previous basketball games 
and adds « lot of good ideas of 
its own, Highly recommended. 
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GET some maj-or excitement and truly awesome soccer facts, fun, 
features, posters, profiles, prizes, and previews with the UK’s number 

one mag - MATCH! 
This totally excellent football weekly puts you in 

total control when it hits the streets every Tuesday. 
And it’s still just 65p! 

SUPER NINTENDO SY: MS 
_ Peg annd sigs 9 qatar o Brass Ne 

PLUS!! 



FINAL FIGHT 
BY:NINTENDO 
£44.95 
Copcom's answer to the 
Double Dragon series wos 
also one of the first Super 
NES games to reach Britain. 
Set in a New York of the 
near future, Final Fight fol- 
lows the fortunes of Hoggar, 
the city’s street-fighting 
Mayor or his great mate, 
Cody, as they trek across 
the scum-ridden streets in 

er guides their chosen char- 
acter as they punch, kick and 
use all manner of unorthodox 
moves against the many 
hoodlums they encounter. 
Whilst Final Fight proves foirly 
entertaining, very little skill is 
needed, and the vari 
between the levels is limited 
to changing the backdrops. 
True, the same applies to the TKO BY:SOFEL £49.99 

search of Haggar's kid- 
napped daughter. Played 
‘across o series of horizontol- 
ly-scrolling stages, the play- 

PRES! 
PLAY. 

coin-op, but even so Final 
Fight looks very dated ond 
has since been superceded by 
its many clones. 

[ATION 70% GRAPHICS 84% SOUND 79% 
LITY 83% LASTABILITY 72% OVERALL 76% 

STREET FIGHTER II 

Boxing games rarely work os 
they offer little variety in terms 
of action, and skill rarely plays 
@ part. True, this could also be 
said of the real thing but I'm 
sure Nigel Benn and Co have 
certain strategies when enter- 
ing the ring. TKO is the perfect 
example of how not to write a 
boxing game. Viewed from a 
side-on perspective, it is graph- 
ically reminiscent of Activision's 

licence, and even now, some six 
years later, the Activision game 
siill offers more fun than TKO. 
Although @ wide range of box- 
ers line up to take the player 
‘on, | doubt whether many peo- 
ple could be bothered to play 
past the second or third, as the 
rounds seem to stretch for days 
and the chances of any losting 
interest is obout os likely as 
Eldorado surviving until next 

£64.95 

Hold on a minute, I'm preaching to PRESENTATION 93% 
the converted here, oren‘t |? The ulti- GRAPHICS 95% 
mate coin-op reaches the Super NES SOUND 91% 
in the best arcade conversion to hit PLAYABILITY 96% 
the machine! A 16 Meg cart, all your LASTABILITY 95% 
favourite coin-op fighters have been OVERALL 96% 
tecreated, ranging from lard-boy 
Honda to the well fit Chun-Li. In cose you've had your head 
buried in a deep hole for the last year or so, Street Fighter it 
allows the player to choose one of eight fighters - who they duly 
use to wipe the floor with the other seven contenders and the 
final four champions. It's hard knowing where to start praising 
Street Fighter I! as everything about the game is brilliant. The 
moves are easily put together info combinations, and each char- 
acter has specific strengths and weaknesses which require gen= 
vine skill fo monopolise. In addition, graphically, Street Fighter Il 
is a near perfect recreation of the coin-op which features all the 
backdrops and touches which made the coin-op so special, A 

stunning game, 
Street Fighter Il is 
one of the few 
games which 
‘every Super NES 
owner should 
‘own, Get o copy 
now or spend 
the rest of your 
life being 
mocked by the 
rest of the 
world, 

ancient Barry McGuigan Christos, 

RESENTATION 83% GRAPHICS 52% 
SOUND 18% PLAYABILITY 37% 
LASTABILITY 27% OVERALL 36% 

SUPER DOUBLE 
DRAGON 
BY:TRADEWEST 
£44.95 

Billy and his brother Jimmy have been slugging away for as long 
long as I can remember, and not one of their adventures has struck 
me os particularly good. For their Super NES debut both retain their 
girly pink and blue outfits, but also benefit from the addition of a 
load of new moves and blocks. Thus, amidst the trading of punches 
nd kicks, it’s also possible to add a little spice to the proceedings 
by grabbing an opponent by their hair and 
kneeing them in the face - or grabbing PRESENTATION 66% 
their fist os they swing a punch, twisting it GRAPHICS 73% 
behind their back and laying into them! SOUND 69% 
Super Double Dragon makes good use of |PLAYABILITY 81% 
the joypad’s four buttons, and the moves LASTABILITY 74% 
‘re among some of the most realistic for OVERALL 73% 
such a game. Although the game takes the 
ployer through an airport, up a lift, and eventually into the baddies’ 
lair, no more than three opponents ever appear on screen, and 
they also attack one at a time, making it extremely easy to take 
them out. There's also a severe lack of variety in the enemy, with no 
real bosses as such. Not bad, but Super Double Dragon doesn’t 
quite have the spark to raise itself above average. 



BEAT EM UPS 
The Super NES may be a relatively new 
machine, but it has already been 
swamped with beat ‘em ups. Obviously 
Street Fighter Il has been receiving the 
most attention, but just how do the rest 
measure up? 

RIVAL TURF 
SSE Mai ord Jack Flak are two Vigilantes who, are avenged 
to disband the evil Street Kings gang. However, Ozzie and Jack 
are also members of a gang - the Final Fight Cloning Associotion 
~ ond their adventures run virtually identically to those of Hagar 
‘ond Cody, Okay, if an idea is good, people are bound to copy 
parts of it whilst adding new ideas, but not so Jaleco, There isn’t 
a shred of originality in Rival Turf, and all the moves, weapons 
and enemies are so familiar you'd expect to experience deja ww 
when fighting them, The final nail in Rival Turf’s coffin is that it is 
so easy, but | doubt whether many people could be bothered to 
struggle through this dull effort, anyway. 

PRESENTATION 68% 
GRAPHICS 73% 
SOUND 70% 
PLAYABILITY 68% 
LASTABILITY 29% 
OVERALL 48% 

KING OF THE 
MONSTERS 

Anice twist on the perennial one-on-one fighting idea, King OF 
The Monsters raplaces the customary street fightin’ dudes with 
B-movie-style creatures, and ditches the alleys and back streets 
normally associated with the genre for minuscule cities which 

get trampled underfoot - clossic 
stuffl Well, it would be if only pro- 
longed play wasn’t so tedious. SENTATION 80% 

GRAPHICS 86% Although the characters are well- 
SOUND 76% animated and feature a host of good 
PLAYABILITY 43% moves, standing toe-to-toe with 
LASTABILITY 38% ‘another choracter and slugging 
OVERALL 57% ‘away soon gets extremely dull and 

even small touches such os tiny heli- 
copters appeoring to take pot-shots cannot save the day. The old 
Rampage coin-op proved that there’s a lot of mileage to be had 
from B-movie characters, but sadly King Of The Monsters fea- 
tures about much content as the films it is based on 

ULTRAMAN 
—,* 
£3 

Another Japanese B-movie hero makes the leap to the Super 
NES - and once again the results leave a lot to be desired. 
Uliraman is a sixty-feet high superhero who, for reasons known 
only fo himself, wears whet appears to be a large bullet on his 
head. Obviously, such an appearance leads to ridicule from 
alien dictators and mutant plant life, so a series of single-screen 
fight sequences follow - as does instant boredom and the reali- 
sation that nearly forty quid has gone on a complete Dodo. 

Admittedly, the many foes 
Uliraman batlles are interest- 
ing and wouldn't look out of 
place in such a film, but they 
all follow ridiculously simple 
attack patterns, and Ultraman 
himself is far from the agile 
hero we perhaps would hove 
‘expected. As o result of these 
combined failings, Ultraman is 
a turgid effort which deserves 
no attention whatsoever. 

PRESENTATION 43% 
GRAPHICS 62% 
SOUND 53% 
PLAYABILITY 47% 
LASTABILITY 28% 
OVERALL 31% 

SONIC BLASTMAN 
BY:TAITO 
£44.95 

One of the weirder machines 
of late, the Sonic Blastman 
coin-op is the modern equiva- 
lent of o ‘Test Your Strength’ 
machine. Using a touch-sensi- 
tive pad, to punch a series of 
on-screen objects - including 
skinheads, lorries and even a 
planet - the player is given 
three hits to stop them in their 
tracks. The harder the player 
hits the pad, the more on- 
screen damage is caused, 
until the predetermined score 
is eventually matched. 
However, in a game which is 
Sonic Blasiman by name only, 

the Super NES game is yet 
another Double Dragon-style 
beat ‘em up to add to the exist- 
ing pile. Controlling the blue- 
suited hero, numerous levels of 
non-stop kicking ‘n’ fumping 
action await Blastman, with o 
poor imitation of the coin-op 
sequences relegated to sub- 
game level. Although the moves 
ovailoble are offen quite humor- 
ous - Blastman picks people up 
by their hair and shakes them 
around! - the age-old problem of 
repetition soon sets in, and 
‘another dull beat “em up joins 
the rest on the scrap heap, 

ESENTATION 64% GRAPHICS 74% SOUND 61% 
PLAYABILITY 79% LASTABILITY 63% OVERALL 65% 
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‘Our fishy hero uses his ability to extend his metallic body enabling him 
to reach platforms that are to high to jump upon. Cod boy must be careful 
however, 0s contac with any flying foes will cause our kipper-like chum to. 
fall bock down! 

Robocod takes to the skies in his very own 
private jt, Fascinating eh! 

NINTENDG 
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VAs you can se from this dose-up pic, Robocod 
is dearly the most accurate grphiclrepreseto 
tion of e robotic cod ever to grce video game 

ROE-CKET MAN 
No sooner was the original Amiga version of Robocod finished 
then Millenium were busy considering ideas for a third game in 
the series. Possible mooted titles were The Shrimpsons and 
‘Aquabatics, but it was eventually decided that James should 
head for the moon - thus James Pond III: Splash Gordon was 
born. Although only at a very early stage of development, Pond 
Ill once again pits James against Maybe, who this time is selling 
bits of the moon vio a cheese factory he has built there. Using a 
special pair of anti-gravity boots which allow him to run across 
the ceiling and up walls, numerous infested levels stand 
between James and another show-down with Maybe. As of yet, 
nobody has signed the rights to the Super NES version, but 
we'll have more news soon! 

‘A The vorious levels of Robocod are strewn with 
objects which Robocod can collect to enhance his, 
‘already marvellous flipper-like skills. Not all 
‘objects ore useful and some can kill Robocod on 
«contact so watch it! 

V Aithe start ofthe game ou ish inger-eting 
chum must enter Maybe's castle to toke port in 
‘many fun-pocked adventures! 



im Super NES game complete (see 
Peview on page 38), Ocean ai 
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Boy versions of Lethal Weas 
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Assuming the. of either cop, the 
player starts the game armed with a hand- 
gun and a limi ber of bullets. As the 
assorted felons pile onito the screen, Riggs 
and Murtaugh take thervout before moving 
on. Of course, the crooks and villains don’t 
take too kindly fo this sort of maltreatment, 
and much ching, kicking and throwing 
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Call Charges: Calls are charged at 36p per min cheap rate and 48p per min all other times. Make sure you ask your parents’ 
permission before you call. Maximum call cost £2.40, maximum call length 5 mins. Multiple choice competition. For further 
information & list of previous prize winners write to Awesome PO Box 1650 B1 1AA. 
Nintendo, Mario Brothers, Gameboy, Super Nintendo, Sega, Sega Megadrive are all registered trademarks of their respective 
companies. We are not related to or endorsed by them, 
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HOLLI WOULD IF SHE COULD 
+» AND'SHE WILL 

@ PRICE: TBA 
@ BY: OCEAN 
@ PLAYERS :1 



NMS is THE magazine for 
your Nintendo System. 
Endorsed by Nintendo them- 
selves, it is the only official 
Nintendo magazine available 
in the UK - and offers unri- 
valled coverage of what's 
what on he Nintendo scene. 
NMS features more exclusive 
reviews, news and previews 
than any other mag could 
ever hope for. 

Put together by the cream of - - 

colegio “It's official. 
miomnne MM it's the best - 
your Super NES, NES or 

cinvvoucoutrooy CoE! that's official ... 
SPOCHSHEHSHSHHSHEHHOHHHHHHSHHHOHSHHOHHOHOHOHSEHHOOHOSHOESEEEE 

£21.40 
£28.00 
£50.00 



the Super NES has its fair share of 
very kind of game, except perhaps 

for RPGs. A move to redress this imbal- 
ance is coming soon in the shape of 
Drahkken from Infogrames. This 
involved adventure takes you to the Isle 
of Drahkken, where a monster race are 
planning the final destruction of 
mankind. 

Stopping them means controlling four 
different characters, each with their own 
skill class. You must guide them across 
the four island zones, making alliance: 
carrying out tasks, and fighting a lot o! 
monsters. Places of interest worth visiting 
include the castles of the Drahkken 
princes, and the mysterious shrines of 
the priests of Anak. They do a nifty line 
in resurrection at no extra charge. 

Drahkken was originally pro- 
grammed for the Amiga, and was quite a 
success a couple of years ago. The con- 
vertors for the Super NES are Kemco, 
who have produced a real variety of 
games like Top Gear and Phalanx, and 
now Drohkken. How will it fare the rigor- 
ous NMS Review treatment? 
Unfortunately we weren't able to cram 
the full works into this issue, so tune in 
next month and you surely will find out! 

He: IN | AR Ae 

“3413621 "23 

NEW VIEW 
One Drahkken feature of note is the use of Mode 7 
fo create an outside environment. With your char- 
acters out of view you're able to move round the 
island from a ‘driver's eye’ viewpoint in fast 3-D. 
To enhance the natural look, the outside landscape 
cycles through bright daylight to starry night, with 
spectacular sunsrises and sets in between. As you'd 
expect, travelling at night is a risky prospect! 

BEPERERDRDDERUDEDID | 

YOU HAVE JUST 
STEPPED INTO THE 
CASTLE OF THE EARTH 

INCE. HORDKHEN. 

EVEN HORDKHEN 
CASTLE WAS LEFT 
PILE OF RUBBLE. 

PRICE: £44.99 

BY: INFOGRAMMES 

PLAYERS :1 

MEGS: 8 
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WHEN THE DRAGON: oo 
ARE DESTROYED, A aS ¢ 
NEH WORLD 1S BORN 
RIND THEN 

A Mode 7 is used to full effect to 

111 nn || A, || <eemes.| jf] somes | ensure that the 3D section is updated 

THE WANDERING quickly and smoothly. 

MERCHANT APPROACHED. 

A Interaction with any characters 

the party meets is effected via a 
series of simple-to-use icons. 

A In the midst of a 3D wilderness, 

ree remaining adventures A On entering the game's many buildings, the action 

nter 0 vicious Rottweiler |; BS switches to 0 more conventional side-on view with the 
!) - | kaj players moving in and out the many doors. 
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Yes indeedy, pop pickers, ‘Fluff’ Freeman may have retired, but his spirit lives i in the NMS officic 
charts. Are you ready to get to grips with the best games for your system. Not ‘alf. 

LAND 

|| KIRBYS 
reigned land 

LOONEY TUNES 

(NE) 

BATTLETOADS 
(NE) 

PARODIUS (n°) 

ADDAMS FAMILY (:) 

BATMAN 2 (io) 

CHESSMASTER (Ni) 

HOME ALONE (x) 

NINTENDO 118 

mario (Ef 
LAND ii; 

SUPER MARIO 

= 

SUPER MARIO 
BROS 3 
(2) 

PROBOTECTOR 

iM 
(NE) 

|| TINY TOON 
ADVENTUERS 
(4) — 

BATTLETCADS | 
(3 

TAILSPIN 

MEGAMAN 

LEMmincs —P o 

rom AND JERRY . 

wwe 
ie SIMPSONS 



STREET sik: eran cn (non gull ge 
Ryu, Ken, and Chun-Li show no sign 

of leaving the top of the pops, num- 
ber one spot, and Christmas sales 
should keep them there for the next 
couple of months. This absolutely fist- 
tastic thumpathon deserves all the 
credit it gets, and is still THE best - 
arcade conversion to grace the Super TF + 
NES. Let’s rock... nyo 

“"" SUPER MARIO KART \“") 
Foster than a DJ's speed- of number two. Quite simply __best elements of both. 
ing helicopter, Mario Kart the best racing game avail- Now let’s move swiftly 
mokes its anticipated able, Super Mario Kart isa on to nombre trois... 
debut in the Super NES _cross between F-Zero and 
chart - racing past the that age-old favourite, 
pack to the heady heights _ Pitstop Il - and combines the 

ZELDA HE (xe) 
Link’s best adventure to simply the ultimate in Super 
date is also picking up NES RPGs. It's big, it’s 
votes from all you cart- _ colourful, and it'll last longer 
a-holics. It's not ‘alfa _than Fluff’s radio show. 
goody, too, folks and is  Corking stuff. 

ANOTHER WORLD (x) 
‘Addams Family and 

arcade/adventure is here Lemmings to nestle in cosily 
at last and has cut a at number four. Lester's 

swathe through the chart’s adventures are extremely 
hardy perennials of The good - if alittle short-lived 

Interplay’s stunning 

‘Me old, old mucker, Mario, dled with this pack, the user is. 
makes his third entry to the invited to paint pictures, cre- 
chart - this time he’s brought ate sound to go with them, 
his paint set along! Armed and even animate the final 
with the mouse that isbun- results. Although a litle limit- 

(2) PILOT WINGS 

(NE) PRINCE OF PERSIA 

(NE) SUPER PROBOTECTOR 

(5) FZERO 

(3) SIM CITY 

and should have a 
safe place in the chart 
for a month or two. 

SUPERMARIO PAINT \»:) 
‘ed, Mario Paint is aimed at 
younger users and should 
prove entertaining enough 
for your average youngster - 
sh, kids? 
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GAME INDEX 
This is the NINTENDO 
MAGAZINE SYSTEM 
Game Index. Each 
month, you'll find a 
comprehensive guide 
to just about every 
game available fo: 
each Nintendo sys- 
tem, be it Game Boy, 
Super NES or NES. 
Each month we'll be 
updating the Game 
Index, adding in 
every game 
released. If ever you 
want the impartial 
lowdown to any 
Nintendo game, you 
know where to com 

Quite «jolie plaorm game, but the prob- 
To tht tof vy inthe woy fnew 
or exciting ideas. Tere are plenty of games Aisi shop ocd ble ming pur 
chasing decision. 
OVERALL 71% 

The NES onswer to W 
Island Is jolly, but utimote 
scroling arcade platform go 
guide the hero across a vari 
pocked landscapes 
OVERALL 71% 

Adventure 
rewarding 
in which you 
of hazard 

Intriguing puzzle gome which certainly packs 0 
Saege besos tere md ewer 
‘of action ond variety. Definitely one for those 
‘who lke the pace oftheir gomes sedate 
OVERALL 74% 

Toke control of Stringfellow Hawke's os-seen- 
‘on-TV attack helicopter, and zip oround the 
skies, trashing oirborne enemies. There's not a 
great deol to this gome, but the graphics ond 
sound are okay ad he gmap, tough nt 
particularly orginl, should prove enjoyable for fensottheVshows 
OVERALL 75% 

Hopeless conversion ofthe beot ‘em up coin-op 
bette known inthis county as Dragon Ninja 
Dreadful ickery rophics and alow challenge 
Jevel hammer the nais into this one's coffin. 
OVERALL 39% 

The cim of Balloon Fight i simplicity itself 
Boasting gameplay similar tothe dssic Joust 
‘rcode game, i's your jab to fy oround the screen Secending on enemy spies ond burst 
ing ther balloons, while guarding your own 
from attock. Even though there's simultaneous 
two-player action, i all grow dull very quick 
OVERALL 74% 

Thai is causing trouble Gothom City, 
nd there's only one bodystocking wearer who 
is superhero enough o stop him the Batman. 
There are 20 plotonm levels to beat, ond 
‘hough the into! difficulty levels et quite 
igh the gomeplay is oddictive enough to keep 
you coming bock Allin ol, oft class game. 
OVERALE 92% 

Superb-looking and greal-sounding platform 
game which completely fails o offer anything 
‘new and so renders itsalf redundant in the face 
of closis like Super Mario 3 and the Megaman 
series 
OVERALL 78% 

fun around the horontalysroling levels that 
ore Ancien! Greece, solving various puzzles ond 
beating up mythological beosts in this worth- 
‘while RPG. The only gripe we have with this is 
that i's bit locking i the oction department, 
‘making Zelda I the definite RPG to go for. 
OVERALL 79% 

Join Rash, Zt ond Pimple =the Bottatoods! 
‘These dudes ors outto smash the evil Dork 
‘Queen over 0 numberof beo! fem up ond 
shoot ‘em up levels. Battlaloods is a truly out- 
stonding piece of software, with briliont groph- 
Jes stomping sounds ond utra-adcive gome- 
play Rate come yp trumps AGAIN with another 
essential Nintendo gome! 
OVERALE 91% 

‘One of the most popula sports ofthe United 
States hits the NES All ofthe fun and excite 
‘ment of Baseball is here, but unfortunately, 

Nintendo Boseball hos 9 number offouts inthe 
‘gameplay department, The actual poce ofthe 

is relatively slow and a tod unresponsive. 
graphics are cock too, Not recommended. 

OVERALL 60% 

Detsoal mix of game types red also aes 

screens. Fun, but not an essential purchase. 
OVERALL 79% 

Super Joe Crock, the star of Commando 
{Capcom's od coin-op hit) has been captured 
behind enemy lines, and only the Bionic 
‘Commando can save him by fighting through 
‘many platform ond shoot ‘em up levels. This 
‘game actually has levels that weren't in the 
coin-op, but the high dificulty level could put 
some players off 
OVERALL 81% 

‘Armysterious bunch of criminals molodepts 
hhave kidnapped a lod of kids for some reason, 
cand your mission in this game is fo toke on the 
mantle ofthe Block Manta and dust some mon- 
key 03s! The gameplay is varied and fun, but 
the grophics [ust really arent up to scratch, 
OVERALL 80% 

Don’t be misled bythe file - this is 
Hockey simulation witha mini beat 
included when things get rough on the pitch! 
‘Multiple sil levels ond diferent options keep 
things interesting fo solo players, but the 
‘excitement i ot maximum wih two players ot 
the controls. Overall on excellent sports gome. 
OVERALL 85% 

ke 
wp 

Scroling mazes ond scrolling shoot ‘em up sky- 
larking meet head on inthis completely fabu- 
fous cart, Your bes friend [that hoppens to be o 
4009) has follen down « big hole, so you've 
<docided 10 follow him in o quest into the 
‘unknown, Blaster Master hos loads of diferent 
levels 10 explora, along with highly addictive 
clan mokng oye! onthe essen 
Nilendo purchase! 
OVERALL 91% 

Groty platform game in which you guide the 
thers around the landscape avoiding things. 

‘sboring, inane and the graphics oren't much 
cop. 
OVERALL 40% 

Explore wit Na nba 
‘overtones. Great graphics and plenty 

action make this one that combat fons should 
look out for 
OVERALL 88% 

by feeding Him jelhbeans (This comes in 
for solving the many -rolated 

Pusat foc boy ose fosove 
lobcknd from an ai dictator. Fost, fun, oig- 

ral ond taxing, ABoy And His Blob i skill 
OVERALE 91% 

Bub ond Bob, the bubble-blowing dinosours are 
tropped in 100 meonie-filed platform levels 
Luckily, the lds con neutralise the beosts by 
<optuting them in bubbles then popping them 
4o tur them into fruity bonus points! The 
rophics oreo bit ickery, bt the skill game. 
play mores than makes up fori, A superb coin- 
9p conversion, 
OVERALL 89% 

NEW 
Poor old Bucky, or his game is 0 sod case of 
mediocre everyting in the way of 
platform/shoot em ups everwhere. When you 
consider the mossive range of similar files 
‘avoilabe for Nintendo's wonder machine this 
isn't 0 Yempting enough corr, or lettuce for 
thot matter, to warrant purchase 
OVERALL 72% 

The 50-year-old cortoon robbit crops up on the 
NES in a gome where he collects tons of carols 
cond traverses platform levels in order to reoch 
his bithday blow-out. This gome has oll the 

Tunes villains, but ut the 
childish grophics, jerky scrolling ond simplistic 
_gomeplay do this game no favours. 
OVERALL 35% 

Ise off ina ese od ce 
those evil aliens on their home grounds, This 
horizontally srling shoot ‘em up is 0 good falar, ih ply of trun ce p im genio Helper ob fr nowt plays, though hemo 
Should find hs o bea decet bse wal ooh considering 
OVERALL 79% 

Join the tle miner known as Rockford who's 
‘tumbled on a number of diomond-crommed, 
‘scrolling mine shots, He needs your help 10 
‘negotiate these da sloges, collecting 
«diamonds ond dodging faling racks, 
‘oulderdash is @ fob, taxing ond original gome 
that's destined fo become o Nintendo classic 
OVERALL 90% 

Gee ee eee 
anorok-clad troinspotters cin art in the: 
Cita Gone Hak BE hg 

,Fetbog, lec Skating are Loge dpe et 
peck. Grea ply wih ends, Cooma Goats on esti buy, 
OVERALL 91% 



GAME INDEX 
‘onthe shelf in the software shop, where it 
belongs. 
OVERALL 59% Den the dounting mantle ofthe environmental 

ssrour ofthe world, os he batles to save the 
‘rid from environmental pollution, while res- 
ong 0 few seals and el into the bar- 
a5 The sub-levels ofthis gome ore a mixed 

‘ re for to dificult 

ge 
OVERALL 56% 

Join the eponymous Captain ashe flies around 
rerically eraling shooting levels ond 
Seema. toes Ti rhe iol 
‘ere game that should cppeal to blasting fons, 
Ahough shoot ‘em up experts may find io tod 
m9. 
OVERALL 90% 

$Smon Belmont ison th toil of Count Dracula. 
Je gome itself iokes the form of avast pla 
rn ores se nie rc cal hich 
Seon explores, punishing any ur Spears 
Sing, but the acon aborting fro long 
wil. Try out the sequel fist thoug 
OVERALL 80% 

She of Nintendo's early efforts, Clu-Clu Lond is 
= sort of PacMan clone st in grids of dots 
~owever, unlike in PacMan, the idea in Clu-Clu 
‘end i 16 direct your Fish (} between the dots, 
Sd thus revel lines which make up sor of 
3 join-the-dots picture. The simplistic 

emeplay is fun, but soon grows quite boring 
OVERALL 62% 

Jeitha es! of our ond race 
#2 way through 25 roces of isometric 30 
ling fn. ch wih 0 ier hl 
G le hos ital. Great arophics, decent 
‘20nd, but obove all amazing playability, 
soother dossic from Rore that deserves to end 
<2 your collection. 
OVERALL 94% 

Zeer die Breakout clone which features 
‘eens ond screens of tedious bat ‘n’ boll 
con’ The grphis ond sound oe both 
202, but it's the utterly boring gameplay makes 
‘one to avoid ot oll costs 
OVERALL 21% 

lamp into your NASCAR racer ond burn oround 
2 series of rocks with no right turns whatsoever 
sis NES conversion ofthe emborrasingly 
=-4ul Tom Cruise movie. The grophics ore okay 
‘there's. no reol voriely in them ot all The 
28 isef is show, tedious, annoying and fus- 

Se o ime warp to medioeval England and 
snp! to become king by toking over various 
sertories inthis strategy gome with arcode 
Seal, The problem her isha the strotegy 
se isn't involving enough and the orcode 
ust don't cut the mustord ofall. Leave this 

NEW 
What o weird ond wonderful gome ths license 
cou have mde. Say he rents he cm. 
plete opposite: A dreadfully dul olf shopping 
;ee/hal shoot em up making o mockery of 

acters that, however foolish, didn't deserve 
this treatment 
OVERALL 36% 

AS ist lance, this game looks lke Being 0 
thinly disguised Boulder Dash clone, but on 
closer examination it tums out be an oction 
el Se ae a ee 
mer lent graphics and swingsome 
sound ore the icing on the cake, 
OVERALL 89% 

‘Oh no! Mario's girriend hos been kidnapped 
byocazed aerial W's up othe Hon 
lumber to conquer four different levels of plat- 

form econ: Donkey Kong isn't o bod coin-op 
conversion, but the original itself is yeors old 
‘and four screens of arcade action simply isn't 
{enough to worrant the price tog. 
OVERALL 45% 

Donkey Kong Junior's out to rescue his Dod 
from Mori's utches in another foursceen 
ator romp, this ime st inthe jungle. Just 
ike i's predecessor, Donkey Kong Jnr isnt 0 
bod conversion with abit more variety than the 
ariginal ge. Unfrtunotely, Four screens’ 
worth of action jst isn't enough fo give the 
ployer value for money. 
OVERALL 46% 

Your girlfriend's been kidnapped by Me Big - 
the en crime boss! I's down to you to kick the 
excrement of his cronies ond than foe upto the 
bois inthe inal confrontation. This game in 
bod conversion, but the sequel hos superior 
grophics and gomeploy. 
OVERALL 75% 

Deor oh dear. Your girriend has been gunned 
down by a revenge-crazed Mr Big. Therefore, ifs down ie Double Drogas fo go ond Kick 
‘some a35 ogain, This conversion is @ lot beter 
than its predecessor, with decont graphics and 
‘enjoyable gomeplay. Definitely the best Double 
Dragon game on the Nintendo, 
OVERALL 84% 

Acclim’s third Double Drogon gome contains 
all he scroling beat ‘em up moyhem you'd 
‘expec, along with more characters to control 
ond larger levels. Unfortunately, the gome is 
ius too dificult o be worthwhile ond the plod- 
Ging response time doesn't help matters much 
either 
OVERALL 65% 

Dirk the Doring’s darling Dophne has been kid 
nnapped by a big drogon and token to his lair 
Pousing only to grab his daggers, Dirk gives 
chase by entering the side-on scrolling coste - 
but many raps and meais await, Drogas 
Loic has exellent graphics, bu the remarkably 
slow, plodding gomeplay ond unresponsive 
controls make this one fo ovoid. 
OVERALL 21% 

‘Mediocre bosketboll gome which just obout 
supplies enough slomdunking thls ond spills 
to please ardent bosketball fons. 
OVERALL 70% 

Mario's bock in 0 Tetris-inspired puzsle game 
which sees him chucking diferent proteins into 
« beaker in order to make ol the nasty viruses 
<Bsoppear. This is quite easy to begin with, the 
ation gels meaner as you progress making for 
ly xg sf you anes end bran 
power. One o 
NBS 
OVERALL 88% 

the best puzzle gomes for the 

NEW 
This i @ reo clossic I's solid blast that owes 
much ofits gameplay tothe equally brant 
Defender You can't get the later on the NES 
but you'd be fools tet th one fll rough 
your graspl 
OVERALL 87% 

‘There's nol much you can say about this gome. 
Dust off your Zopper gun ond plug this cart in 
‘ond you'l be contronted by wave upon wave of 
dhe, st wating be blown awoy with your 
fine Zoppec gun. The grophics ore quite cute, 
‘but just shooting off wth your photon firearm 

Fabulous, sprowing 30 space fading gore 
has lieally months of play init -f you enjoy 
{his sod of thing. Abriliont release that must 
be lokad ot. 
OVERALE 91% 

‘Vroom! Get your leathers on ond get ready to 
bbum down one of the bumpiest motorcycle race 
frocks in history! The horizontal rock scrolling is 
‘ery nippy, providing o good feel of speed, but 
Exctbike's graphics ond sound ore bit wob- 
bly, However, these inadequacies only serve fo 
make the whole game more of «laugh! very 
challenging and wel worth a ty. 
OVERALL 84% 

Felix is cursed with that dreaded platformitis. 
disease ond discovers himself os the sor of yet 
‘another platform game on the NES. Rather thon 
base the game on Felts orignal black and 
white cartoons Hudson have developed the 
‘game from the recent feature length film. The 

is imaginative ond funny but ultimately 
rived os it is very easy 

OVERALL 71% 

The Addams Family has seen something of 0 
‘revival lately, ond this NES gome stors the fal- 
tented Uncle Fester on a scroll-around quest fo 
save the Earth. The grophics ore somey and 
functional, but the sound is ace with 0 groowy 
remix ofthe Addoms Family tune. The game- 
play though, verges on the tedious ofter only o 
couple of sessions, 
OVERALL 58% 

Fait inv RP/patorm game which cer 
tainly offers plenty of depth but doesn't feature 
much action ond excitement. Try i out i you're 
ater something different 
OVERALL 79% 

Geeot tennis game which, os he tile suggests, 
lows up tofu player simlaneouty por 
ficipate (0s long as you have the Four Score 
odo). Wal wr checking ou you om 
such a device, 
OVERALL 85% 

Speed around nine different isometric 3D trocks 
in this mego-fast, highly thrilling rood roce of 
the future. The cand sound are both 
Yop-natch, ond although the screling's jerky 
you don't notice tin the thick of the action, 
SimUltaneous two-player this are the tang on 
the superative confecion-rlcted item, 
OVERALE 91% 

‘ant fun or varied enough to be worthwhile 
OVERALL 57% 

Guide Serooge McDuck through many scroll aformleelsinobidosvehis sve 
ik balance from a fate worse than Gory Hanes finance lls Ts poe foes sxc eon oop ren 

maple. Onenagaly he NES ois op fms eth sl ploform gome: Horo 
EE 90% 

Guide your medioeval character thraugh the 
hozard-ridden scroling mazes, dishing ovt 
death tothe legions of evil minions thot cttock 
you. With all the graphics, gomeplay sound 
‘ond speech ofthe coin-op, ths release is 0 fob 
‘orcade conversion well worth investing in 
OMERALL 90% 

‘Once again, it's time to bust those ghosts in & 
saris ol sb eels inspired bythe spooky, ond 
yet voguely omusing firm. The problem here is 



GAME INDEX 
thot the grophis ore a mite cacky, ond each 
mini-level does nothing fo recreate the otmos- 
thereof the film on your NES. Alin al, a vapid 
game that's only fun fro very short while 
OVERALL 57% 

Sir Arthur was enjoying the conoodling compa: 
ny of hs Princess when suddenly on vi dev 
kidnapped her! So he's got to run long 
scroling levels, dusting undeod sprites in 
‘reparation for the final conc! This conver. 
sion boost limp grophics and sound. The 
response is dodgy and the gameplay fustrat- 
ing. Leave this well alone. 
OVERALL 55% 

The curse thot hits NES soccer gomes claims 
another vicim wih the shambling debocle that 
is Joeco's Goall Featuring on ineectve iso 
metric viewpoint, tick-men sprites ond 
exremely anoying acon, Goals best eh 

OVERALL 33% 

What could have been a biliont monsec- 
boied gome of destruction and mayhem iin 
foct a ghasly scrolling plodolong which suffers 
reodll ficker nd isting owkword 
gomeploy 
OVERALL 41% 

‘As foros Golf gomes go, this Nintendo effort 
offers no surprises. Simply toke your golfer 
around the video course, select your club, judge 
your shot and try to hole the bal. The graphics, 
‘ond sound aren't exotly spectocular, but this 
ot offers @ very challenging, playable round of 
golf. Recommended to golfing fans. 
OVERALL 76% 

Better known 9§ Nemesis, this Rorizntely 
scrolling shoot ‘em up has al the power-ups 
tnd levels ofthe ageing coin-op. Grodivs is 
reat fun fo ploy ond ranks as one the greatest 
lass availble for the Nintendo along with its 
sequel, Life Foes. if you're on NES laser-deoth 
fonafe, seek aut Gradivs immediately 
OVERALL 90% 

Toke a trip into the scrll-along blasting zone, 
this time accompanied by those irrepressible 
Gremlins. Programmed by Sunsof, this 
Gremlins-inspred blasting gome is packed with 
decent grophics, awesome sound and top-notch 
playability. Yet another good example of a 
Nintendo shoot ‘em up. 
OVERALL 87% 

Play a private eye (complete with trlby ond 
trenchcoat inthis plaform-based crime buster 
Gumshoe hos to cross numerous Mario-esque 
levels to rock down the villain ofthe piece. This 
Zapper gun game has excellent graphics ond 
some jaunty tunes backing the ection, but the 
simple ation grows dul vary quickly. 
OVERALL 68% 

There are some no-good outlaws in town, so 
you're going fo morch around the vertically 
scrolling orea blowing away all sorts of mean 
hombres. The coin-op wos pretty mediocre, but 

this NES conversion is quite good fun. It’s got- 
fing on bit though, so blasting fons would do 
il 0 check out a more recent shoat ‘em up. 

OVERALL 69% 

Great conversion ofthe Williams pinball table 
clang similar lines to Pinbot. Werth a look f 
you're. pinboll fon. not, you might find the 
Action o fod repetitive 
OVERALL 82% 

Plug in the Zopper gun and get ready to pump 
some villains full of photons. Tis target shoo 
ing game pus you at oe end of a shooting 
rang, wih ciinal cous sping round 
at the other end. Though this is graphically 
4uite nice, Hogan's Alley’s gameplay is very 
limited and mast of the game's options seem to 
be exhousted aero few sessions’ ploy. 
OVERALL 60% 

Urerginl onm game which spars ce 
graphics but is sadly let down by lack of action 
ofl eesn ic ret ere to 
OVERALL 62% 

The fabulous Sean Connery movie surfaces on 
the NES 0s ohorizontaly scrolling shoot ‘em 
up. The gome ise is good fun fo ply with 0 
rice sense of inertia on the sub, The problem is 
that the graphics look rather infantile ond the 
soundirack is one ofthe most discordant, jor- 
‘ing monstrosities ever 1 plague the Nintendo, 
Beor with it though, ond there's a fairly decent 
game to be uncovered. 
OVERALL 64% 

‘reasonable football game, which although 
nowhere near os bad os the grotty Goal and 
the nal Nintendo World Cup sil fis to gener- 
‘ate much inthe way of soccer excitement. 
OVERALL 62% 

Ice Cimber i 6 pretty bosic ame, the object 
‘being to control your Eskimo fo the top of each 
vertically scrolling level while keeping an eye 
‘ut for enemy sprites, This was one of the first 
recs nd oe pg ro sind 
‘ond gameplay. Even the simultaneous two-pay Piet teeth 
OVERALL 58% 

‘Armed with jus their machine guns and o stash 
‘of grenades, the players must guide their on- 
screen heroes through vertically scrolling enemy 
strongholds and blow everything up. This con- 
version has crop graphics and poor scrolling 
The response is poor and the gameplay frusra- 
ing, Even ar fans wl be disoppeited wih 

i. 
OVERALL 

48% 

This follow-up to Wizards and Warriors is imi- 
lar to its predecessor, with plenty of platform 
‘ction and sword-slashing thrills. The main 
problem with this game is that the gameplay is. 
very fough, and coupled with the rather inspir. 
ing grophics, there's not much of on urge to see 
the next level. ronsword is above average, but 
‘ot totally amazing 

OVERALL 77% 

Become the Isolated Warrior s he runs up the 
isomettically scrolling 30 bockgrounds, blasting 
enemy sprites with his multi-purpose weapon. 
Isolated Warrior is 0 great shoot ‘em up packed 
with top-natch shooting excitement. 
Unfortunately, this i marred by the foc! tht it's 
very 005) fo complete. 
OVERALL 80% 

‘Once ogoin, the evil hex that plagues NES soc- 
«er simulations strikes again in this conversion 
‘ofthe greatest compute football game ever 
Kick OF retains all te briliontopions of he 
‘Amiga version, but the game logic is sodlylack- 
ing ond there's plenty of minor bugs conspiring 
fo ruin the game too. A great shame ond a 
‘mojor disappointment 
OVERALL 36% 

Kabuki’ the man whose oriental hoisyle spells 
doom to @ number of computer bugs thot have 
infested America’s finest defence system. 
Boosting dorkond moody scopic ond good 
sound, Kabuki isinstantly oppealing The sti 
challenge ond greot gameplay make it on 
excellent Shodow Warrior syle plotorm game 
OVERALL 90% 

I’ eutey platform game time os you guide Kid 
Icarus against an army of baddies who are just 
dying to clip is wings. I's pretty good fun, but 
the grophics ore rather dated, and when you 
look ot some ofthe more modem platform 
‘games around, this doesn't compare 100 well 
OVERALL 68% 

Hong Kong's foremost mario! arts expert tkes 
fothe NES ino digial version of his siver 
‘erven shenanigans. Ths @ great scrling 
beat em vp with cule grophics and rousing 
tunes It's extremely payable oo with many 
levels to conquer. Buy tis! 
OVERALL 93% 

The immoral Jock Nicklaus has endorsed what 
furs out fo be a 30 golfing simulation thot 
slow, jerky ond bug-idden. Add these inredi 
bly annoying factors wit the pathetic grophics 
nd miserable sound ond we have ol se 
lotion that's even over-shodowed by the ancient 
Nintendo Gol 
OVERALL 48% 

This gome is rather similar to Adventures of 
Loo, in tht you run oround a single-sroen 
‘maze pushing blocks and squashing meanies. 
ikle Cubicle would be an excellent puzzle 
«um action game, bu t's jst too eosy to com 
plete 
OVERALL 72% 

This game weighs in as 0 conversion ofthat 
cogeing Data East coin-op, Kung-Fu Master 
(romember that). There are four levels of hor- 
zonally scrolling boddie-boshing included in 
this Nintendo translation This might not sound 

gameplay 
3 em fons. 

2 lol, but the tough, challengi 
{Quite 0 lough, Worth o look for 
OVERALL 72% 

This is bil version of the Solemandercoin-o 
with bath vedcally and horizontally seroling 
fection. I's not us! the smart scenery and omax 
ing aliens thot set Life Force apart from other 
Nintendo blasts, Wath i's omozingly additive 
destructive action AND two-player atin, this 
‘one,9¢e'n’ skill shooter vp! 
OVERALL 92% 

This wos Nintendo's frst RPG, but ts simple for 
mat makes i for more accessible than mast 
games ofthis type. With its botery back-up, t 
game should provide hours of enjoyment for 
‘anybody, so even though i's one ofthe more 
expensivo carts, it's well woth a look 
OVERALL 86% 

NEW 
The 16-bit masterpiece of mind melding mion 
ders over to the NES. Lemmings hos o reputo- 
tion to uphold ond Nintendo's 8-bitter does it 
‘uch justice. I's not the best conversion avail- 
‘ble but the greatest one available to NES own 
ers! Rescue the Lemmings or forever hang your 
head in shame. 
OVERALL 85% 

Jolly enough platform romp in which you guide 
the eponymous hero through the sureol ond 
weird Slumberlond word. Fun, but oes noth 
ing that hasn't aleody been seen ino platform 
game ofthis ype 
OVERALL 79% 

Once again, we're oll board the last train to 
Platform Control, with Low-G Man (socalled, 
becouse he can jump incredibly high). This 
«game has jerky grophies ond wobbly sound, bu 
Somehow the Urge fo se the net levels very 
high indeed. Although nat an essenil pur 
chase, give Low-G Man 0 good, hard look 
OVERALL 84% 

An entertaining ideo - funny shoped pool tole 
* and i's certainly fun foro while. Buta the 
end th doy, pea spool ard ules oe 
bigfon of hil th oe’ nevey wil ee. 
tually weor hin 
OVERALL 75% 

‘This is on early Rood Blasters clone, in which 
you have to drive your matorcycle down numer 
2s secs of highway zoping ony of the 
‘other oggressive drives who get in your way. 
The offeol NES Rood Blstrs conversion st 
really up to much but this lookalike is even 
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~o1se. The graphics are laughable ond the 
gameplay extremely dul. Leave this well alone. 
OVERALL 36% 

Lucasfilm’ fis con-driven odventure iso reol 
ossic. I's got great graphics, extremely invol- 

‘ond logical puzzles - things which 
, Shadewgate woehuly locks. 

Maniac Mansion is 0 worthy NES purchase, but 
‘5e high price tog (oround £50.00] is bit of 0 
bum rap. 
OVERALL 89% 

i this Rare conversion of the briliont Atari 
cin-op, you guide 0 marble oround six ifer- 
ssn scoling cuss, dodging 
‘many bizarre hazords. The programmers have 
zroduced coin-op conversion thats 0s close to 
‘be original os posible with the Nintendo. 
Oly the lock of levels isthe slight downer 
OVERALL 85% 

bh single-screen platform game, Mario and 
Lagi [this © one of two-player gome) have 10 
‘un around punching the gantries under the 
criters fo knock them on their bocks, and then 
fp upto the some level and boot them off- 
seen. I's once, cute, simple game, but only 
‘uly worthwhile in two-player mode 
OVERALL 83% 

"se down fo MagoMan fo go through sic levels 
incrodibly oddity scrling platlerm ocion, 
Sésing mecries.Eochlovel fs quorded by 0 

fobotc end.of-levelbo§s. Mago Mon 
= ane of the mast dificult, and yeti reword- 
=a platform oames aoilcble fo the NES. 
OVERALL 92% 

“er Dr Wily i back or ohotherslopping ot 
‘st honds of the world's gretest hero, 
Seen Seeders rst 

scaling platform action, Although i's 
tos lstoble oF Ws prequel, MegaMan | 
‘costs playobiity thot puts many Véxbi games 
© *hesame ito shore. An essential pur- 
ase. 
OVERALL 93% 

‘Sce graphics and ultra-violent gameplay make 
#5.on interesting gome to play, but ony for @ 
ie. I turns out fo be more ofa giant maze 
zeme than a shoot ‘em up, ond the unchanging 

ery of fonks ond buildings makes one 
look preity much like onother. Not o 

3278 0 put high on your shopping list 
OVERALL 52% 

seroid is 0 grophicaly impressive, very cleverly 
sat-together orcode odventure with lots of 
ssswal features to keep things interesting. I's 
gh game od ardent pla odretre 
= milfove it 
OVERALL 80% 

© Sssuperb graphics and playability, Punch 
Se the greatest boxing gama yet seen on 
= *orasjstom ond fo vital odin to your 
secon, $0 grob it before it dtoppeors, which 

it might well do considering what's happened fo 
Mike 
OVERALL 94% 

This viewed-from-obove maze gome with esp- 
‘nage overtones costs you as 0 secret agent, 
cut fo overthrow 0 subversive word-threatening 
cxgonisation. The grophics and sound ore both 
very effective, ond the gomeplay isl is adic. 
five and whole lt of fun, Highly recommended 
OVERALL 86% 

Poor old Tikal of his kiwi chums have been 
‘idnapped by o bloated Walrus! So, Tiki needs 
your help in running around the platform levels, 
Shooting meanies and rescuing kiwis! This con- 
version is visually very similar fo the Taito coin- 
‘op, ond the sound is octal beter! 
Uleiehy,  game sv of com 
ete 
OVERALL 79% 

There's something of a curse on the poor old 
‘Nintendo when it comes to soccer games. 
Nintendo World Cup is o dire shombles, with 
rancid, flickery graphics, warbling sounds and 
‘ery limp gameplay. Even when playing with 
four player with the Four Score ores 
Nintendo World Cup so sod gia interpreta. 
tion of soccer. 
OVERALL 33% 

Guide your paperboy through seven levels of scroling somatic mayhem i this conversion of 
the pensionable Atri coin-op. Poperboy 
“boosts” retorded, infantile graphs, grotesque 
«clout schemes, « booming cacophony of 
sounds and frustrating gameplay. The awful 
responsiveness is yo enother nail inthe MF- 
awalty coin. Avo! 
OVERALL 30% 

This iso rol Nintendo oldie, ond has been 
completely eclipsed bythe immeosurably sype- 
FiorPinbo, which is based on areal pinball 
toble. Unless you're ater a particulary subston- 
dard pinball game for your Nintendo, avoid 
OVERALL 45% 

Rargcomesionct hepa Wilors pnbll 
tobe is excellent, wit al the stet ball spang- 
ing-telated exiement of the eriginale With 
excelent grophcs, unbelievable sound, long 
‘wth brilliant playoblity, this is one fobbo gome! 
OVERALL 90% 

This conversion is © ood transition of he 
cxiginal coin-op, but it's the coin-op's simplicity 
thal seve is Popeye's powers fasai- 
ty. I keep you busy foro while, but untort- 
‘nately, the novelty soon weors off. 
OVERALL 67% 

W’srtum to Ploformsvile, Arizona inthis 
scroling game with shoot ‘em up elements 
‘Athough Powerblade is exceptionally unorigi- 
nal ihe rophis ond sur ree for bet 

game. 3 really gives Powerblade its 

respectable mark i its fun and challenging 
gameplay. 
OVERALL 88% 

Great platform adventure gome which features 
‘superbly cnimated moin spite W's quite tricky 
‘getting to grips with the comprehensive contro! 
method, but once mastered, the selencs 
nd absertingpomepay wil keep yu aoa 
for oges 
OVERALL 87% 

Don't be fooled by the nome - this is the ofciol 
NES version of Gao the reat horny 
scroling shoot ‘em up. Al he levels of the 
coin-op ore hore ond the blasting action is fst 
‘and furious. A great NES blast. 
OVERALL 81% 

Pro Wrestling isn't quite os exciting asthe reol 
sport. The graphics ore laughable wih pathetic 
Sprites and background visuols, ond the sound 
isn't really ony better either, sporting very weok 
Spo effects. Our advice is go for Tecmo 
Word Wrestng, is got beter graphics, better 
sound and o huge amount of moves on 
OVERALL 45% 

This is quite a few yeors old now, and surpis 
ingly, i's sil the only Out Run-syle game 
‘ovailoble on the NES, Actually, any new one 
would have a hard time beating Rad Racer in 
the playability stakes. The smart 30 graphics 
‘make this look good and ply good, sof dri- 
‘ing games are your bag, this o mush 
OVERALL 80% 

Sirut around the universe withthe coolest inter- 
‘oloctc hero of them cll, Rad Gravity I's up to 
Rod fo run around platform levels looking for 
«e-rintes for new pont fw fod 
rity is «ool platform game, wit nice blast 

ing elements odded in for good measure 
Recommended fr platorm fons her acho: 
lenge. 
OVERALL 82% 

‘Oh no! The Rainbow islands have been occu 
pied bythe Boss of Shodow, Baron von Blubbo 
‘and his nasty litle minions. it’s up to Bub ond 
his power ofthe rainbow to puta stop to 
Blubbo's skyarking over seven levels of verticol: 
!y scaling ltr on. This god con 
version ofthe Toito coin-op, ruined by slow 
gameplay and poor response. 
OVERALL 67% 

RC Pro.AM is one of he most ployabla NES 
fies oround. Bot the grophis ond sound ore 
spot-on and there's plenty of action to keep you 
going fr a long fina 0s you race avoriety of 
‘adh controled vehicles around a series of vry 
tight racks ogains mad computer divers, A 
must 
OVERALL 90% 

Based on the French computer gome, Hostages, 
‘his i © multilevel assault gome, costing you os 
leader of o bunch of SAS guys ou! fo rin some 

__ terrorists’ plans for world domination and res 
‘ue (hence the file) some hostages. The groph- 
'es and sound are poor, but the reo problem 
with Rescue is that each sub-evel is very dll 
‘nd too easy to complete 
OVERALL 41% 

Those cheeky chipmunks, Chip'n’ Dole hit the 
Nintendo ina platform game oftheir very own, 
programmed by coin-op gions, Capcom. With 
‘one or simultaneous two-player options, Rescue 
Rangers is fst, smooth, cute ond playable. A 
sa good game ht shoud appeal oplatorm 

OVERALL 88% 

Hf you were «fon of arcade Rood Blasters this 
conversion may come os a disappointment. The 
papi ond sound fy wal reproduced, 

it certainly doesn't play the same, I's jst 
for too easy, ond any competent player should 
det hough al 50 eves in fey gos, Once 
«completed, Rood Blasters doesnt have much to 
‘tract you back for more. 
OVERALL 48% 

Broce yourself for what must ronk as the worst 
console game EVER! Rood Fighter iso vertically 
scroling rood race gome lie like Spy 
Hunter, but without the extra weopons, decent 
graphics or gameplay. Indeed, the scabrous, 
‘retarded gome we have here is devoid of oll 
fun and exctement-inducing qualities and is 0 
complete waste of money. 
OVERALL 9% 

The fils great, but this game is sod. Rubbish 
graphics, dire sound, sluggish contro ond very 
repetitive gameplay don't makes things much 
funn this platlarm game, Considering the al 
‘action movie, a lt more should have been 
‘made of this. 
OVERALL 60% 

Slick, but utimately frustrating plaorm gome 
‘which features plenty of challenge but nothing 
‘ew or exiting in terms of gomeploy features 
‘There ore tons of gomes like this, so shop 
‘round before you buy. 
OVERALL 76% 

Fail lly, but rther repetitive future sports 
simulation which could do with beter visuals 
OVERALL 76% 

‘An original, but ulimately dull game in which 
you bomb your way through o sores of bode 
packed screens It sounds more exiting thom # 
fs because the action iss limited ond slow 
OVERALL 51% 
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Abit ofa sticky one this. Mos of the time the 

sme is simple and entertaining platform affir 
Frowererit i routine tht sviches between 
is ond compote ough bot. Si, 
‘games like Roinbow Islands and Bubble Bobble 
‘ore your thing then Redland is likely to please. 
OVERALL 79% 

Otherwise known as Green Beret, this so fairly 
simplistic but very compulsive beat ‘em 

ed with senseless violence. The grophics 
‘and sound ore adequate rather than outstond. 
ing but they do the job and help make this 

enjoyable rough-house romp. 
OVERALL 83% 

Trepp hey 
gomepoy is ot inlet 

fro neem ten wo, 
i probly oly worth bung # you 

remember enjoying the coin-op. 
OVERALL 70% 

if you've ever wished foro Side Arms-type 
me for the NES, this is probably the neorest 

Hing 10, though don tke that oso recom: 
‘The gome is severely lacking in 

excitement just becouse it's s0 repetitive ond 
the weapons are completely weedy. Save your 
money and your sanity. 
OVERALL 46% 

Tht aay cc corn lA 
setcoordg con 0 
challenge ond voriey. A must for fans ofthe 
‘coin-op ond ders in genera 
OVERALL 84% 

Stodowgae i an ian dven vere game 
wit frustrating pues ond thou- 

sonds of untoir sudden death scenarios. The 
solutions to each puzzle ore completely illogical 
{OFEN osu todo kyt We hk no, 

ing for on annoying adventure with cro 
{ophes ond noureting sound book,” 
OVERALL 26% 

‘ein Ry ashe runs around the scoling plat 
forms levels, mating out ninja death othe ei 
minions of the Overlord. Converted from the 
‘coin-op, this 0 great slash ‘em up thot's well- 
presented wih groovy graphics and sound. This 
& challenging and superb fun and well worth 
your pounds sterling 
OVERALL 90% 

‘Asubmarine simulation? On the NES? Yes, 
indeed, ond while it might sound boring, is 
nol W's addictive ond involved and is « must for 
those who wont fo use their Nintendo to play 
‘more than just platform gomes ond shoot ‘em 
vps. 
OVERALL 87% 

‘On the surface, Simon's Quest isn't much more 
thon an extended version ofthe original with 0 
few odditios fo the gameplay. Having said 
that, the original was prety good, so the fl- 

low-up con only be even beter. There's not a 
lot of variety, but hordened arcade odventure 
fons should find the gloomy akmosphere is most 
engrossing 
OVERALL 85% 

Enjoyable gome-of-the-tlly-show in which you 
‘guide Bort round the horizontally scroll 
{own solving puzzles ond avoiding the boddies 
in on attempt fo thwart the intentions of the 
‘morouding space aliens, Nol exoctly oction- 
packed, but fun nonetheless 
OVERALL 88% 

‘Skate or Die is divided into five diferent sec- 
tions: the downhil race, freestyle on half- 
pipe, downhill jam where you fight on oppo- 
‘nent, hall-pipe high jump ond pool just where 
You bat oer player ison game with 
gf ropics od highly recommeded fo 

3d thrashers. 
OVERALL 82% 

«oin-op, which is one of he best orcade pure 
‘games out. you're ater some mental sfimulo- 
tion from your Nintendo this has got to be 
somewhere onthe shopping lst 
OVERALL 83% 

‘This isthe frst game from English firm, 
Softwore Creations, ond i's 0 goodiel Guide 
JP tle man round aor panective 

crops, solving puzzles and Biting meon- 
Jes, With ts excellent grophics, amoxing sound 
‘ond involving gameplay, Soliticas an essential 
purchase. 
OVERALL 90% 

Based on the MAD magazine comic sis, Sy 
¥5 Spe of heist wo ployer games 
ver, jst because ofthe vast potential fr play- 
ing super-sneaky tricks on your computer, oF 
better sil, human opponent. I doesn’t have 
the best graphics and sound inthe word, but if 
you have anather gamer at hand wing o ploy 
you, thi is 0 must 
OVERALL 84% 

Willa omazing shoo! Up coin 
snide Robson 2084 oe! he 
imo! vlert games fa istry Ths NES cone 
Gens oiae ed rae bs oles 
fen-cron o% ence! The game osancorporotes 
all he speech ond power-ups of hecaircop 
2, Oaeot bel Nien sbotes o- 
dl 
OVERALL 90% 

‘Abailiant gore which follows the pot ofthe 
fm yory closely through @ whole verity of 
challenging and addictive scenes. With 

ics, sound and pits is 
‘gomes-o-the-Alm around 

So, sag serene eating nibbley-pibbleys ging 0 
numberof baome spre. fre sikeopin with 
‘on extremely ployable,fechnicolly omazi 
Nintendo game that simply demands 
OVERALL 94%, 

‘Apromising-sounding but ultimately dul aril 
‘combat game in which you guide the fighter of 
the fille ogcnst the morouding enemy 
OVERALL 54% 

‘Snake {the hero of Metal Gear) is bock, and this 
time he's vowed to destroy o jungle-based 
legion of enemies. This generally involved run- 
fig eround he jungle lo unl, od mao 
bowing oway enemies ond rescuing hostoges. 
‘Snake's Revenge is extremely dificult to play, 
slow, unrewarding and tedious. 
OVERALL 49% 

Try ton boa ait oie se, 
and the grophics are only adequate bu i 
te whl ond ha’ whol counts, And even 

his postvelycncint is il miles bet- 
ter thon oll the newer Ninterdofootbll games. 
OVERALL 83% 

Originally ths was the gome Nintendo gove 
isaac) Yo rc 

{roebie i's o truly dossc gome thats 
iostso skilful put together ond isso much fur 
that anes you've staid playing i's impossible 
to sop, One ofthe best gomes anywhere, ever 
OVERALL 95% 

This is 0 superb follow-up to Super Mario 
Brothers, with ternific grophies, greot music ond 
super adsitve plotorm An ute 
‘must ~ along with all the other Mario. games. 
OVERALL 96%, 

The acon i venir othe old co-op 
Grav, bu there's mach more fo Solr 
Jetmon 0s you ‘0 series of planets look- 
ing for peces of the Golden Warpship. The 
Ae stm ont 
hase mt ecel A 
i fors, ‘anc ve goto 
Delan Keaede osc pn estat 
of your collection. 

OVERALL 95% 

‘Mario and Luig return fo their last 8-bt outing 
‘and it's one ofthe finest vdeo gomes ever 
Aevised. Feotring almos-peried playability, 
excellent grophics ond sound olong with a mos- 
sive challenge, Supor Mario Bros is THE 
essential cat fo buy for your Ninfondo, 
OVERALL 98% 

‘This ison excellent conversion ofthe Data East 

Iran “Ironman” Stewart's Super Of -Rood is © 
Superior Super Spint-style NES gome, that’s 
ret fun when playing withthe four-ployer 
our Score adaptor. I's yet anther sil Rare 

game, and a very close coin-op conversion. The 
repeitive nature ofthe gome may put some 
peooa of especialy when layed one oy 
er 
OVER. 81% 

Visit the beaches of America to participate in a 
series of Volleyball matches in this cool 
sion Vali Four Sore conoaby 
cllowing upto four players to toke por, Su 
Spite Velleyol so grat gome thet should 
coppeal to most sports fons. 
OVERALL 83% 

role playing gome very similar tothe Bard's 
Tol 'gome series. Short on action, but 
long or dp fas sone lever ord 
role-playing fons wll go bonkers over 
OVERALL 81% 

‘Although they'e now trogically uncool, Turtles 
‘0 fun game that plenty of beat ‘em 
‘yp action, « hint of exploration ond taxes your 
broins foo 0s you rescue April O'Neil. Worth 
checking out 
OVERALL 86% 

Toke contol ofthe bygone heroes ino holt: 
shell inthis simultanoous two-playee ome 
based on one ofthe most popular coin 
ever Turis 0 very clase conversion, but 
when it comes down fit, there isn't much in 
the game ond he repeive acon saon grows 
stole 
OVERALL 64% 

The grphic or te grate and hr’ ot 
much sound to speok of, but Nintendo Tennis is 
Quite playable. t's the only Tennis game avail 
‘ble on the NES anyway, so if you want fo hold 
Wimbledon indoors next yeor, t's ether this oF 
nothing. 
OVERALL 75% 

‘conversion ofthe old Irem coin-op, this is one 
‘ofthe only arcade-stye American fotball 

‘available on any machine. i's simple, 
arf and s worth ooking otf yur new 0 
‘American football ond wont to leam more 
about the sport,” 
OVERALL 76% 

‘One of the greatest movies ofall time could've 
‘been on NES gome to end them all 
Unfortunately, what you get are five limited lev- 
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ts, mos of which ore st round o tedious 
Ztform environment. The game isn't awful 
45 just dull end very unoriginal. For di: hord 
move fans only 
OVERALL 72% 

Ths Blockcbased ming teaser i the greotes! 
pute game ever writen. I looks no, sounds 
qofghu lyitendyou'l be nay 

OVERALL 91% 

This fey srlgorvard vp. bwsron 
Dios! in which the player pilots « heavly-ormed 
combat chopper. The graphics are prety samey 
Shroughout the entre gome, the sound is 
sah lod od 3meplay is only aver 
23¢. Not the greatest of shoot ‘em ups. 
OVERALL 65% 

"et another NES pltfoxm gome, this time sor. 
“5 baby verion of fomovs cartoon choo 
ter. The graphics ond sound ore great, and the 
Sereplay fun enough fo keep you ati! for 
mrs 
OVERALL 86% 

Ts gome has o greot idea ond plot, but the 
‘ral execution iso fod lacking and the gome 
soe locks the kind of excitement we'd come to 
sscec from on MB Gomes carridge, 
OVERALL 60% 

2 alte potential fun ond frlcs of Tom 
= ley game, is 0 shame to see them 
"s2.ced to staring in ye another vnonginal 
ssetorm gome. Yes i's fn, But there ore 
‘Secs of batier games of his sort elreody ac 
Se What a waste 
OVERALL 78 

ough this wouldn't take anyone's breath 
s=cy, the 3D combat is quite exciting, and 
‘sqrt © for bit of joypad skill. The grophics 
seer bod ot all, ond onthe whole, tis is 0 
sme gome. Ifyou yearn for something Fight 
swctorish on your Nintendo, check this one 

OVERALL 79% 

You ARE Maverick the Top Gun of he tile, 
nd it's your aim fo toke fo the skies, complete 
« number of missions ond blow up all the MiGs. 
you can inthe process. Top Gun I is not recom 
‘mended because the graphics ore extremely 
aul andthe gomeply is very dul indeed. 
Only the one-on-one two-player mode i 0 
good laugh 
OVERALL S1% 

Promising sounding platform game sadly let 
‘down in its execution, is just not fun enough to 
litt out ofthe veritoble sea of platform gomes 
‘avoidable on the NES. 
OVERALL 74% 

This isthe most recent ofthe Zopper gun tits, 
and i's probably the best ofthe lot. Very nice 
phic nd pet of oer net preeraton 
rs st this apart from the athe ight uo 

games, s0 if you've goto Zopper, check it out 
OVERALL 80% 

‘The NES isnot well catered for when it comes 
0 road racers, so it's nice fo see 0 good, fost 
‘oction-filled effort ike Turbo Racing. Although 
the lis are o bit rough, this is more than. ml ip he en sorely Cn out 
OVERALL 80% 

Featuring o massive 15 events (hurdles, pole 
vault, hammer throw, orchery, day pigeon, pis- 
{ol shooting, canoeing, hong- lid 
Toekwondo fencing and orm wrsting), his is 
rophically ond sonically superb. With muit- 
ploer on and lento unhond clna- 
ing buton-boshing gameplay, this iso sports 
simulation no Nintendo owner should ms. 
OVERALL 90% 

Trog iso PooMon:style coin-op (two girls ore 
playing it in the arcade scene in Terminator I!) 
‘which depicts you os a caveman out fo save his 
995 (#74 from various prehistoric terrors. The 
‘rophics oe well-animoted ond very cute, but 
199 amount of presentation con disguise the 
simplistic gameplay. 
OVERALL 70 

This is quite a decent beat ‘em up, (converted 
from @ popular coin-op of yesteryear) but 
though the graphics ae fine, the gameplay is 0 
bit dul. A few more powerful weapons would 
hove helped moke this obove-overoge quality 
‘gome into something quite special 
OVERALL 72% 

Ubon Chopin oft ordinary beat on 
up in which you fight 0 variety of foes. The goa dws he ry bfoe this four yor old go 
baring. you'e aera good bet em vp, 
check out something like Double Dragon ineod 
OVERALL 54% 

If you've gota zapper gun, stick it into your 
holster and ride into town and battle o bunch 
‘of merciless hoodlums who've been whoopin’ i 
Up and scorin’ all he townsfolk. The grophics 
‘ore colourful and bright, and the oim i to sim 
ply blast away as many bad dude cowboys os 
possible I's quite ood fun, but gets abit bor- 
ing afer o while 
OVERALL 67% 

This iso smor-lookng, but simplistic platform 
game which requires an avfullt of jumping 
Skils ond litle else which oll gets @ bit monoto- 
nous while. There or seer super 
plotform gomes available onthe NES, # 
Mario games for example, and the Megomon 
series 
OVERALL 72% 

This has go! wel-onimated grophics, plenty of 
‘moves ond enjoyable gameplay, ond while it 
doesn't feature the characters from WWF like 
the oficial tle does, we sil think its the best 
wrestling game on the NES. 
OVERALL 84% 

The grophics are simple, but nicely drawn ond 
the soundtracks are superb, moking this plat- 
form hammer ‘em up a treat to play. I's not 
205), and there are loads of screens and even o 
dasa option you wont hy ond make 
your own 
OVERALL 81% 

Call 

) a 9 

Leap into the ring ofthe All-American World 
Wrestling Federation long with all your 
fovourte wrestlers from the popular TV series 
This version of WWF is good fun foro while, 
but it's 0 fod easy and only the two-player 
option really gives you great volue for money. 
OVERALL 80 

The oxgina coin-op's bes feature was its pret ty eps, ond tese hove been Worsted 
{00 well othe comparatively chunky. piled 
NES, so oll you're lef with is passable, but 
hardly exciting up-the-screen blest 
OVERALL 65% 

GAME 

NEW 
an‘tbe doing with Aliens, usl Especially when 
they stor in muli-milion dello, mind numbing 
movie sequels. ThanHfuly thei infestation of 
the Gome Boy in thistle ks easily forgivable 
becouse itis excellent You contr Ripley os she 
caries out her mission to destroy prety much 
‘everything insight With some exploration and 
puzle elements siding in to join tha fun this 
‘mare thon the shoo! am up and comes 
highly recommended from us! 
OVERALL 90% 

wih magic and bea! ‘em upstyle swordplay, 
and agai, the carrdge comes with batery 

"-40¥0 system. This isthe Nien’ op 
and one ofthe mos! enjoyable en any 

syslem, Moke sure you give it ahr. 
OVERALL 94% 

‘Asad version ofthe oncient gome, Breakout, 
this is one ofthe most simplistic, fedious ond 
Lnchallenging games available onthe 
Gamoboy and should only be bought by sim- 
pering butloons with more money than sense. 
OVERALL 27% 

Become o bolloon's best rind inthis rather 
‘weird floating collect ‘em up. Not only ist 
strange, but i's oso very dul. Things get re 
itive very soon and the unresponsive controls 
don't do this cart any fovours either. 
OVERALL 51% 

Bors been packed of fo summer comp ond 
he's not foo hoppy about it, Help him escope in ths ml lvel parm gore, rowing fe 
dodging other campers and generaly 
‘quite 0 smart ime. An enjoyable f not 
‘xiginal ie which wil fake some beating, 
OVERALL 85% 

NEW 
Not the best Simpsons game inthe world but 
certainly the most inirestng. A sort of 
‘Simpsons meets the Gladiotors thot pts the 
hapless Boron ogoins! some bur compet 
tion in a series of vaguely athletic events. W's 
tough, perhaps foo tough, but gets better os the 
game goes on. If you can get tho for 
OVERALL 71% 

With its two-player link-up option and oddictve 
gomeply,Sosebal recommended io pers 
fans on the move. 
OVERALL 75% 



GAME INDEX 
Wish small but realy detailed graphics ond 
cexcallel sound, Batman is one of he most 
odin plotiorm games around. 

OVERALL 91% 

‘Gospl The evil Dark Queen hos k two 
‘ofthe mighty Battletoads! You, os the third 
‘member Zits, must now launch o rescue bid in 
this beot ‘om up with platform overtones. 
‘Although the graphics ore fiddly, this is © greot 
{game which any sof respecting beat ‘em up fon 
should have, 
OVERALL 90% 

The Game Boy mokes a colliflower ear of on 

sfapemeinsmiere 
Boy bea! ‘em ups,ut certainly not the best 
OVERALL 65% 

Plenty of Ice Hockey style action os two teams. 
‘compete on a horizontally scrolling rink. The 
cation is fast ond addictive and should appeal 
to onyone after a decent sports sim. 
OVERALL 82% 

Hit the rood Jock! This is 0 tiresome conversion 
of « hoary old coin-op thats about os explosive 
5 0 Soggy match. I's boring, simplistic ond 
repetitive, Give ito miss. 
OVERALL 68% 

Toke the mantle of Rockford, diamond miner 
eto nhs comension of he ge ol 
‘coin-op, Stil, the gomeplayis jst os fresh os. 
i dy two conve wth mony ee a 
puzzling as you try to grab the jewels o 
Eodge te boulders and find your way 1 the 
ex hou becking youl in. A challenging 
past game wit hich while cwoy he 

OVERALL 90% 

Bowe is ah nal puzzle game which is meer teeeaveiecmr ier 
brains rather than their joysticks 
OVERALL 83% 

pecans oeewe: 

fees coe | coma 

Bob and Bub take a itp nfo scoling platform 
land, Their mission: fo bubble up the inhabi- 
tants of each reali, burst the bubbles, kill the 
‘meanies ond move on to the next screen, 
Bubble Bobble is fost, fun ond very addictive. 
Highly recommended! 
OVERALL 90% 

This gome, originally by Infogrames forthe Aigo, phe page nthe rl of o Ghost 
2a pid ote cred eneranee 

isis. highly origina 
fone wel wor king o look 
OVERALL 81% 

Toke fo the shies once more in this horizontally 
‘croling shoot ‘em up type story of a mega- 
power robot and is ht gaint ins 

we graphics are pretty good, there's always 
lots 1 do ond the ection is prety fast poced. A 
decent quality shoot ‘em up ond no mistoke 
OVERALL 83% 

Burgertime must rank os the world’s first fst 
creation simulator. Now the coin-op of 

yesteryear has returned, ond its ideol 
material. The idea is fo drop burger 

ingredient into a dish from some 
‘unring ovr hem ro vr pei) fo moke 
your job harder you ore chased my monstrous 
pickles ond hot dogs. Low on grophies but high 
10 playobilty, Burgertime iso real lough, 
although it does get very repetitive ote the 
fis few levels 
OVERALL 78% 

Toke contol of Simon, « whip-wielding hero 
and batle your way through four large scroling 
platform landscapes. The gameplay is addictive, 
‘and keeps you going for quite o while - but be 
prepored for some annoyance, becouse there 
‘re some nasty hidden surprises that don't 
‘moke themselves opparent unt it's too late to 
do anything about them, 
OVERALL 79% 

converting this coin-op tothe 
Gameboy wasn't really avery good idea was 
i Try ost might, the Gameboy just con't cope 
with the speed necessary to make this gome 
really tiling, The result is slow, shigish and 

ry tedious 
OVERALL 42% 

red.on loods of for- 
Werson tote. The 

This chess sim has, 
mats, but this the 
game is hard but logical and oll the rules of 
chess ore accounted for. The difficulty levels ore 
well set, so beginners con pick it up stroight 
we) aoa wore Niagoing 
ridiculously easy, Best of al ofcourse, uly 
portable so you ean exercise your brain at any fime you ike 
OVERALL 96% 

Brion! Guide a ‘round scrolling 
landganas rtevnghosogecand Bowing vp 
conyfhing ‘inyour way. A highly 

rath wesivebcion ondeahoen! 

OVERALL 92% 

NEW 
One ofthe most unlikely concepts for 0 game 
‘but one that works extremely welll The crash 
Dummies ski, drive ond dive their way to 
destruction but all inthe best possible taste, 
‘port from the dreadful sense of humour thot 
runs throughout! This varied game has much to 

offer everyone who likes their ocion wild ond 
roy 
OVERALL 86% 

winner. If helping @ pal get to anips Fronds bis ourfne, gt 
OVERALL 92% 

of this! 

With great grophics ond sound, Double Drogon 
‘on excellent mini-replica of the classi orcode 
game, featuring oll the originals tills ond 
spills. There's even a two-player link-up option 
for simultoneous vigilante antics! A must 
beat ‘em up fons. 
OVERALL 83% 

gontic, 
it 100 sim- 

OVERALL 88% 

Nintendo's own Tetris clone makes it tothe 
Gomeboy, and its great. Highly recommended 
fo purse fons. 
OVERALL 87% 

Ait hay eo of of plo, 
gomes on the tis one hos unmstok- 
able Disney grophicol touch ond oodles of 
pli Th problem stat it's vry 
ard, so expert gomers should give ito miss 
OVERALL 78% 

This puzzle game caused something ofa stir on 
the PC Engine (that version was called Bomber 

st 05 Man) - and the Gameboy version is 
! You must ploce strategic jinon 

‘temp! fo clear each screen of baddies before 
‘odvancing onto the next, harder screen. Simple 
but very oddicive, ond the second (slightly dif- 
ferent] version of the gome included on the cor- 
tidge moles it great value. 
OVERALL 88% 

The first four-player Gameboy game is here - 
‘and it even comes with a free four-way odop- 
tor! The game itself is on excellent OutRun-view 
rece, wih wht mst be some ofthe fastest 
seroling seen on o Gameboy! Great fn ond 
excellent volue for money. 
OVERALL 88% 

NEW 
Whilst graphically and sonicolly 0 dismolaffoir 
‘Microprose's oging fight simulator makes the 
conversion over to the Gameboy quite well. A 
thinking man’s Afterburner, if you foncy o chal- 
lenge and more than a touch of variation to 
your shoot em ups then take o strike ot this. 
OVERALL 83% 

sme sadly let down Si rammed roi likly pt ng gor isis by its laughably low dificuly setting, 

‘of players won't get more than a d 
out of this 

OVERALL 37% 

Put simply, this is 0 dull football 
gome Nik Of ntecd i nds bat 
OVERALL 41% 

Some prety good gamesplaying skills are 
ied fo make your way oround this game’ 

Unlsendly plot environ buts al 
‘oddictve, and should be checked out by hord- 
ened platform fons. 
OVERALL 80% 

-perectminiroplia ofthe clssc coin-op th 
contains all the graphics (in black ‘n’ white), 
‘speech and playability of he coin-op. Ther’ 
‘even o skill two-player mode. A must for 
Gountiet fons. 
OVERALL 88% 

Bonking hoy! The PC Kid is re-christoned the 
GB kid and trounces the life out of his prehis- 
{orc foes in his frst quolty adventure, He's sh 
ish and often hilorous, the only problem is the 
the game's simple to complete 
OVERALL 79% 

With humorous graphics and some quite dece 
tunes, Ghostbusters Il manoges fo both enter- 
{ain and challenge, with six diferent missions 
fest your brains ond reflexes. Well worth tkin 
«look ot. 
OVERALL 81% 

Thisis 0 great that plays 0 great 
‘game of golf, Need we say more! 
OVERALL 88% 

‘Once more is platforms 0 go-go with Greml 
I As the is your jb to rid the word 
of those tr ‘Gremlins utilising the 
‘many traps ond weopons litered oround the 
landscope. Gremlins Is ceroinly challenging 
‘nd it has some wonderful graphics ond musi 
OVERALL 80% 



AME INDEX 
“ake control ofa digitised Macauley Culkin, os 
be runs round his mansion collecting goodies 
== locking them up in his safe. At the some 
Se, he must wotch out forthe many burglors 
~>o've entered his home. Home Alone is @| 
123, dul, boring gome with mournful grophics, 
Secor sound ond awtul playability, Avoid il 
OVERALL 38% 

= tis version ofthe Spielberg movie, you 
guide Peter Fan oround the eight-woy scrolling 
rel of Never Land, dishing out dogger justice 
‘> Hook's minions and completing varous 

task withthe oid of the lval 
Tinkerbell. Hook is quite enteroining for 0 
wil, but there just doesn't seem ob thot 
ch fo doin eoch level 
OVERALL 66% 

this brilliont conversion of the Sean Connery 
&, Phd ‘tontrol of the Red eo ‘ond 

evels of ci ee a pen Abn game wih 
mati two-player mode where the 
cond s fokes control of an entire fleet 

with destroying the Red Ocoberl 
Event 
OVERALL 92% 

F you enjoy o really tough challenge, his plot. 
frm gome is highly recommended. Normal 
ayers, however, might find themselves wanti- 
go smosh the carindge up ote couple of 
35e5- i's thot hard! 
OVERALL 71% 

ey jally edoptotion ofthe NES platform 
3270 provides the fun, but is now geting 
erlang inthe tooth, 
OVERALL 71% 

RAVE! 
‘heya ann ane 
‘om the creatoc of Maria. I this one Coes 
epee Seas al aby osu 
See aoe Aap dere 
Macaig rc hogan in. s s 

anes Taltheseegnd 

Irom coin- lined wih mori gop Se oud olng wh edu Sealin the coin ato ig 

is loose translation ofthe ogeir 
2 5 very dul indeed with mour 

level. One go is oll that’s required to beat this 
vopid effort of 0 game 
OVERALL 17% 

This iso pce ‘gome where your tomato (!) 
must shift oddly shaped blocks into gaping 
holes to traverse mazos ond reach the ex, I's 
falas of Soko Bon cone bu ele more 
fun. 
OVERALL 85% 

NEW 
‘Short ond sweet: Lemmings on the Gameboy is 
‘© great conversion of« clasic game. Prevent 
hhardes of Lemmings from meeting with certain 
<doom in on almost endless collection of brain- 
faxing screens, 
OVERALL 88% 

Telaone Tunes slain an ecing ond vores 
lection of shoot em ups and pla- 

fem tiled day Twp vse, 
tnd Doffy all wait for you fo join thy 

‘excellent port. 
OVERALL 90% 

Guide your marble around o number of 
increasing tly som slopes, etring 
many pitfalls such os ocd pools, giant vacuums 
tnd even lr blck marbles Tvs one of 
those pomes which sparc sied oho 

ond though t's short on lve, is 
teagan doy 
OVERALL 87% 

Frirly dull oction game which foils to supply the 
necessary ingredients fo make i 0 worthwhile 
purchase. 
OVERALL62% 

Big and absorbing arcade adventure 
game that’s well wort checking out it you're 
into games ofthis ype. 
OVERALL 81% 

‘Motocross has never been ony weirder than in 
this of-100d biking game! I's ricky, but is 
good fun» especially agains « computer oppo- 
nant «ond provides plenty of emvsement or 0 

OVERALL 76% 

‘Adopt the mantle of Mr Do and run around a 
Boulerdash-style screen layout dropping mas- 
sive pieces of Frit on marauding enemy 

sprites Although not entirely fitful othe 
Gein-op, Mt Dol i sil highly playable conver- 
$on well wet look. 
OVERALL 86% 

Thisplafom shot ‘en pis omaigy super 
hord. you thnk you can ignore the lack of 
‘originality ond you're o good enough gomes- 
player not fo get too frustrated, Navy Seals i 
well worth a look 
OVERALL 80% 

Qixis gome, buts nevertheless 
‘addictive. If it hod been enhanced rather like 
PC Engine Volied it would have been o real 
stunner. Ast stonds it's just on entering 
game which has plenty of long-lasting oppedl 
OVERALL 81% 

‘Mediocre action game in which you quide your 
‘hip ois enemy Fores Fun fer i, bt 
s00n gets dul. 
“OVERALL 64% 

‘Agreat conversion based on the classic coin. 
cop. The grophics ore quite nicely drawn, and 
the ocfion is lear and eosy-o-see. snot sim- 
ple, and shoat ‘em up fons should really get 
info the ochon. Go for it! 
OVE L 88% 

This is 0 shambolic mockery of « clopped-out 
soccer game. There's no rel control over your 
players, the computer hos no knowledge of tac- 
tics ond the responsiveness and collision detec: 
tion are sadness incarnate. 
OVERALL 31% 

Ahough it mighin lock o sound, Otel i 
‘on okie ‘and enjoyable board game which 
you'll go back to time and time again. 

OVERALL 89% 

PacMan is as PacMan does, ond this sos flaw 
less 0 conversion ofthe crumbly rcade game 
‘25 you will ind. This wll make Some pl 
leap fr jy, others wil find it enjoyable for a 
quick go now ond then. Give it 999 # you're 0 
Facon 

Uttro-blury grophics, rubbish bike handling 
‘and dodgy collision detection ore the three 
tain flows pres in his saponin comer 
Sion hol wil oppeal orcad es 
OVERALL 67% 

Pinball features othree-screen-highfick-screen 
table which is complete wth bumper, flippers, 
drop forgets ond even hidden borus screens! 
Ws rey iy oly, but te ball movement 
is 30 realistic you find yoursel tilting your 
Gomaboy round to try and influence where 
the ball goes! Is all jolly fun and should go 
ddown well with the pinball wizards amongst us. 
OVERALL 79% 

This must rank as one of th greatest platform 
fairs of all time, and its combination of 

fish puzzles ond pinpoint platform action 
certainly moke this version a winner. Add 10 
that the some spectocular animation and you have o dafinte mus buy coridge. 
OVERALL 92% 

Looking ia os bate eis ond Spore 
Invodes, Quah san enjoyable ond 
Ie Gabe hier Ley of chlenge ond 
lasting oppeol. Ty it ou if you're after some- 
thing diferent 
OVERALL 90% 

NES Boy and His Blob was quite o laugh, so 
Led iow where the pogroms wat 
‘wrong with this ing jelly bean 
‘chon would be fn, but her's foo mony wide 
‘open spaces where nothing happens. A shom 
OVERALL 68% 

Ales rms a) itl abe on ho 
‘Gameboy, fll of ramps, bumpers. mult-balls, 
‘bonuses and all the troppings you'd expect 
{rom a four-screen fabie. Pinball fans wil relish 
i 
OVERALL 91% 

‘An original approach toa film license. The 
ge posed wh pues od I res 

‘up 10a large ond interesting game. 
Dafinte wor ook. - 
OVERALL 88% 

This ranks os one ofthe most successul games 
of all ime ond was converted to olmast every 
fomat known oman. Th version i 
ed, tl he sal aropis make things 

forgetting and face matching sections ve Gicl which vo shome becuse those 
would be great 
OVERALL 72% 

Tom and Rit take ther sticks othe hides of o 
‘riety of cutesy platocm types in this ight 
repetitive Gome Boy excursion ito Rodlond. All 
‘he intermission screens ond bonus stages of 
the coin-op ore present but the interes level 
doesn les long 
OVERALL 74% 

The Gameboy now plays hos to one ofthe best 
known shoot ‘em ups ever. Use your top fying 
Skills fo survive inthis petty ough conversion 
of he coin-op. The grophics are pretty good 
‘ond i's highly although the small 
screen con make thi 
OVERAL 

ings obi 
82% 

Sie okt pol slain inthe beso 
ition, is 0 moter of ies poses Ui pe pee facta 

‘required. Master bolstics professors will love 
ths on, athough anyone ees interes may 
wane pretty quickly. 
OVERALL 73% 



GAME INDEX 
Whilst this has 0 promising ttle and looks like it 
might be fun, the implementation is poor. The 
‘min gome isa jus o viewed from behind 
showjumping variant. The bonus hol-pipe 
‘event is quite entertaining but doesn't justify the 
price tog ot ol 
OVERALL 63% 

kote or Die Is on entirely different game 
from the original. I's a super-speedy platform 
skate gome with lots of montoya skate-style 
ction fo be ad. I your interes in conventional 
platform games is waning ry this fr size. 
OVERALL 81% 

Those wicked reptiles who appeared in the bil 
lant NES gome Snake, Rate'n Rol ar back 
apainin hs spe Gameboy rad gm. An 
bsolve must 
OVERALL 89% 

Tha pling platinm gameplay bas the 
ky purl acon in is thorouphiyenjvabe 

ame. t's not particularly tough, but while it 
t's very addictive. 

OVERALL 84% 

After couple of goes this up-the-screen shooter 
soon becomes boning. I'l igi, but thee ore 
no real surprises to keep you going bac toi 
OVERALL 69% 

Good odapiation ofthe coin-op platform purzle 
game. The gameplay is oddictve, and the only 
Atpe is that sometimes the fitchy graphics make 
i dificult to see what's going on. 
OVERALL 82% 

Not so much Speedball as blurred bol, the 
Same Bo iy sreen coat ope wih he 
intensity ofthis future sport you've never 
experienced the game on any other system then 
the oction i us far too confusing 
OVERALL 65% 

Spider-Man i thoroughly enjoyable beat ‘em 
Up which hos some amazing grophics and plen- 
ty of varity. A must fr wal crawlers every- 
where. 
OVERALL 85% 

‘Thesgfeaest foolbol ome eer iow on the 
‘Gameboy and i's as goad os could possibly be 
‘expected. Obviously the small, nonochrome 
screen does present certain problems, but the 
‘peed ond play of te og te si 
‘here. Eosly thelbest sports game on the 
Goméboy. 
OVERALL 93% 

hth biliont game doesn! Yoke long 
toffinsh, there oe loads of secret things to 
‘uncover and the gameploy/s $ good you just 
keep on going back ot A ms yor lo- 
form fons everwhere, 
OVERALL 90% 

Those Rre guys re ott agin - converting one 
of thir fob NES cots othe, Gameboy This ime 
{sf he ometnic-view radio conralied cr 
racing gome, The body shop odds something to 
the game and i's ceri highly payable, 
fven tt does sue from bt of lack of vari- 
ly. 
OVERALL 

87% 

‘Adecent beat ‘em up with plenty of action and 
some great grophics fo drool over. Turtle fons 
‘ore bound 0 go bonkers over this. 
OVERALL 90% 

vs more ofthe same down in Turtle land, 
Another beat ‘em up with large, clear and well: 
‘onimated sprites along with a smidgen of plot 
forming. i's harder than the original and 
there's also some sampled speech. Once again, 
Turtle fons will love this. 
OVERALL 85% 

(One of the best Tennis games avilable on ony 
system, ths is challenging, oddcive, ond lets 
you pay vitally any shot you could normally 
do with racket. Highly recommended. 
OVERALL 86% 

OVERALL 45% 

This thoroughly enjoyable Track and Field-type 
sports simulation features great graphics ond 
some superb presentation points. I's biliant 
fun ot fist, but the rather somey nature ofthe 
gameplay means i does get dull afte o while 
‘and the button-pounding action certainly takes 
it out of the Game Boy. 
OVERALL 75% 

Snoaze-inducing driving-type gome which Jacks. 
the poce and excitement fo get the adrenalin 

9g 
OVERALL 59% 

Quite ool platform gome, but unfortunately 
_gomes like this ore ten-a-penny, and while it's: 
not a bad game, there are loads of better ones 
to look out fo. 
OVERALL 78% 

et into the ring with fomous names such as 
Hol Hogan ond the Utimole Ware, ond then 
‘promptly get thrown bock out. WWF has great 
‘grophics and loods of moves but the tourna- 
‘ment is far foo easy to win, you have a sec- 
‘ond player around offen, though, i's a great 
link-up game, 
OVERALL 85% 

‘As film licenses go, this most rank os one of the 
best going, There ore only ie levels, but 
theca’ plenty of yorely, on enjoyable puzzle 
section {foronea) ond loods of action, along 
with great grophies ond sound. ltwad't tke too| 
long 46 €omy stil « fob gome. 
OVERALL 90% 

‘The fist of his pic saga, Stor Wors on the 
Gomi Boys every bit as good as the NES ver- 
sion. Enjoy the top class platform action os the 
plot of the film unfolds 
OVERALL 90% 

Jolly platform gome storing everyone fevers dtermed haroe:There oe loads 
of secret screens and the oction is challenging 
enough to keep platform fans happy for quite 
some time 
OVERALL 81% 

INTENDO 128 

Freewwith the UK version ofthe Gomeboy, this 
puzle gome is absoltely temic ond unbeliev 
sbi adc. Weiner eo ge no 
‘and is one ofthe best Gomeboy gomes yet 

OVERALE 95% 

NEW 
A platform game thot stars a leather cod fox 
who is out fo rescue his similarly foshion con- 
‘cious ven may sound obit dul ond tedious 
AS a matter of foc! it is just that. The fox sucks! 

NEW 
‘Although not os instinctive asthe incradible 
Super Tennis, Amazing Tennis is jut thot! The 
‘gameplay ist $0 immediate, the behind-the- 
‘et viewpoint is alitle dountcg ot frst, ond is 
ula tricky fo control, Howver these problems 
‘008 fade into insignificance with practice ond 
‘Amazing Tennis astounds with great graphics 
‘ond sounds. Despite the robotic sounding 
‘umpire: Ad-von-tage re-cei-ver. 
OVERALL 91% 

What a spectacular load of ld tosh this ist An 
excellent example of the lesson that warns us 
never o ude obook by its cover. The arc: 
tive graphics are poorly animated and the gor 
plays like a... lke infact it doesn't play 
all i's @ steaming wrack and no mistake. 
OVERALL 49% 

NEW 
Hardly fllowing the plot ofthe film and o for 
<r from being a good game either! Irelevanc 
to the classic John Landis film oside, the Blues 
Brothers is 0 very poor platform charade fll o 
‘bod programming and brain numbing monot 
ty. I's very frustrating tool 
OVERALL 47% 

BEN ae 
‘och the infamous Chuck Rock flobbles his way 

Joe & Mac in that there is for more depth to hi Rinne reac 
He is the captain coveman! 
OVERALL 89% 

The finest. 16-bitconsole shoot ‘emp money 
con buy! Contra Spiis hos all he blosting 
yaleauie rom ogo lng th ince 
Fe atophics, amating orchestral soundtracks 
ond una die ql A eonta 
uy 
OVERALL 95% 

NEW 
Nothing whatsoever to do with posponing 
sweets oer 0 moa for a woek but plenty in 
‘common with the tragic Gul War. Desert Sirk 
is likley to satisty everyone with o this for her 
‘sm ond presents a nave twist to the usual 
shoot-em-up format 
OVERALL 83% 

Capcom have o,feputtion for ptoducng fine 
SupeeINES gones, ond Fol ght iso excep 
tian W's very cose 1 the coin-op original with 
‘one level, one character ond the twoxplayer 
‘mode remaved. Beat ‘em up fons will probobh 
‘explode with excitement when they ploy this 
OVERALL 92% 

This is one of Nintendo's flagship gomes for th 
Super NES, ond i's nol surprising! Featuring 
supet-smoath amozing 3D grophics, along wit 
high-speed action 0$ ou zoom around 15 dt 
ferent racks, F-Zar01son essential purchase 
OVERALL 90% 



GAME INDEX 
Hordlyo deity when compored tothe best 
Super NES platform games in existence but on 
seresting excursion into the reals ofthe gods 
al the some. The awkword control method lets 
‘he game down and the machine's capabilities 
ar alos completely ignored. Some new ideas 
and a high level of challenge are enough fo 
raise it above most. 
OVERALL 85% 

Sove those broinless,suicide-motivated 
Leming fon on dea his rif, un 
gome, The grophics and sound ere but it’s the 
‘resh, original gameplay thot makes this the 
superb thal is. 
OVERALL 92% 
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Fun though this may be, ct first the novelties 
soon wear off. Both the ort ond music designers 
2 hapless ited nd fl to fncon as 
ve educational tools, though theyre OK for @ 
fcugh. The swat the fly coffee break feature is 
$e only aspect ofthe package that clases 0s 
zeme, yet is hardly wath say notes despite 

progress through the levels inthis entertaining 
zzle gome from Ocean. Pushover may not 

cd the some excitement as Lemmings, the 
puraes ore not testing enough, bu sil rates as 
2 fun kind of strategy game. 
OVERALL 78% 

NEW 
The foul mouthed, ultro-cool minor hero ofthe 
ighties mokes his second come back! The 
gfophics ore super psychedelic, the music and 
sound effects ore beyond description except to 
‘ay that they are equally as for aut. Q°Ber! moy 
be'a tired old character bt NIVIC hove revived 
cand revamped him back fo life. The only prob- 
lem i that he tedium overtakes the compulsion 
thera while leaving poor old Q'Bert fing the 
prospec of tera shtdom, Check eu 
rowever,if you fel the need fra chang. 
OVERALL 70% 

‘Although it features 0 simultaneous two-player 
mode, this is very much a poor man’s Finol 
Fight. The action simply isn't exciting or voried 
enough to be worth geting. Check out Final 
Fight instood. 
OVERALL 48% 

In this highly original Game) you cree ond 
rte yout own éty, dealing wih all he usual 
problems of over-crowding, pollution ond var 
‘us abhor environmental disasters This might 
sound boring, but Sim Giyis actully very deep 
‘ond involving ond hours erally fly Buy when 
you play. A truly elassic cor, 
OVERALL 93% 

Fe inclusion ofthe rather excellent mouse. 
OVERALL 65% 

com work their magic on the Super NES 
mare wih thai rst Disney license 

Mickey's quest is full of surprises ond is packed 
wh gorgeous grophis ond enchanting muse 
Fe game sees Mickey oso Fireman, o moun 
sneer ond even a mighty litle sorcerer al of 
ch lend themselves o some intersting twits 
the gomeploy. if only it wasn't so goddam 
aay! Tsch. 
OVERALL 84% 

Feperboy returns inthis mubi-directionolly 
scaling effort. The aim is to deliver papers to 
at your subscribers whilst avoiding enemy 
sertes. The grophics ore litle beter than the 
fester System version, and the extra directions 
1©: can go add nothing to the gomeploy. Like 
Foerboy himsol, this uimately fils to deliver. 

41% 

“2 aftp to the Plotwings academy for 
-==rced fying inthis visually stunning game. 
Seq. ghding,jt-pockng, parochfing ond 
stpng are al hae bheenged 
ecogh the novelty does weor off offer o 
=, Patwings sil ronks oso highly playable, 
sia game. 
OVERALL 90% 

NEW 
Act rearranges dominoes in order fo 

You might as well ignore the tile. This is actual 
‘Wonderboy on the Super NES, converted by 

the gome's creators, Hudson Soft. This cart 
ploys identically to Wonderboy but with 
enhanced graphics ond amazing music to beet 
Up the proceedings. I's good fun, but it can be 
completed prety quickly. 
OVERALL 78% 

Simon Belmont is back! Once ogoin, Droc is 
‘outing him bit of aggro, so Sims trocks 
‘cross the plaform kingdom into Droc’s castle 
‘ond atfemps to dust the Big D himself. Super 
Coslevonia hos truly excellent grophics, sound 
‘ond gameplay, but is obit easy to complete 
for experienced players. 
OVERALL 91% 

OVERALL 73% 

‘The man with the meanest dungorees in town is 
bockfor some more mull-diretonalyscroling 
shenanigans os he attempts to save the 
‘Mushroom Worlds fromthe twisted Koop. 
Boasting coo! grophies, super sounds and 
'AMALING gameplay, Super Mario Brothers Vis 
probably the best ideo gore in the world 
OVERALL 98% 

‘An outstanding game on the PC, Wing 
Commander doesn't have the necessary excite 
ment and outstanding gameplay to uphold is 
reputation onthe Super NES. With oo much 
attention placed onthe presentation, which isnt 
all that good either, ond not enough tothe 
gomeplay Wing Commander is bes let alone 
OVERALL 62% 

‘Not parficulorly/Sutsonding onjyouf own, but 
with two players ths racing game the 
cobsolute business. Feoturing briliant grophics 
cond @ variety of diferent ploy modes there ore 
‘even some secret shoric's to discarer-We 
haven t stopped playing since it cams into the 

Link ohmsin this wewed-om-obove scrolling 
quest with thousonds ofscreens,Joods of puz 
2les and some grt! graphics and sound. This is 
the definitive odventure game forthe Super 
NES, bu be sue fo buy the American version of 

ol 
OVERALL 92% 

Toke on the might of the Bydo empire inthis 
souped-up version ofthe classic horizontally 
scrolling coin-op. Super R-Type is great fun fo 
ploy ond has some great graphics. The problem 
is that the gome slows down o lat ond i's very 
‘easy to complete, with nothing more fo see on 
the higher dificult levels 
OVERALL 82% 

Soccer is soccer, only this time it’s played out on 
a third person perspective spin ‘n’ scroll pitch, 
Aihough it's reat ook of, here an much Of the pich viewed a once, making posing ver dict The bll movement oso que 
Lnrealistc. Technically polished, but lacking in 
the playobility department Super Soccer is only 
realy ‘recommended to die-hard football fans. 

OVERALL 79% 

‘Once again, Sir Athur’s back 16 save his gir- 
Noahs ae i cin 
some more scroling platform tomfoolery. Super 
Ghouls ‘A! Ghosts has it ol -briliont graphics, 
‘omazing sound, awesome gomeplay ond o 
relly tough challenge. An essential buy for 
your Super NES, 
OVERALL 94% 

The Supa NES sp sr graphics cis oe 
sed fo create o fost, smooth third person per 
spective Yennes cour, populoted by evte sprites 
that swear @ lot (on the Japanese version! 
Super Tennis isthe best tennis game.eyer pro: 
duced: Its ployobility is unrivalled and as.0 two- 
player game, i's the tops! 
OVERALL 94% 

Well, was this game worth the hype or what? 
The onswer is probably no, unfortunately. The 
gemepiay is rowhere neor 0: good osm ihe 
orignal 16bt versions and sf foks lke 
another long wat for something beter, Sensible 
‘Soccer perhaps? Save your cash! 

Known os Area 88 in Jopan, this side-on 
Scroling shoo! ‘eniupicoinsop convetsion isn't 
05 technically amazing 0s Contra Spits, but i's 
ivstes playable and even more lastoble. The 
‘grophics.are stunning, the sound decent ond 
the gameplay highly exiting. Another Copcom 

OVERALL 94% 

the game becouse the Joponese import version 
has losin lots of indecipherable foreign text 
OVERALL 95% 
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WHAT A BEAUTY 

Spots are bad news. When one hits, strike back. Ask your chemist for fast-fighting Valderma Active Gel. 

Washing daily with Valderma Soap further outwits the evil zit. Combat acne. Treat your spots with Valderma. 



WE ARE A SMALL GROUP OF PEOPLE DEDICATED TO PRESERVING A PART 
OF CLASSIC GAMING THAT SEEMS TO BE OVERLOOKED MOST OF THE TIME. 
NAMELY CLASSIC VIDEO GAME MAGAZINES. 
OUR GOAL IS TO PRESERVE THESE MAGAZINES BY RESTORING 
AND DIGITIZING THEM BEFORE THEY ARE LOST FOREVER. 
BESIDES LETTING PEOPLE ENJOY SELECT ARTICLES DIRECTLY ON THE SITE, 
WE ALSO CREATE CBZ FILES AS THE ONE YOU ARE LOOKING AT RIGHT NOW, 
WHICH FEATURE THE COMPLETE MAGAZINES FROM START TO FINISH. 
THIS GIVE US THE BENEFIT OF CREATING MUCH HIGHER RESOLUTION VERSIONS 
THAN WHAT IS FEASIBLE ON A WEBSITE. 
THIS WAY, ANYONE WHO IS BUT A MOUSE-CLICK AWAY WILL BE ABLE 
TO ENJOY THESE CLASSIC MAGAZINES ONCE MORE. 

WE DO HOWEVER ONLY SEEK OUT MAGAZINES WHICH ARE PUBLISHED PRIOR 
TO THE YEAR 2000, UNLESS PERMISSION HAS BEEN GRANTED BY THE PUBLISHER uf 
IN QUESTION TO DO OTHERWISE. 
THE ONLY EXCEPTIONS TO THIS RULE ARE DREAMCAST EXCLUSIVE MAGAZINES, 
DUE TO THE NATURE AND CIRCUMSTANCES SURROUNDING THE SYSTEM, 
AS WELL AS NINTENDO 64 EXCLUSIVE MAGAZINES. — 
REPRINTS AND RE-ISSUED CLASSIC MAGAZINES IN ANY SHAPE OR FORM 
(DIGITAL VERSIONS INCLUDED) WILL BE TREATED LIKE NEWER MAGAZINES, Tal 
WHICH MEANS WE WON'T BE SCANNING OR DISTRIBUTING THEM. 

THE REASON FOR RESTRICTING OURSELVES TO MAGAZINES PUBLISHED 
BEFORE A CERTAIN DATE, IS TO GIVE PUBLISHERS ENOUGH BREATHING ROOM 
TO SELL REPRINTS OR DIGITAL VERSIONS OF THEIR OLD MAGAZINES 
IF THEY WISH TO DO SO. 
THESE ARE HARD ENOUGH TIMES AS IT IS FOR PRINT AND THE LAST THING 
WE WOULD WANT IS TO DO IS HAVE ANY KIND OF NEGATIVE EFFECT ON THEM. 
WE SEEK OUT TO WORK WITH PUBLISHERS AND ARE ALWAYS LOOKING TO 
SEEK APPROVAL TO DIGITIZE, RESTORE AND RE-DISTRIBUTE THEIR WORKS 
IN WHATEVER WAY THEY SEE FIT. (PUBLICLY OR WITH SILENT APPROVAL) 

WE HAVE NO INTENT NOR DESIRE TO PROFIT FROM THESE DIGITAL MAGAZINES 
IN ANY WAY, SHAPE OR FORM. NOR DO WE HAVE ANY DESIRE TO FINANCIALLY 
HARM ANY PUBLISHER, EDITOR. WRITER OR PERSON INVOLVED IN CREATING 
THESE, OR ANY OTHER MAGAZINES FOR THAT MATTER. 
WE ARE NOT HERE TO DO HARM. BUT TO HELP PROTECT THEIR LEGACY. 
THAT IS WHY THE PRE-2000 DATE IS IN PLACE: 
TO PROTECT THEIR BUSINESS AND LIVELY-HOOD, AND TO MAKE SURE THAT WE 
WILL BE ABLE TO KEEP ENJOYING NEW MAGAZINES FOR MANY YEARS TO COME, 
WHILE AT THE SAME TIME ENJOY THEIR BACK CATALOGUE. 

WE WOULD LIKE TO THANK EVERYONE WHO MAKES THIS PROJECT POSSIBLE. 
FROM THE ORIGINAL WRITERS, EDITORS AND PUBLISHERS, TO THE CURRENT 
COPYRIGHT OWNERS AND EVERYONE INVOLVED IN ACQUIRING. DIGITIZING. 
RESTORING, PRESERVING AND DISTRIBUTING THESE MAGAZINES. 

ONE LAST THING: 
IF YOU COME ACROSS ANYONE TRYING TO SELL ANY OF THESE DIGITAL 
MAGAZINES, OR PROFIT FROM THEM IN ANY WAY. SHAPE OR FORM. 
PLEASE DO NOT SUPPORT THEM! 

THANK YOU. 

0 iDevice 
Version 

YOU ARE VIEWING THE PORTABLE VERSION OF THIS ISSUE RIGHT NOW. 
THIS IS CREATED FOR OPTIMAL VIEWING ON SMALL SCREEN DISPLAYS. 
IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR A HIGH RESOLUTION VERSION OF THIS ISSUE, 
BE SURE TO CHECK OUR MAGAZINE CATALOGUE WHERE YOU WILL BE 

ABLE TO DOWNLOAD IT BY CLICKING THE FULL-REZ BUTTON. 


